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INTRODUCTION
 

Peru, like many Third World nations, is characterized by strong ideological
debates over economic development issues. Among these issues, the most hotly
debated is the seemingly perpetual food crisis. However, here one finds a striking
paradox: disagreement is rampant over the cause of domestic food production
problems while there isconsensus among both local and foreign observers on the 
nature of domestic food marketing problems. The latter, it is agreed, is
characterized by activities that are disorganized, inefficient, and dominated by
middlemen. The central claim of this study is that widely accepted perceptions of
domestic food marketing in Peru are often unfounded and sometimes simply
myths.

How can this be? One reason is domestic food marketing has escaped careful 
scrutiny by researchers. Numerous studies have analyzed "commercial" relations
between Peru and the global economy. A growing body of literature therefore 
exists on such topics as the terms of trade, multinational corporations,
agricultural exports, and food imports. Alternatively, various authors have ex
amined some aspect or other of domestic food production or consumption.
Studies on the internal distribution of locally produced fcd crops - domestic 
food marketing - are few and far between. 

This hiatus in the literature is in itself something of a paradox, especially given
the self-evident importance of the topic. One has only to scan a Lima newspaper
to appreciate the general public's concern about any number of domestic food 
marketing problems. Questions about rural trade in food products, marketing
margins, and their impact on producer incomes or consumer prices are of such
obvious interest to not only marketing participants themselves but also policy
makers and administrators as to make one wonder. Why are there not more 
studies on domestic food marketing?

The answer, in part, is that scientists, policy makers, and the general public
believe they already know the answers to most questions about domestic food
 
marketing and therefore such studies are at best unnecessar., and at worst a
 
waste of time. For example, as Babb (1982:6-7) indicates sensationalized
 
newspaper accounts of food marketing problems frequently clamor for im
mediate action. Serious investigators, however, are discouraged from doing
research in this area by the scarcity of relevant official statistics, the limited 
number of earlier studies and the rcstricted publication and dissemination of 
completed research. 

Potato marketing represents perhaps the most striking example of the shortage
of literature in this field. Not only is the potato of Peruvian origin but during
several milennia it has been the country's most important food crop in terms of
total production and contribution to the diet (Antfinez de Mayolo 1981, Amat y
Le6n and Curonisy 1981). The potato is also one of the relatively few crops that
is grown nearly all over the country. It iscultivated by an enormous number of 
production units  most of which sell at least some of what they produce. In fact,
the p'tato is sold in every major market of the country on practically a year
round basis. Moreover, given its symbolic prominence in pre-colombian culture,
its use in several recognized national dishes, and its importance as a basic food for 
massive numbers of rural and urban poor, the price of potatoes often serves as a
bellwether of economic conditions in the country. Nevertheless, while a wealth 



of publications are available on potato agronomy, entomology, and physiology 
(Crosby 1981). only a few published studies concern potato marketing. 

Key arguments summarized 
This study challenges the conventional wisdom on 6omestic food marketing in 

general and potato marketing specifically. The principal arguments of the study 
can be briefly summarized as follows: 

1. 	 A small number of studies, but with definitive declarations, discuss the 
nature of domestic food marketing. In some of these studies, food marketing 
isonly marginally examined. 

2. 	 Two broad approaches to the study of domestic food marketing have emerg
ed. Each approach employs its own concepts and methods. Nonetheless, 
both present conclusions that are striking similar - although the reasons of
fered are various and distinct. These conclusions, however, are not confirm
ed by the evidence presented. Consequently, a precise evaluation of their 
validity remains pending. 

3. 	 The present study of potatoes examines five ideas about domestic food 
marketing commonly accepted as factual. These ideas are as follows: 

a. 	Rural assembly isdisorganized and inefficient. 
b. 	Rural assemblers' margins are excessive. 
c. 	High freight fates contribute to high marketing costs. 
d. 	Exorbitant margins of Lima wholesalers inflate consumer prices. 
e. Consumption of traditional food crops such as potatoes has declined in 

Lima. 

In the specific case of potatoes and in relation with the conclusions listed 
above, the following specific claims are mentioned or inferred by authors of 
previous studies: 

a. Producers have received a steadily declining percentage of the consumer 
price for potatoes during the last two decades. 

b. A large number of middlemen separate producers and Lima wholesalers. 
c. 	Potatoes from the Coast are steadily replacing potatoes from the Sierra in the 

Lima market. 
d. 	Potato shipnlcnts are concentrated in the hands of a few wholesalers. 
e. 	Lima consumers have progressively substituted rice for potatoes, given the 

strong rdation between prices for the two products and their respective con
sumption. 

Results presented in this study fail to confirm the generally accepted conclu
sions. Moreover, they show that several specific statements about potatoes are 
erroneous. 

The arguments listed above are developed in the course of seven chapters. 
Each chapter forms part of what is intended to be an integrated view of the 
domestic food marketing of a single food commodity. Considered in its entirety, 
this view consists of the following: a literature review; an analysis of long-term 
trends in production, consumption, and trade; an examination of the costs and 
returns to production, rural assembly, transport, wholesaling, and retailing; a 
consideration of consumption and demand tendencies; an explanation of the 
data collection methods; a presentation of the secondary statistics employed; and 
a detailed bibliography. 
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Chapter I reviews the two broad approaches currently invoked to analyzedomestic food marketing. Strengths and weaknesses of previous literature are
identified in the process. Special emphasis is given to earlier publications on 
potato marketing. In such fashion, the chapter strives to put the approach of this
study in perspective. This consists of both an historical examination of potato
production, distribution, and consumption and a technical analysis of marketing 
costs, prices, and margins. 

Chapter 11offers an historical overview of potato production, consumption,
and marketing trends. The coverage includes national, regional, and sub-regional
developments during the last three decades. Developments in the central Sierra
and Coast receive particular attention. This panorama indicates how current
marketing patterns reflect long-term structural changes in the potato sector. 

Chapters III and IV analyze the various operations involved in producing,
assembling, and transporting 100 kg of white potatoes in 1979. Chapter II investigates these activities between the central Sierra and Lima. Chapter IV
focuses on the channel linking the central Coast and the capital. The presenta
tion integrates a descriptive analysis of costs, returns, and margins with a discus
sion of the social relations between marketing participants, e.g. how prices areagreed upon, payments made, commercial ties developed and maintained. These
chapters are based on an elaborate set of formal interviews conducted especially
for this study.

Potato wholesaling and retailing in Lima are treated in Chapter V. At thewholesale level, the chapter addresses a series of questions concerning the
number and size distribution of potato wholesalers in the capital. Procurement 
practices and wholesale costs are discussed next. The chapter then brieflydescribes potato retailing before it examines wholesale margins in detail. The
analysis once again focuses on 100 kg of white potatoes. This chapter utilizes acombination of secondary statistics, informal interviews, a review of the
literature, and prices collected expressly for this particular research.

Chapter VI considers potato consumption and demand in Lima. Results of
various consumption surveys are 
presented together to facilitate assessment of
potato consumption trends both for Lima as a whole and for different groups in
the capital. The chapter then investigates trends in potato shipments, retail pricesand wages in an effort to explain observed consumption patterns. The effect of
inflation on prices, incomes and potato consumption receives recurrent atten
tion. A concluding section contrasts formal estimates of the relation between
changes in prices or incomes and shifts in potato consumption and several com
monly accepted beliefs in this regard.

The final chapter begins by briefly reviewing the key arguments presented in
this study. A synthesis of the principal findings then serves as the basis for com
paring results of this study with the consensus on domestic food marketing in thecase of potatoes. The study concludes by considering the essential implications.

Appendix One explains field work methodology and the principal assumptions
used in data analysis. Appendix Two contains the secondary data referred to in 
the text. 

An extensive bibliography is at the end of the study.
This study does not pretend to deal in detail with economic theory and formal

models related to marketing. Instead, it offers a descriptive but sorely neededanalysis of the subject matter. There are two reasons for this. First, the bookspecifically takes issue with those previous studies that have been too abstract 
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and conceptual. The findings suggest a definite need for more empirically based 
reseaich. Second, this is the first study of its kind on this paricular crop. Con
siderable time and effort were required simply to collect, organize, interpret, and 
present basic information about potato marketing. Hopefully future studies can 
build on data presented to re-interpret old theories and develop appropriate 
models. 

A second limitation is the uneven coverage and variable amount of evidence 
presented. For instance, little is said about retailing in Lima. Trading patterns 
between rural markets are largely overlooked. Moreover, in discussing topics 
such as producer marketing patterns, sample sizes are small. Still, the coverage 
presented largely reflects knowledge accumulated to date on specific topics. 
While sample sizes are modest, the book continually refers to results of other rele
vant studies to support or to qualify the findings presented. Finally, by adopting 
a producer-to-consumer research focus, the study enables interrelations between 
different activities to be identified and. in the process, makes clear areas that need 
greater attention in the future. 
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CHAPTER I 

1. Approaches to the Study of Domestic Food
 
Marketing
 

Introduction 
As Peru's food crisis persisted during the 1960s and 1970s various studies 

began to address domestic food marketing issues. Most were not strictly,marketing studies" because they focused primarily on other topics. Nor did 
every study say exactly the same thing for the same reasons. Hence, they cannot 
be rigidly classified from a marketing perspective. For critical review, however,
previous relevant research can be divided into two broad approaches to the study
of domestic food marketing. 'Ihis chapter refers to these two different approaches 
as the "Historical" and the "Technocratic." 

As explained in sections . and 1.2, each approach analyzes domestic food 
marketing from a different socio-economic perspective. Each uses different key
variables an(, data sources. Despite their differences, both approaches
characterize numerous domestic food marketing activities in similar fashion. Sec
tion 1.3 summarizes this consensus. Section 1.4 then outlines the approach
utilized by this study. 

1.1 Historical Approach 
(i) Concepts, Methods, and Conclusions 

Proponents of the historical approach discuss domestic food marketing ac
tivities from a macro-economic, global, and dynamic perspective. Their assess
ment is global in that it forms only part of a larger critique of international 
capitalism in Peru. It is macro-economic and dynamic in that it analyzes import
substitution/industrialization policies adopted by successive governments during
several decades. For example, Caballero (1982:492-494) cites government food 
price policy, high marketing marginF (due to inefficiency and high middlemen's 
profits), and changing demand patterns for food as the principal causes of rural 
poverty in the peruvian Sierra and Andean economies generally. 

Adherents of the historical approach usually consider food marketing general
ly and domestic food marketing specifically in terms of class conflict: capitalists 
vs. workers and peasants. Hence, they focus on social (class) relations between 
buyers and sellers. Accordingly key variables in the commercial manifestation of 
class conflict are: (a) merchant-capitals ownership, hence control, over in
struments of domestic food marketing (e.g., finance capital, transport), and the 
alleged (b) low producer prices and high consumer prices which facilitate capital 
accumulation. 
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Proponents of the historical approach use two methods for investigating
domestic food marketing activities. The first involves a high level of theoretical 
abstraction. Hence, observations about domestic food marketing are couched in
qualitative or conceptual terms. In these instances, domestic food marketing is 
analyzed as part of capitalism's advance into agriculture. For example, Claverias 
(1979:118) insists such analysis be dynamic (riot static) and focus on the expan
sion of' the domestic market. 

The second investigative method strives for empirical verification by employ
ing national or regional food production, farm credit, or food price statistics to 
make quantitative statements or inferences about domestic food marketing.
Hopkins (1981:176), for instance, notes producer prices rose slower than con
sumer prices in the I950s and I960s. On that basis, he infers, for certain products
such as "milk, sugar, beans, and potatoes, there was an increase in marketing
margins and/or industrial transformation ... (author's translation from 
Spanish)."

Viewed from this perspective and analyzed with these methods, proponents of
the historical approach consider domestic food marketing as being dominated by
a mercantilist class for three reasons. First, small producers cultivate a substantial 
share of the marketable surplus destined for the cities (Alvarez 1980: 36-37). Se
cond, these producers - especially in the Sierra - are geographically isolated
with few potential buyers. Third, the mercantilist class controls commodity and 
capital markets, hence trade, for its own benefit. Therefore, as Caballero 
(1980:147) asserts, given the very nature of the capitalist market, market condi
tions are always unfavorable to peasant producers.

Proponents of the historical approach maintain that actual traders as well as
rich or medium-sized producers engage in trading activities. Consequently,
followers of the historical approach argue that marketing is burdened with a pro
liferation of middlemen. 

"Agricultural production in Peru goes through a whole chain of middlemen at
 
different levels, before being forwarded to Lima and commercialized," says San
tos (1976:26).


Based on the foregoing, adherents to the historical approach conclude that: (a)
rural assembly is inefficient, (b)rural traders' margins are excessive, (c) margins of
Lima wholesalers inflate consumer prices, and (d)in recent years, consumption of
certain traditional food commodities, such as potatoes, has declined because of
declining real incomes and rising prices. They offer specific reasons for each of 
these conclusions. 

Historical approach adherents argue that rural assembly is inefficient because 
too many middlemen congest distribution channels. According to Caballero 
(1980:126-127), ". .. one of the few activities that one can enter with a limited 
amount of capital (accumulated, for example, by rich peasants or medium-sized 
farmers) is transport and trade of peasant agricultural commodities. The flow of
such small, dispersed investments ...produces an over capitalization and 
atomization that raises marketing costs (author's translation from Spanish)."

Different historical proponents contend that rural food merchants' excessive 
profits lower producers' incomes in different ways. Some argue that traders in the 
Sierra earn excessive profits partly because rural commerce is highly monop
sonistic.1 According to this view, monopsony results because rich peasant/traders
retain market power through control of transportation and information (see, e.g.
Caballero 1980:147). Other historical approach adherents see unequal trade ar
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rangenents based upon a system of producer indebtedness and usurious interest 
rates (de Janvry and Deere 1979). In other words, a shortage of government
supplied farm credit and rising production costs force growers to turn to mid
dlemen for inputs and/or cash. These loans then compromise producers in 
negotiations over output prices (Martinez and Tealdo 1982:118). 

On tile Coast, rural traders' activities have received less specific attention. 
Nevertheless, some adherents to the historical approach imply that coastal rural 
traders also earn excessive margins. They argue, for example, that rural mid
dlemen manipulate weights and measures as one means of paying lower prices 
and accumulating capital (see. e.g., Flores et al. 1980:76). 

Lima wholesalers are believed by historical adherents to reap excessive 
margins both for what they do and for what they do not do. In the forner in
stance, evidence presented is often indirect. Excessive margins at the level of 
Lima wholesalers are said to result front: (a)the large difference between prices 
paid to growers and prices received from retailers plus (b) the large volumes of 
food handled by a few wholesalers. 

According to Santos (1976:32), "The existence of a mass of middlemen allows 
the survival and prosperity of a limited number of big wholesalers: the latter han
dle large amounts and are able to buy cheaply and sell at a high price." 

Proponents of the historical approach contend that a few Lima wholesalers, 
"tile kings: potatoes. fruits, etc." (Martinez and Tealdo 1982:180), maintain con
trol over food shipments to the capital for four things that they do (op. 
cit.: 118-119). 

" by tying growers to them via production credit, 
" the tremendous (luantities of food that they buy and sell. 
" their superior administrative ability, and 
* their superior knowledge of the market. 
Consequently, historical school proponents see a few wholesalers using various 

tactics to inlate producer-consumer price differential,,, increase their volumes, 
and thereby earn excessive margins. 

Historical adherents also consider marketing margins of Lima wholesalers ex
cessive because they are not involved in production itself - or what they do not 
do. As Egoavil ( 976:75) concludes in the case of potatoes "the business yields 
the wholesaler and rural middleman excellent economic results. Results which 
they achieve ... without even taking part in production itself (author's transla
tion from Spanish)." Thus, historical school proponents argue that Lima 
wholesalers' margins are exorbitant because, in their view, such merchants per
form insignificant laboral functions. 

As a corollary to the conclusion that Lima wholesalers earn excessive margins, 
proponents of the historical approach claim the 1970s decline in national per 
capita potato consumption was due to decreases in real incomes and increases in 
urban potato prices. For example, Flores et al. 1980:66) claim "in effect, the 
price of white potatoes in Lima rose from 6.80 soles/kg in December 1975 to 
18.27 sole,/kg in December 1978 with controlled prices. Simultaneously, potato 
consumption per capita went from 95 kg in 1975 to 73 kg in 1978 (author's 
translation from Spanish)." 

(ii) Strengths of Historical Approach 
Historical studies help fill a gap in the literature most notably on food produc

tion trends and the evolution of food consumption patterns. Moreover, their 
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analysis of production, distribution and consumption taken as a whole has some
specific strengths. One strength is that they recognize the interdependent nature 
of domestic food marketing activities. Proponents, therefore, generally look for
relations between production, distribution, and consumption rather than analyze 
any one independently.

Another strength is emphasis on social (versus only technical) element in
domestic food marketing. In their analysis of marketing activities, these studies
incorporate such factors as land tenure and income distribution. Thus, they con
sider different types of producers or traders and how their respective marketing
activities alter and are altered by socio-economic factors apart from marketing 
costs and prices.

These studies also appreciate the relevance of broad, long-term trends versus
isolated events in particular years. Thus. historical approach proponents rightly
consider that prevailing food problems result from not only current but also long
term oolicies. 
(iii) 	 Weaknesses of Historical Approach

The historical approach suffers from certain weaknesses. Not every study
utilizing this approach has the same defects. Rather, the most important short
comings, according to the works cited, are discussed below. 

First. proponents combine data on declining food production, relative prices,
and rural poverty with conceptual claims about monopsonistic conditions in
distribution channels to suggest the former ispartly caused by the latter. Without 
case studies to support specific hypotheses, the alleged causal link between actual
income levels and hypothesized trading arrangements is hard to verify or to
refute. While historical studies (e.g., Caballero 1980, Santos 1976, Hopkins 1981)
discuss domestic food market conditions in general (all products) or in national or
regional terms (average producer prices) for specific products, they offer little
micro-economic research on specific distribution channels to substantiate alleged
relationships between income levels and marketing margins.2 

Second. historical studies not only fail to research trading arrangements but
also their conceptualization of distribution channels for domestically produced
food commodities is too mechanistic. Proponents of the historical approach 
argue that small and large producers sell their market surpluses through the same
general channel of producer-middlemen-urban (Lima) consumer. As food com
modities accumulate in the provinces in larger and larger quantities they move in
evitably in the direction of Lima. Peasant producers, though, are victimized by
local monopsonists. 

Effective demand in Lima no doubt exerts a major influence on rural
marketing patterns. In the case of potatoes, historical school adherents in fact 
argue that capitalist producers now produce nearly all urban food requirements
(Samaniego 1980). But this observation contradicts the claim that peasant pro
ducers supply the cities. Instead, it raises a whole series of questions about how 
many potatoes peasant producers actually grow, how much (if any) they sell, and
where and to whom they sell them? Moreover, shifts in the organization of pro
duction probably generated shifts in the organization of marketing. Unfoitunate
ly, trade arrangements between capitalist growers and traders receive little con
sideration in historical studies. Thus the interaction of production and marketing
arrangements is overlooked by those who espouse its central importance in 
research methodology. 
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Third, proponents of the historical approach argue inconsistently that mid
dlemen's marketing margins are large and growing. They claim, for example. that 
government policy fostered a decline in real (deflated) food prices paid by con
sumers during the last three decades (Portocarrei-o and Uribe 1979). Hence, this 
decline suggests that producers and middlemen accepted less and less money for 
their goods and services. Still, producers' loss was consumers' gain as government
policy successfully lowered the pric_ of wage goods (staple foods). Nevertheless,
for the same period, Hopkins (1981) argues that consumer prices (current) rose
faster than producer prices (current) as evidence of growing marketing margins.
Thus,he implies that growers lost, middlemen benefited, and government policy
failed as consumer prices continued to go up. These different perspectives
(deflated vs. current) and their contradictory (declining vs. growing marketing
margins) conclusions might be resolved by analyzing consumer prices, marketing
costs and margins in similar units of measurement.' Historical studies do analyze
production cost increases (Martinez and Tealdo 1982). Other than freight rates,
however. they make little mention of possible distribution cost increases, such as
finance capital and labor. They suggest. instead, that excessive entry into the
marketing chain isassociated with local monopsony (e.g., Caballero 1980). Yet,
excessive entry and the over capitalization of aparticular sector suggest existence 
of destructive competition, price wars. an(d selling under cost, rather than monop
sony profits. 

Fourth, the claim that rural assemblers and Lima wholesalers earn excessive 
margins because they are not involved in production is too simplistic.4 Rural 
assemblers and Lima wholesalers may not actually grow different crops, but they 
are involved in productive marketing activities (such as grading and transport).
Several opposing views of traders' activities agree on this point. One view con
siders traders' activities as productive because they result in a combination of 
men, material, and ideas that otherwise would not occur (Long 1977:128). The
reward for success in these tasks isprofit- the penalty for failure is loss. Another
view is more critical, but dismisses the idea that all trading activities are un
productive as a misapplication of the "writings of Marx on the functions of 
trade." (Harriss 1981:14). According to this latter view, if traders harvest, grade,
pack. or transport food commodities, these activities produce "use value" (in a
Marxist sense) and therefore are productive. This view also notes that "mer
chants' capital in the narrow definition of Marx's is an abstract category and
therefore not identifiable as a concrete phenomenon. It is also difficult, in
agricultural markets, to distinguish practically between trading functions that are 
productive of use value, those that are unproductive but necessary and those like
hoarding that are both unproductive and unnecessary" (op. cit.:15). Historical
studies simply overlook or fail to consider these other interpretations of trading
activities. 

(iv) 	Methodological Shortcomings 
Methodological shortcomings of historical studies include: 
" the varying importance given distribution activities in theory and practice,

and 
" their failure to consider the technocratic literature. 
In theory, followers of the historical approach would seem obliged to study not 

only food production and consumption, but also food distribution. Such an in
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terdependent view of economic activity is the essence of this approach. As 
Hopkins (1981:190) states, "production is not only production in its immediate 
sense but in turn distribution, circulation and consumption (author's translation 
from Spanish)."

Nevertheless, historical studies generally rely on food production and/or con
sumption statistics to make inferences about distribution activities. 5 This em
phasis partly reflects the relative abundance of production and consumption data 
compared with the scarcity of distribution statistics. Emphasis on food produc
tion in particular isalso consistent with the view that an analysis of modes of pro
duction forms the basis for analyzing economic activity. Yet, different modes of 
production imply at least the possibility of different types of distribution. Accord
ing to Long (1977:102), ". .consideration of modes of production also leads to 
an analysis of the ways in which different production systems are articulated 
with different types of local and regional markets. Here we need to distinguish
between markets of the more traditional types (e.g., ferias of highland Peru)
which predominantly cater for exchanges among peasant producers who bring
their products to the market to sell or barter for other goods, and the distribution 
markets which buy up local produce for sale in the major urban centers. In other 
situations, certain types of produce are exported directly from the farms to the 
cities by middlemen and wholesale merchants..." Yet, since historical studies 
fail to explore actual trading arrangements, the possible insights offered by utiliz
ing an analysis of modes of production approach to examine marketing activities 
are lost. Ironically, the historical approach rarely calls into question the conven
tional wisdoms on marketing because the practitioners truncate their own 
method. Instead of studying production, distribution, and consumption, they 
focus almost entirely on production. 

Followers of the historical approach also have failed to incorporate into their 
analysis the results of technocratic studies. For example, Martfnez and Tealdo 
(1982:118-120) briefly describe marketing channels for perishable food crops but 
they make no mention of re&vant technocratic research in this area, e.g.,
Shepherd (1967), Graber (1974), Medina et al. (I£74). These omissions are partly
understandable as literature on domestic food marketing isscarce and difficult to 
find: and historical studies frequently are not primarily concerned with 
marketing. However, if the historical thesis emphasizes the importance of ex
change, then ...
 

"It is for this reason that studies of entrepreneurship, of trading and market 
organization, and of political and cultural brokers, many of which have been 
undertaken from quite a different intellectual stand point, become pertinent ... 
(Long 1977:87). 

The following section reviews technocratic studies. 
1.2 Technocratic Approach 
(i) Concepts, Methods, and Conclusions 

Technocratic studies generally analyze domestic food marketing from a nar
row, static, micro-economic perspective. Such research often has specific opera
tional goals as part of a particular project. Other sectors of the economy or long
term development trends frequently are not a concern of technocratic resear
chers.' If such studies do examine trends in prices or commodity flows, then they
often assume unchanged, or "static," trade arrangements between producers and 
middlemen. 
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Adherents of' tile technocratic approach analyze domestic food marketing to
identify particular problems and proposed measures to correct them. Various 
technocratic studies (Shepherd et al. 1969, Fernandez 1976. Teutscher and Tello
19831 discuss, for example. problems of price fluctuations and feasibility of 
storage as a solution. Key variables in these studies are commodity flows, price
signals, and efliciency. Th,: iechnocratic approach also considers resource en
dowrments and productivi,.y differentials of' different producers or income levels 
and consum ption patterns of different consumers. 

Technocratic researchers have used both qualitative and quantitative
methods. but emphasis has been on tile latter. Consequently, some practitioners
(see. e.g. Mediina et al. 1974, Dolorier 1975) collected primary data with strIc
tured interviews. Others (CONESTCAR 1969: Amat y Le6n and Curonisy 1981)
worked with large data sets assembled for more general purposes. A few
()WNAPI 1967: Graber 1974: I3RD 1975) relied almost exclusively on published

and unpublished official statistics. These numbers frequently serve as inputs for 
regression analysis or as descriptive statistics on particular marketing
plhenomena. Technocratic adherents also prepared broad surveys of domestic
food marketing (ZIdiiga 1970: Esculfes et al. 1977) or of issues in government
marketing policy )RuNbO 1977: IBRD 1975, 1981). 

Product by Product Approach

Since technocratic researchers frequently adopt 
 a product by product ap

proach in study ing domCstic food marketing (part olt the narrow locusL). their conclusions may differ from study to Stuidy. Still. proponents of' this approach fre
(lUeltly find that 1a) rural assembly is inefficient. (Ibmarketing margins are excessive. and (c) in recent years, inadequate product ion and insufficient storage
have caused secular and seasonal declines in urban (L-ima) consuinption of tradi
tional food crops (potatoes). These problenis are seen as resulting from technical 
marketing deficiencies. 

Technocratic studies claim that rural assembly isinelTicient because the collec
tion of crops produced on iitumerous technically backward farms adds additional 
stages -- and additional costs - to food distribution channels. Technocratic 
researchers argue as well that this inefficiency at the producer level isaggravated
by' past national food policV that failed to encourage regional crop specialization.
Instead. this policy telded. 

". .. to promote hoth regional and farm diversification rather than increased 
specialization, thus increasinp the need for assembly or accumulation. It alsotends to generate asupply problem in the sense of inadequate volumes to support
tle marketing functions necessary to improve marketing efficiency..." (IBRD
1975 Annex 6:5).

Technocratic observers also consider rural assembly inefficient because it is too 
bureaucratized. 

"The marketing process is extremely bureaucratized, there is no free and
tinobstticted flow of agrictltUral products between municipalities or zones.
Licenses to transport produce have to be obtained from the originating
municipality and from tile zona agraria.Local authorities can prevent, and have 
stopped, the movement of produce in towns or cities in the production zones to
insure adequate supplies of food locally, very often in disregard of existing price
relationships" )op. cit.:4. 

Some practitioners of tile technocratic approach frequently contend that the 
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xisting production, distribution, and consumption system enables middlemen to 
earn excessive marketing margins. In the eyes of one observer dishonest mid
dlemen earn "excessive profits in a very short time while the producer works his 
fields for long periods from planting to harvest (author's translation from the 
Spanish)" Zii5iiga 1970:85). 

Technocratic researchers (Esculies et al. 1977:32-39) argue that excessive 
margins at rural levels exist because peasant producers: 

o are tied to certain rural middlemen by production loans, 
* have limited experience in marketing food crops, 
* arc unorganized and therefbre individually sell small quantities. and 
• lack marketing information. 

These researchers claim that excessive margins exist in Lima because urban 
wholesalers use their high sales volume, years of experience, and their strategic 
position in tile bottleneck of the marketing channel to the disadvantage of pro
ducers, consumers and other merchants. These margins are especially concen
trated in the hands of largest wholesalers. In the view of Esculies et al. 
(1977:145-146). these wholesalers, ". . . have achieved a position of ascendancy 
versus all the other participants in tile system, including small wholesalers, and 
fix trade arrangements and prices to function in their interest (author's transla
tion from Spanish)." 

Followers of tile technocratic approach also mention high costs as a factor 
contributing to excessive marketing margins. At tile rural level, the laborious 
task of collecting small lots of food surpluses drives up costs and margins. In tile 
absence of rural assembly centers for packing and cooling perishable produce, 
Sjxpilage increases costs and contributes to high marketing margins (Watson 
1975). High transport charges between production and consumption centers is 
mentioned as a major compolent of producer-wholesaler price differentials 
(Shepherd 1967:39-40). At tile urban level, technocratic researchers point out 
that tie proliferation of small-scale, low technology, produce vendors - with 
their considerable shrinkage losses -- add to marketing cost,,, ind margins (Rubio 
1977:296-301H. Other technocratic studies (Graber 1974:55m refer to difficulties 
of calculating precise es tates of wholesaler profit margins without accurate 
farm level data. 

Inadequate Storage 

Technocratic adherents also claim that inadequate production and storage is 
responsible for the recent decline in urban (Lima) consumption of traditional 
food crops. One study claims the decline in national potato production has com
bined with a slight, but steady reduction in potato shipments to metropolitan 
Lima in recent years. These developments have led to a decline in Lima's potato 
consumption (Teutscher and Tello 1983:9). Another study argues that seasonal 
shortages adversely affected coastal potato consumption in particular. In this 
regard, Fort (I982:9) claims that while the Sierra and Selva produce their own 
substitutes for potatoes in terms of shortage, (olluco, cassava for example) the 
Coast does not - requiring a reorientation of consumption. 

Under such circumstances, technocratic researchers contend that the lack of 
production planning and crop forecasts perpetuate cyclical and seasonal food 
shipments to the capital. 
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(ii) Strengths of Technocratic Approach 
The body of technocratic literature is more diverse than the historical studies. 

Hence, generalizations about its specific strengths and weaknesses are more dif
ficult to make. 

Technocratic studies have contributed to an understanding of domestic food 
marketing in three ways.

First, they contain a massive amount of primary and secondary data, informa
tion essential for marketing research. Gradual accumulation of such statistics 
facilitates long-term analysis of marketing activities. 

Second, technocratic studies frequently include first hand descriptions of some 
aspect of domestic food marketing (Dolorier 1975).

Third, many technocratic studies thoroughly analyze certain, narrowly defin
ed domestic food marketing operations such as trucking costs (Mathia et al. 
1965). 

(iii) 	Weaknesses of Technocratic Approach 
Like the historical approach, he technocratic thesis also has its weaknesses. 

For instance, adherents to the technocratic approach often overlook the need for 
an explicit, comprehensive conceptual framework. Narrowly focused single com
modity studies consequently ignore the relationship between particulara 
marketing activity (or food commodity) under scrutiny and the evolution of 
other food marketing operations or the rest of the economy. This can result in er
roneous inferences about more general marketing developments. Teutscher and 
Tello's (1983) analysis of potato shipments and prices in Lima is a case in point.
This study has a novel approach: how a certain mathematical function approx
imates potato price trends. Unfortunately, the focus is strictly on white potatoes
and ignores colored potatoes supplies. Therefore, a mistaken conclusion is that"potato" shipments have declined when, in fact, total potato shipments have in
creased dramatically. 

Similarly, technocratic researchers often present large data sets but omit any 
treatment of the marketing institutions or exchange relations that generated
these numbers. In lieu of a well-defined conceptual framework, then,
technocratic studies tend to mistakenly equate domestic food marketing with cer
tain physical functions such as transport and storage and substantive analysis
with statistical techniques, for example, regression analysis. 

Several technocratic studies analyze marketing activities in an effort to assess 
marketing Irliargins in food distribution channels supplying Lima. These studies 
are disappointingly inconclusive. Shepherd (1967) discusses producer-wholesaler
and wholesaler-retailer price differentials, but concludes more research is needed 
to demonstrate if data are "typical." Esculfes et al. 1977 (21-22, 185-186) refer to 
high producer-consumer price differentials for several fruits and vegetables and 
conclude that certain large volume Lima wholesalers earn excessive profits.
While they make descriptive claims about alleged monopoly control of wholesale 
trade, no estinates are presented of actual marketing margins to support their 
conclusions. 

Estimates in another study (Medina et al. 1974) are based on structured inter
views and the question "what is your margin of profit (percent)?" Thus,
wholesalers' subjectivity (what each wholesaler understood as a "profit margin") 
or their imprecise knowledge of actual marketing costs (shrinkage losses), for ex
ample, may have biased these results. 
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(iv) 	 Methodological Shortcomings 
Methodological weaknesses frequently found in technocratic studies: 
* 	limited or non-existent review of literature, 
* 	questionable use of certain statistical techniques. 

Technocratic reports often include various elaborate tables containing data for
variables such as food shipments to Lima, food prices in the capital, or concentra
tion of food sales by size of wholesaler in the capital's wholesale market. The task
of 	 collecting, organizing, and presenting this type of information is time
consuming and the data are useful. But technical studies rarely go beyond their
data to comment on the accuracy of their statistics (versus those found in other
studies) as indicators of actual market behavior, the appropriateness of certain
data generating techniques, such as the engineering method used in Mathia et al. 
(1965). or how their findings relate to those of other studies. 

Instead, some technocratic researchers present their numbers as an adequate
basis for marketing policy. For example, an observation about tuber wholesalers 
in Lima's market, states that "32% of the established wholesalers control more
than 100 metric tons per month, while 59% of all wholesalers manage between
40 and 100 tons monthly ... This demonstrates a considerable concentration inthe hands of small groups of wholesalers . . . "(author's translation from Spanish)
(Esculies et al.1977:84-85).7 Detailed statistics for 1973 indicate that in fact the
10 largest wholesalers received less than 15% of all potatoes shipped to Lima's 
market (see Egoavil 1976).

Technocratic studies also raise doubts about their research findings because 
they seldom refer to results in other studies (see, e.g., Medina et al. 1974) and lack 
a detailed bibliography (see, e.g., Amat y Le6n and Curonisy 1981).

Another methodological weakness of certain technocratic studies concerns
liberal use of statistical techniques to assess marketing activities. For example, 
one study used advanced econometric methods and a wealth of statistics to pro
duce dozens of income, price, and cross-price elasticities for different food pro
ducts consumed in Lima (MAA-OSP 1980). However, this study provides only a
limited discussion of the statistical procedures used to generate the estimated 
coefficients. In this and similar instances, then, the authors suggest implicitly
that the validity of their results is confirmed by the unimpeachable power of the 
techniques utilized. 

1.3 Consensus on Domestic Food Marketing 
To summarize, most studies of domestic food marketing can be grouped within

either the historical or the technocratic approach (Table 1.1). The historical ap
proach views domestic food marketing from a macro-economic, long-term, global
perspective focusing on capital accumulation in production and distribution. It
utilizes specific concepts and principally secondary statistics in a research 
methodology broadly defined as class analysis. This approach sees domestic food
marketing as a local manifestation of worldwide capitalist penetration into a
traditional agrarian economy. The technocratic approach analyzes domestic food
marketing in narrow, static, micro-economic terms. Research methods are quan
titative and/or descriptive, with a focus on differences in resource endowments 
and productivity. This approach depicts domestic food marketing largely in the 
light of technical deficiencies. 

Using these different concepts and methods, the two approaches, nevertheless, 
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Table 1.1 Historical and technocratic approaches to the study of domestic food 
marketing. 

Approach

Basic components Historical Technocratic
 
Perspective 	 Macro-economic, Micro-economic,
 

global, dynamic narrow, static
 
Key variables 	 Class conflict, Commodity flows,
 

capital accumulation, price signals,

excessive profits cost efficiency
 

Method 	 Conceptual and Descriptive and
 
quantitatise quantitative
 

Data sources by order Published official Structured interviews,
 
of importance statistics, unpublished
 

structured interviews 	 official statistics, 
published 
official statistics 

Principal studies 	 Caballero (1980;1982) CONAP (1967)
 
Claverfas (1979) )olorier (1975)
 
Egoavil (1976) Esculies et al.
 
Flores et al. (1980) (1977) 
Hopkins (1981) Graber (1974) 
Martinez and Tealdo IBRD (1975; 
(1982) 1981) 
Portecarrero and Medina et al. 
Uribe (1979) (1974)
Samaniego (1980) 	 Rubio (1977)
Santos (1976) 	 Shepherd (1967) 

Teutscher and 
Tello (1983) 
Watson (1975) 
Z6iMiga (1970) 

.Smrce: Elaboratcd for thik slud'. 

arrive at a peculiar consensus. The consensus is peculiar partly because fre
quently similar assessments of domestic food marketing activities result not from 
a clash of ideas but from approaches that fail to consider opposing views. The 
consensus is also peculiar because the two different approaches share common 
conclusions about five key domestic food marketing activities. 

Common Conclusions 

Although they employ different concepts and methods, historical and 
technocratic approaches reach several similar conclusions. Not every study con
cludes exactly the same thing for exactly the same reasons. But, many studies 
have the following conclusions in common. 

1. Rural assembly is inefficient. Adherents to the technocratic approach see 
rural assembly as inefficient because of small-scale food production, lack of 
technically advanced rural infrastructure, or failure of government marketing
policy to support regional production on the basis of comparative advantage
([BRD 1975). Followers of the historical approach see rural assembly as ineffi
cient because of lack of infrastructure and either too many traders which leads to 
excessive marketing transactions (Santos 1976) or not enough traders which 
creates monopsony (Caballero 1982). 
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2. Marketing margins of rural assemblers are excessive. Historical proponents
argue that rural traders' marketing margins are excessive because of monopsony
power. Rural traders' monopsony power results from their control over credit,transport, information, as well as the geographic isolation of many small, semisubsistence growers (Flores et al. 1980). Technocratic researchers contend thatrural food merchants have excessive market margins, because either small-scaleproducers' are technically and organizationally ill-equipped to bargain effectively
or shrinkage losses drive up assembly costs (Esculies et al. 1977). Since bothtechnocratic and historical studies consider excessive rural marketing margins aspervasive. they both conclude such margins are a major cause of low producer in
conies. 

3. High freight rates contribute to high marketing costs. Historical approachadherents trace the origin of'high freight rates back to local monopoly control 
over transportation, the powerlessness and isolation of peasant producers, andthe need to ship many perishable commodities considerable distances over an inadequate road network (Egoavil 1976). Technocratic studies find high freight
rates the result of rugged topography, lengthy distances to market, and the
shipping and reshipping of small lots of produce (Graber 1974).

4. Lxorbitant margins of Lima who!esalers inflate consumer prices in the
capital. The historical approach argues that Lima wholesalers -particularly large
volme wholesalers - have excessive margins because of their control over food

shipnents (hy provision of credit), and their ability to administer prices (Flores et
al. 1980: Martine/ and Tealdo 1982). Some technocratic studies conclude that
Lima wholesalers earn excessive marketing margins because of the concentration

of sales among a few large-volume traders (Esculies et al. 1977). Other

technocratic studies address the issue but are 
 undecided (Shepherd 1967). Stillhistorical and technocratic schools adherents generally conclude that un
necessarily large wholesale margins drive Up consumer prices.

5. Consumption of traditional food crops, such as potatoes, has declined inLima. Followers of thei historical approach imply that inrecent years potato con
sunption inLima has declined because of declining rural incomes and increasing
prices (Flores et al. 1980). Technocratic practitioners claim that declining produc
tion and shipments to tlie capital have reduced 
 Lima's potato consumption
)Teutscher and Tello 1983). Futherniore, absence of adequate storage facilities 
perpetuates a seasonal supply problem (Fort 1982).The consensus on domiiestic food marketing leads to three observations: 

B technocratic approaches can answer questions aboutBoth historical and 
domestic food marketing according to their respective concepts and methods.However, neither offers much supporting evidence. Instead, each perspective 
assumes its explanations are correct. 

* Adherents to both approaches frequently fail to cite previous research.Historical followers ignore or overlook technocratic studies that offer entirely dif
ferent explanations for certain domestic lood marketing activities. Similarly,technocratic studies present data with limited reference to historical studies.* This literature review points to the need for case studies on domestic foodmarketing for specific crops. These studies should provide empirical evidence on 
producer-to-wholesaler marketing patterns and incorporate findings from earlierpublications. Such needed research will complement available secondary data onfood production and consumption as well as contribute to an assessment of common conclusions oni domestic food marketing. 
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1.4 Approach of This Study 
This study combines elements of both historical and technocratic methods in a 

case study approach. It begins with an analysis of potato production, consump
tion, and distribution trends. It adheres to the historical approach in this respect. 
The study also includes a technocratic-type analysis of costs, prices, and margins 
in the marketing channels from the Mantaro and Cafiete Valleys serving Lima. 
In Lima itself, the analysis concentrates on wholesalers' marketing activities. The 
study concludes with an examination of potato consumption trends and demnand 
characteristics in the capital. 

(i)Concepts 
This approach also employs certain concepts. 
Marketing refers to the preparation, transport, and sale of food commodities. 

Performance of these activities is strongly influenced by food production and 
consumption patterns as well as food marketing policies. Consequently, this 
study rejects the arbitrary separation of, for example, production and distribu
tion as proposed in some agricultural marketing texts. In so doing it adopts a 
broad view of marketing research that includes consideration of agronomic, 
social, and political factors that help shape marketing activities.8 

The analysis of potato distribution is oriented around the concept of a 
marketirg channel: a series of stages, or activities, through which a product 
passes in going from producer to consumer.9 An important characteristic of 
marketing channels is the interdependence of their respective stages. Sequential 
operations ina given marketing channel are interrelated and interdependent. Dif
ferent channels may have different numbers of stages and a different combina
tion of marketing agents. While some producers may market a commodity 
through one channel, others may ship the same commodity through another 
channel (Figure 1.1). 

Two types of marketing activities are: physical and exchange. Physical ac
tivities refer to tangible actions associated with distribution of a commodity such 
as harvesting, grading, assembling, and transporting. Exchange activities refer to 
intangible relations between producers, assemblers, truckers, wholesalers, and 
retailers that govern transfer of property rights in the control of a commodity 
(Schmid and Shaffer 1964). The principal exchange activities are negotiation pro
cedures for trade and form of payment. 

(ii)Research Sites 
Growing areas in the central Sierra and Coast, and Peru's capital - Lima 

are logical choices as focal points of this study. The two principal farming regions 
cultivate a substantial share (40%) of national potato production and supply 
90% of all potatoes sold inthe capital city. Lima isPeru's dominant food market. 

Within the central Sierra and Coast, research sites selected were the Mantaro 
and Cafiete Valleys. Situated some 300 kilometers southeast of Lima, the Man
taro Valley'0 has historically been a major area of potato production and 
marketing in the central Sierra (IDS 1954). In recent years, potato production 
trends in this valley have been representative of those in the central Sierra. 

The Cafiete Valley", situated 145 kilometers south of Lima, has long 
dominated potato production on the entire central Coast (ActualidadEconomica 
del Per 1978:10). 
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Figure 1.1. Types of marketing channels. 
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An additional reason for selecting these two particular research sites isthat re
cent field work by International Potato Center (CIP) social scientists provided an 
excellent source of background data.1 2 

(iii) 	Data Collection Procedures 

Several primary data collection procedures were used. The descriptive analysis 
of potato marketing channels emerges from formal interviews with 56 potato 
producers in the Mantaro Valley and 29 in Cafietc; with 20 Huancayo 
wholesalers and 16 rural assermblers in Caiete; and with 100 truckers from the 
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central Sierra and 60 f'rom central Coast. See Appendix One for details of sampling procedures, interview techniques, and data verification. Results of thesesurveys were checked against data collected in other field studies
Pr 'y data w.ere also gat lered by inf'ormal interviews, participant observaionl. t!ld 5SY' [matiC collectio of p0t)ito prices. Infformal interviews involved extension agents. adiniiistrative personnel of the Ministry of Agriculture andAgrarian Bank in Li.im and the Mantaro and ('aiete Valleys, as well as withrural assemblers. iruckcr,. and Lima wholesalers. This infformation comp Ulementedand clarified certain issues raised in srucLtured interviews.The aithor pmrticipaltd directly in various potato marketing activities andmade numerous visits to Iltancavo's wholesale market and to weekly villagefairs throughout the Mantaro Vallex . lHe reo], in trucks hauling rpotatoes fromthe antaro and ('atiete Valleys to Jima. Numerous visits were made to Lim'swholesale market (NI Ni 4 I on a 24-hour lasis to directly observe polatomarketing. Research assistants systeuatically gathered potato prices. Prices wererecorded on a weekly basis for the first 8 months of' 1979 in three weekly fairsand in the whole.a lc market in HIUancavo. Wholesale potato prices were alsorecorded in Lima f'rom late January 1979 through early 1980.('ollectio of '-tecoudary data (pairticularly those presented in Chapters II, VI,and Appeindix Two) req iiired additional research procedures. A thorough reviewof tlie litcrat tre was conducted. Official statistics were collected and analyzed.)ifTCreIII sets Af figures were checked and re-checked against alternativeestmates obt aiied 'rom dillferent sources. Appendix Two contains thesestatistics. their sources. and references to alternative estimates. 
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CHAPTER II
 

2. 	 Structural Changes in Potato Production,
 
Consumption, and Marketing
 

Introduction 
This chapter reviews trends in the potato sector since 1945 both within and 

between geographic regions'. Thus, the chapter sets the context, in both 
historical and spatial terms, for the study of potato marketing in central Peru 
which follows. 

Trends based ol aggregate statistics of potato production, consumption, and 
markeing invite simple, albeit misleading, generalizations. For instance, compar
ing statistics for tle late 1940s with those for the late 1970s, national potato pro
duct ion shows seemingly unmistakeable signs of stagnation (Table A. 1). Further
more, national production patterns combined with demographic changes resulted 
in sharply reduced national per capita availability (Table A.9). Yet, it would be 
highly inaccurate to conclude that national (or even regional) potato production
stagnated throughout the period or that potato availability declined throughout
the country. These long-term trends overlook important short-term changes. 
They also neglect regional and sub-regional variations. Disaggregate
developments merit closer examination because they provide a more accurate 
picture of the potato sector during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. 

2.1 	 Potato Production 
About 90% of Peru's potatoes are produced in the Sierra and 10% on the 

Coast (Map 11.1, Table A.2).2 Potato production in the Selva accounts for less 
than one percent of total output. 
(i) National Production 

National potato production growth averaged 0.5% per year from 1948/58 to 
1977/79. However, this low, long-term growth rate hides a series of peaks and
valleys in post-war potato production (Figure 11.1). From 1948 to 1954, steady
increases in the volume of potatoes harvested culminated in the spectacular
harvest of more than 1.75 million tons in 1954 (Table A.I). Potato output ex
panded during this period as part of ageneral production increase for most major
food crops in the decade after World War I1as return to a peace-time economy
spurred demand for basic staples. However, a drought in the Sierra led to a 30% 
decline in total potato production in 1956 and 1957 (Hopkins 1981:179). Produc
tion recovered somewhat in 1958, but then stagnated for nearly adecade- annual 
potato output remained about 1.5 million tons as average yields stayed slightly 
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Map 11.1. Peru: Location of potato production. 

under previous levels and considerably below apparent potential (Eastman 1977: 
l11-13, 19).

National potato production increased sharply again in the iate 1960s reaching 
a second, record high plateau from 1969 to 197 1, when nearly 2 million tons of 
potatoes were dug annually. The first of these bumper crops was largely due to a20% jump in land area harvested. By 1970 potatoes covered 300,000 hectares, or 
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almost 30% of land tinder crop cultivation in the Sierra. Yields also improved 
10% in 1970 and 1971. 

For the remainder of the 1970s, however, total potato production hovered 
around 1.7 million tons. Area harvested decreased slightly and yields increased 
slightly during this period. 

Preliminary estimates for the 1980 crop indicate a 20% contraction inpotato
production to less than 1.4 million tons as a result of drought and frost (Fort 
1982:3). However, total potato output recovered to 1.7 million tons in 1981 
(op.cit.:3). In wake of these production trends, aggregate potato supply projec
tions for years 1975, 1980 and 1985 appear too optimistic (Table A. 5).

In an effort to explain potato production trends, Hopkins (1981:180-181 
noted a consistent relationship between food production trends and relative 
prices from 1944.1969. A strong inverse relationship between Lima potato prices
and national potato production from 1958-83 was also detected by Teutscher 
and Tello (1983:5-6). However, several authors (Twomey 1972:68: Alvarez 
1980:58) argue that government intervention, geographic diversity, differences in 
production organization and astrong subsistence orientation of many producers
vitiate this type of analysis because it assumes an unrealistic degree of market in
tegration. Graber's (1974:42) correlation analyses of potato prices among 14 
cities show that certain markets are isolated from one another.3 Thus, a discus
sion of potato production at regional and sub-regional levels isessential to com
prehend national output patterns. 

(ii) Sierra Production 
Sierra potato production remained about 1.45 million tons for most of tile last 

3decades IFigure 11.1). However, this aggregate trend masked sharp variations in 
production within the region over time. Each sub-region therefore requires 
separate treatment. 

Southern Sierra 
In tile southern Sierra, growth rates for potato production, area, and yields 

were near or below zero for most of the last 3 decades. Consequently, production 
in this region fell from 50% of the national total in 1948/50 to about 30% by
1977/79 (Figure 11.2). Various factors contributed to this stagnation. First, 
thousands of small-scale farmers produce potatoes in this sub-region (see Franco, 
Moreno and Alarc6n 1983). Three southern Sierra departments alone contain 
more than 40% of the nation's potato producers (Figure 11.3). Second, annual per 
capita potato consumption in this sub-region ismore than 200 kg (Table A. 10).
Production, therefore islargely subsistence oriented. Third, this sub-region isalso 
among the poorest (Amat y Le6n and Le6n 1979:30-31), most geographically
isolated, and most neglected by government programs (Hopkins 1981:137). As a 
result, southern Sierra producers have few resources and limited incentives to in
crease potato production. 

Northern Sierra 
Trends in potato production in the northern and central Sierra differed sharply 

from those in tile south. During the 1950s, potato production nearly tripled in 
the northern Sierra (Table A.2). Graber (1974:1) attributes this rapid expansion
largely to the region's favorable agronomic conditions. In the late 1960s, 
northern Sierra potato production began to decline due to disease problems. This 
sub-region subsequently was handicapped by a quarantine to avoid the spread of 
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bacterial wilt (pseudomonas solanacearum) to other parts of the country. Produc
tion recovered briefly in the mid-I 970s but then dropped again at the end of the 
decade partly because of severe drought (Fort 1982:3). Northern Sierra output 
now accounts for about 15% of national potato production compared to 5% in 
1950 (Figure 11.2). 

Central Sierra 
The most perplexing production trends in all of the Sierra during this period

were in the central sub-region. Output declined sharply in the 1950s, expanded
rapidly in the 1960s, and fell again during the 1970s. Consequently, the average
growth rate in potato production for the central Sierra during the last 3 decades 
was just 0.6%. Production in this sub-region remained about 45% of the na
tional total (Figure 11.2).

Information about central Sierra potato production in the 1950s isscarce. Out
put was adversely affected in 1956-57 by lack of rain (see Scott 1981:197) and 
some farmers were hurt by price fluctuations early in the decade (IDS 1954:230).
The drastic drop in production in 1959/60, however, is not discussed in the 
literature. Moreover, there isno evidence that shipments to Lima from this sub
region dropped sharply or that prices in the capital shot up (Sfinchez 1960:7,45).
Revised statistics, in fact, show less pronounced production declines. 

During the 1960s access to credit, extension, and research results all motivated 
farmers to expand potato production (Fano 1983:74-75). Nevertheless, in the 
1970s, potato production in the central Sierra once again declined and then 
stagnated. Prominent factors contributing to stagnation were: 
o 	A rise in production costs (e.g., fertilizer, Figueroa 1979; Van Liemt 1978:44),

difficulties in securing official farm credit from the Agrarian Bank (Flores et 
al. 1980:200) and agro-climatic risk (Rice 1974:316-317); 

* 	 Dismantling of the national extension service/agricultural research complex
left farmers generally (IBRD 1981:41) and potato growers specifically without 
adequate technical assistance (Flores et al. 1980:211-220); 
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* 	 Unfavorable terms of trade for Sierra potatoes (Martfnez and Tealdo 
1982:94-95) adversely affected commercially-oriented growers (see, e.g., La
fosse 1983). 
In other words, potato production in the central Sierra declined during the last 

decade due to a rapid increase in production costs, unfavorable terms of trade 
and inadequate programs to improve productivity.

Coastal potato production trends were quite different from those in the Sierra. 

(iii) Coastal Production 
Coastal potato production, expanded rapidly over the last 3 decades due to in

creases in both area and yield (Table A.2-A.4). More rapid increases in output 
were during the first two decades as growth rates averaged 9.3% and 7.9%, 
respectively. In the 1970s, growth rates for production, area, and especially yields
slowed. Still average coastal yields were markedly higher than highland yields 
(Fano 1983:196-197) and over the last 30 years, coastal potato production ex
panded from less than 3% to more than 10% of national output (Figure 11.2). 

As in the Sierra, growth in potato output on the Coast was uneven. Annual 
production expanded steadily on the central Coast, but remained below 5,000 
tons for much of the period on the northern Coast. Southern coastal production
expanded briskly in the 1950s, then stagnated, and finally fell back to mid-1940s 
levels - about 15.000 tons annually, by the late I970s. 

Central Coast 
While potatoes were grown on the central Coast as early a,; 1929 (Twomey

1972:14), the rapid increase in output, area, and yields in the post-war period
resulted from acovergence of factors. In the late 1940s and early i950s, several 
new, high-yielding potato varieties were introduced (Fano 1983:74). At this time, 
commercial growers were also eager to find a substitute cash crop for cotton. 

Entrance to former hacienda on central Coast converted to production
cooperative. (Photo by Rhoades). 
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With a production infrastructure - irrigation, roads, and telecommunications 
in place, relatively easy access to credit, and favorable weather conditions, 
growers were ready to exploit improved potato technology. Additionally, these 
coastal growers could supply a nearby, rapidly expanding, urban market at a time 
of year when Sierra potatoes were scarce and expensive.

In the 1970s, growth in potato production on the central Coast slowed con
siderably. A key reason was that the agrarian reform converted the large coastal 
farms into production co-operatives which suffered from managerial problems.
Government mandated food production targets (pan Ilevar laws) also prompted
these growers to plant more potatoes (IBRD 1975 Annex 6:5). However, few 
new farms were offered the technical assistance necessary to improve yields.

Other economic and political developments also discouraged potato producers
on the central Coast during the last decade. Abundant harvests, especially for 
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1970 and 1971, plus the associated crash in farm-gate prices (Graber 1974: 55-56) 
were largely responsible for the 1972 drop in area planted and production. At 
decade's end, unfavorable producer prices (ActualidadEcon6mica dcel Perfi 1978: 
10), elimination of government subsidies on fertilizer (IBRD 1981:65-66) and 
substantial hikes in interest rates for government 'arm credit resulted in arenew
ed decline in area harvested and production. Nevertheless, annual growth rates 
Ibr bothIpotato production and area on the central Coast exceeded 3.0% tor the 
last decade. These product ion trends had important implications for potato con
sumption and marketing. 

2.2 	Potato Consumption 
Information onl potato consumption iseven less abundant than that on potato 

production. Nevertheless, two general observations are substantiated by 
available publications (Arnat y Le6n and Curonisy 1981. MAA-DGC 1979). 
First. the qJuant ity and type 0f potatoes consumed and the forms in which they 
are eaten vary sharply between regions. Second, national potato corsulption 
levels are influenced by - but h'no meanis identical to - national potato pro
duction. Seed use (20%) plus shrinkage and marketing losses (10%) annually 
reduce total apparent availability to 70% of national outlput. 

(i)
National Consumption 
Estiniated national per capita potato cOnSUmlption (availability! fluctuated bet

veen 85 and 105 kg fron the mid 1950s to the early 1970s (Table A.9).4 Then 
during the I970s, per capita corsulniption declined steadily to about 60 kg. These 
estimated national consumption levels resulted from changes indomestic produc
tion arid popurlatiorn growth. Sharp decreases, (1956-1957), or increases 
1969-197 1)in per capita consunmptiorn during this period corrcsponded to flue
tuations in total potato production. Similarly. stagnant or declining potato pro
dtuction arid relentless populat ion growth have resulted in a 35% drop in the 
level of per capita availability since 1970. Alternative estimates or roughly 100 
kg for 1960/64 (CONESTCAR 1969:27,88) and of 82 kg tor 197 1/1972 (CON-
VFNIO MEF-MA 1975:2) do differ from corresponding official estimates (Table 
A. 9).- Nevertheless, all estimates indicate recent declines in national potato con
sumlption. Amual revised data show an average rate of change - 2.1 % over the 
last 2 decades (I1958/60-1977/79). 

Although the recent evolution of production suggests imiportant changes in 
potato consumption, tile only data available for the nation as a whole indicate 
potatoes provide roughly 20% of' the bulk. 10% of the calories, and 12% of the 
protein corusurumed on all average daily basis (Fable A. I1).6Thus, while pr capita
COlsurunptioll has fallen in recent years, potatoes are still the country's most ini
portant food interms of' kilos consumed (Hopkins 1981:154). Given the Ixtato's 
role as a staple inthe national diet, estimated income elasticities are generally 
positive and between .3 and .5 (Table A. 12). 

These changes inl the qouantity of' potatoes available had little impact on the 
form inl which they are consumed. Generally. Peruvians continue to eat fresh, 
not processed, potatoes. Traditional processed products, papa seca and chu'io. re
main of minor national importance (Table A. 10). Cottage industry or imported 
potato chips as well as dehydrated potatoes became increasingly available ill 
Linia and provincial cities, but are negligible inmost diets. High prices for 
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potatoes relative to corn also discourage use of potatoes in the manufacture ofstarch (MA-DGAG 1982:28-35). 
(ii)Sierra Consumption

Population in the Sierra grew - albeit slowly  during the last 2 decades,while potato production fell and potato shipments to the Coast expanded (TableA.29). Hence, per capita potato consumption in the Sierra declined. Consumption was estimated to be 175 kg in 1964 (CONESTCAR 1969),' compared to 130kg in 1971/72 (Table A.1 I).8 Foods produced on the Coast, such as rice, or imported from abroad increased their importance in the highland diet (Ferroni1982). Two key reasons for declining consumption of traditional foods such aspotatoes in the Sierra were: limited government support for production of traditional food crops  in the form of greater production infrastructure, credit,research and extension - and a food price policy that subsidized imported
cereals (Ferroni 1979: Figueroa 1979).Sierra potato consumption preserves its traditional nature in two respects:preference for native ,.'ai.:ties and consumption of processed potatoes. Nativevarieties continue to be a more important component of total consumption in theSierra than elsewhere in Peru (Figure 11.4 and Table A.8). Even highly marketoriented Sierra producers grow native varieties for home consumption (Franco etal. 1979:42-44.58,96). Superior taste overrides any other consideration.Traditionally processed potatoes also maintain an important place in the Sierradiet (Werge 1979). Traditionally freeze-dried potatoes known as - chulforepresent less than 6% of national average potato consumption, but 20% in therural southern Sierra (Figure 11.4). Agro-climatic conditions suitable for growingand processing bitter varieties plus the strong subsistence orientation of production in this sub-region contribute to this distinctly regional potato consumption 
pattern.
 
(iii) 	Coastal Consumption

Coastal potato consumption has evolved quite differently from that in theSierra. For the period 1960-1968, coastal potato consumption was projected to 

Figure 11.4. Peru: Annual per capita potato consumption for selected areas. 
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Making chufio in the 
Sierra. (Photo by Hor
ton). 

expand as rapidly as consumption of any other major food crop (CONESTCAR
1969: 84-85). In fact, despite rapid population growth, coastal per capita potato
consumption increased from about 32 kg in 1964 (op. cit.) to approximately 38kg in the early I970s (Table A. 11I). Recent research in selected coastal cities also
indicates a modest, but continued increase in per capita potato consumption
JMAA-OSEI 1978b'. The propensity to spend amajor share of household income 
on food, inci-eases in regional production, and declining real potato priccs have
all contributed to zhis trend (Portocarrero and Uribe 1979).9

Coastal potato consumption patterns differ from Sierra patterns in two other 
respects. First, price, niore than taste, has had a greater impact on consumption
habits. Therefore, except for the northern Coast, cheaper modern varieties have
long surpassed native varieties in dietary components (Sginchez 1960:7; Graber
1974:36). Second, very small quantities of processed potatoes are consumed onthe Coast (Figure 11.4. The small amounts of traditionally solar-dried potatoes -c/1u~o and papa seca - that enter coastal markets (IBenavides and Horton I979)are generally consumed only on special, festive occasions (Werge 1979).

In response to lower prices resulting from recent tariffs cuts, some wealthier 
consumers now buy imported processed potatoes. However, the vast majority ofPeruvians continue to consume locally produced, fresh potatoes because of their
lower price, general availability, and superior culinary qualities.

Apart from regional demographic trends, differences in purchasing power, andvariations in production, potato consumption has also been influenced by the
evolution of potato marketing. 
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2.3 Potato Marketing 
Over time. national potato production has become more market-oriented as 

subsistcnce sub-regions. such as the southern Sierra. declined in relative impor
tance (Figure !1.2). As roads have been built and improved, intraregional as well 
as interregional trade have expanded. As urban demand grew and trade volumes 
increased, various official measures have been applied to improve marketing. 
Their impact has been mixed. 
(i) National Marketing 

Few potatoes were exported or imported in Peru during the last three decades 
(Table A.9L ' ° Neighboring countries produce considerable quantities of this crop 
and have no need to import Peruvian lpotatoCs (CIP 1982). Freight costs and 
trade barriers discourage potato shipments to or from more distant markets 
(Twoney 1972:68). (onsequently, sale of' Peruvian xotatoes has been restricted 
to lie internal market. 

During this same period, potatoes have evolved from an overwhelmingly sub
sistence food crop to become an increasingly commercial farm commodity.'' 
Samaniego (1980:228) cites the growing use of production credit as one indica
tion of this trend. Expansion o"commercially oriented production on the central 
Coast is another (Figure 11.2). Statistics on potato shipments to Linia are addi
tional evidence that an increasing share of national poLtato production is 
marketed (Table A. 14). 

Interregional marketing patterns also have b'cone well-defined. In the Sierra, 
some potatoes are harvested nearly every month of the year (Table A.7), but 
most are harvested and dominate national distribution channe, from January to 
July lSanche 1960:59-64: Grabcr 1974:38, MAA-DGC 1980). In these months, 

Retailer and consumer weighing potatoes in Huancayo. (Photo by Espinoza). 
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Map 11.2. Peru: Potato marketing flows. 

Sierra producers ship both seed and tabie potatoes to markets throughout the 
country (Map 11.2). In contrast, coastal growers sell most of their potatoes from 
August to Deceniber. 
(ii) 	Sierra Marketing

Three trends characterize marketing of Sierra potatc, es since the late 1940s:'2 

First, potato trade has increased in both absolute terms and as a percentage of 
regional production. During the last decade, available data suggest potato
shipments from the central Sierra to Lima increased (Table A.29) as regional 
potato production declined (Table A.)

Second. a transportation revolution occurred which resulted in a larger 
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of bigger vehicles transporting potatoes and other commodities., 3 
number 
Potatoes once shipped to Lima by train or small, gasoline-powered vehicles (San
chez 1960: CONAP 1967:102-104) are now transported by larger, often diesel
powered trucks. 

Third, urbanization within the central Sierra spurred proliferation of local, dai
ly markets and weekly fairs (see, e.g., Uribe 1979). Five principal central Sierra 
departments went from one-third urban and two-thirds rural in 1961 to 50% ur
ban and 50% rural in 1981 (INE 1981:45).14 As a result, cities and towns which 
were once mainly assembly points for shipments to the Coast evolved into 
centers of intraregional trade and important markets in their own right.' 5 

Thus, Sierra potato marketing became characterized by rising trade volumes, 
growing importance of commercial production, technical improvements in the 
freight system, and a proliferation of local markets which supplied the area's con
sumers. 

Coastal potato marketing evolved quite differently. 
(iii) Coastal Marketing 

Coastal potato production has always been market oriented. Already in the 
late 1940s, most potatoes produced in this region were harvested for sale. And by 
in the late 1950's, coastal production already accounted for more than half of the 
potatoes consumed in Lima (Sfinchez 1960:62-65). This percentage has remained 
virtually unchanged since then (Table A.29). 

As agrarian reform coverted the coastal estates into production cooperatives, 
small and medium-sized private farms began increasing their potato production 
and shipments to Lima. 

Govcrnment Marketing Programs 
As the volume of potato trade expanded and cities' dependence on food 

shipments increased, various reforms have been proposed to improve marketing 
efficiency and reduce alleged profiteering (IDS 1954:160-161, 183-184; 
Shepherd et al. 1969: Bustamante and Williams and Associates 1972: Watson 
1975). Most of the subsequent programs, however, have not lived up to the ex
pectations of their proponents. Govenment initiatives adopted during the last 
two decades included production regulations, price ceilings, government 
potato purchase and storage programs, regulated freight rates, anti-speculation 
and hoarding laws, and regulated marketing margins. 6 While the implicit 
assumption behind such initiatives was that producer prices could be raised and 
consumer prices lowered without fundamental changes in supply and demand for 
food (Cleaves and Scurrah 1980:208-209), their rationale was that distribution 
channels for potatoes were unorganized, inefficient, and dominated by ex
ploitative middlemen. 

Responsibility for administering these programs was divided among national, 
regional, an] local authorities and enforcement of these measures, often proved 
difficult (Graber 1974:57-58: Alvarez 1980:41-45). Government personnel fre
quently lacked the experience, information, incentives, and resources needed to 
achieve program objectives. For example, potato prices were difficult to control 
because, unlike the case of wheat or rice, the government mever purchased (or im
ported) many potatoes (Heredia 1980). 

More fundamentally, interests of various groups involved often diverged. For 
example, in times of local scarcity municipal authorities often imposed price ceil
ings and prohibited shipping potatoes out of the area. These measures, which 
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benefited local consumers, hurt local growers and consumers elsewhere. Due to 
strong and conflicting interests, public interventions were often short-lived and 
poorly enforced. Consequently, most marketing decisions continued to be made 
primarily by producers, truckers, and middlemen in the country's fields and 
marketplaces. 

By the late 1970s, due to problems of administration and enforcement, most of 
these measures had been scaled back or abandoned. For example. committees 
charged with regulating prices and margins were dissolved. Given available 
human and financial resources and the broader institutional framework, such 
forums could not function (Alvarez 1980:46). Potato prices, therefore, were de
regulated. Yet, when shortages occurred, price ceilings occasionally were ar
bitrarily re-imposed (Orden et al. 1982:45, MAA-INIPA 1983:5). Similarly,
direct state procurement from potato growers gradually evolved into regular pur
chases from established Lima wholesalers. The direct purchase and storage pro
gram fell victim to excess capacity and managerial and financial difficulties 
(Werge 1977:30). New, state-owned storage facilities were built only to stand 
empty through successive potato harvests. 

2.4 Summary 

A comparison of national potato production statistics at the beginning and end 
of the last 30 years suggests output stagnated. This observation is misleading. In 
fact, national potato production evolved in a series of peaks and valleys. After 
reaching record highs around 1970s, national potato production declined over 
the next 10 years. This decline has attracted growing public attention and official 
concern. 

National trends in potato production mask divergent tendencies both within 
and between the Sierra and Coast. As production in the northern Sierra expand
ed in the 1950s and 1970s, central Sierra output fell. In the 1960s, the opposite 
occurred. On the Coast, expansion was especially marked in the central sub
region. Production in the northern and southern coastal growing areas was more 
volatile. As a result, coastal potato expanded from less than 3% to more than 
10% of national output. 

Annual national consumption changes closely paralleled national potato pro
duction movements. Per capita potato availability remained between 85 kg and 
105 kg until the early 1970s, but population growth and stable production over 
the last decade resulted in a decline in average per capita availability to about 60 
kg. 

Traditional processed potatoes and native varieties are much more important 
in the Sierra than on the Coast. Average potato consumption has fallen in the 
Sierra while potato consumption on the Coast has increased slightly. 

During the last 30 years, the volumes of potatoes marketed grew substantially,
and the marketable surplus expanded sharply as a share of total output. Potatoes, 
therefore, changed from a subsistence crop to an increasingly commercial crop. 

In the wake of dcc!ining per capita production and growing urban food de
mand, various government measures sought to improve marketing of domestic 
food crops including potatoes. Limited success of these initiatives raised ques
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tions about long-held assumptions concerning potato production. consumption, 
and marketing. 

Ironically. few detailed studies of these topics exist. As emphasized throughout
this chapter, regional disparities characterize potato production, consumption,
and dist riut ion. For this reason, the analyses which follow refer specifically to 
potato marketing in central coastal and highland Peru. 
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CHAPTER III
 

3. Potato Marketing in the Mantaro Valley' 

Introduction 
Researchers and policy makers frequently characterize food marketing in the 

Sierra as follows: thousands of semi-subsistence producers selling their limited 
surpluses in a single, chaotic marketing hannel and being paid low prices fixed 
by middlemen. Chapter 1initially questioned this characterization by noting the 
lack of research and frequent inconsistencies between meager evidence and 
broad conclusions in literature on this topic. Chapter 11suggested further that in 
the case of potatoes, structural changes in production, consumption, and 
marketing also raise doubts about the consensus view. Chapter Ill now begins 
our assessment of the consensus on domestic food marketing at the micro-level. 
This chapter analyzes prevailing potato marketing patterns in the Mantaro 
Valley.' By studying both potato production and distribution, Chapter III ad
dresses issues of the organization of rural trade, marketing margins, and freight 
rates. 

Breaking ground for planting in the Mantaro Valley. (Photo by Horton). 
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3.1 Potato Producers 
Understanding potato marketing in the Mantaro Valley begins at the farm

level with potato production and producers for 2 reasons. First, some producers
plant potatoes for sale, others grow them to meet household food requirements.
Second, production costs (hence, net revenues) vary across producer types.

Some farmers sell few potatoes because they plant their land mainly for on
farm consumption. Once this is achieved, then household cash needs influence 
the diming :'nd volume of potato sales. If these growers sell potatoes, they look
for a special type of buyer: someone who pays cash for small-scale, infrequent
potato sales. Potential buyer, thus may include other producers, local consumers 
(non-producers), itinerant retailers, truckers acting as traders, or even provincial
wholesalers. 

Other growers plant potatoes to make a profit. These growers seek a preferably
well-established outlet for large quantities of potatoes. At minimum,a this
eliminates one logistical problem at harvest - continually seeking new buyers
for every shipment - and it allows more time to concentrate on arranging
transport or to find labor for digging. Capable buyers most likely to be interested
would be wholesalers in major cities. 

Considering production costs enables better comparative analyses of 
marketing revenues for producers, truckers and wholesalers in Lima. In this
regard, some farmers may earn low or even negative net revenues because they
have relatively high unit production costs. Thus, low returns for potato produc
tion may be due more to production than marketing constraints. 

(i) Types of Producers 3 

From the marketing perspective, 3 types of producers planted potatoes in the 
Mantaro Valley by the end of the last decade. (Table 1I.1) 

The most numerous type (roughly 90% of the valley's potato farmers) is the"small" category. These producers are "small" partly because they plant and sell 
small quantities of potatoes. Their individual land area in potatoes is also small,
less than .75 hectare. Moreover, they plant potatoes in combination with various
other food crops on several small plots each of only a few hundred square meters. 

Table 111.1. Characteristics of potato producers in the Mantaro Valley, 1979.' 
Producer type 

Characteristic Small Medium Large 

Land area inpotatoes .75-3 haLess than .75ha 3-100 ha
Type of production Mixed farming Table potatoes combined Specialized in seed and 

with a few other crops table potato production
Primary purpose of Subsistence Profit Profit 
producing potatoes 
Estimated percent of 90 10 1 
all potatoes producers' 
Number interviewed 29 14 10 
'Definitions and numbers interviewed are used in all later tables inChapter Ill. 
'Based on Franco et al. 1979 and Appendix One. 
Source: Elaborated for this study. 
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Table 111.2. Average production costs per 100 kg of potatoes in
 
Mantaro Valley, 1979.
 

Soles % 

Producer type Producer type 

Input Small Me-"'im Large Small Medium Large 
Family labor 738 475 38 25 21 3
Hired labor 
 198 145 213 
 8 10 13

Animal horsepower 256 129 25 10 7 1
Tractor horsepower 47 68 211 2 5 15
Seed 
 526 346 422 19 
 19 27

Chemical fertilizer 223 273 183 15
9 12
Animal manure 340 185 125 13 9 7Liquid pesticide 43 4538 1 2 3Solid pesticide 148 104 142 7 5 9 
Land 164 62 35 6 4 2
Interest 0 61 97 0 2 6
Other 35 21 47 00 2 

Total 2716 1910 1582 100 100 100 

Source: Farm survey for this study. 

Since their modest potato harvests are primarily used for subsistence, their
marketable surpluses are also a small percentage of total production.

The most impressive type of potato producer in terms of marketable surpluses
is the "large" category. These "large" growers plant extensive land areas - from
3 to 100 hectares - in both seed and table potatoes. They plant some other cropsand tend some livestock on relatively large tracts of land. However, they are
essentially large potato farmers in that they specialize in the sale of large quan
tities of this one crop. About 1% of the valley's potato farmers are in this 
category. 

Between "small" and "large" a third type of producer also plants potatoes.Medium producers cultivate 0.75 to 3 hectares of potatoes in addition to a
number of subsistence crops. Although they sell large percentagea of their
potatoes, they are "medium" in that they produce and market intermediate 
amounts of potatoes. About of Mantaro10% Valley potato producers are
 
medium growers.


In addition to land area planted in potatoes and market orientation, produc
tion costs also differentiate producers in the Mantaro Valley. 

(ii) Production Costs 
Average costs for producing 100 kg, or one sack, of white potatoes in the

Mantaro Valley vary considerably from small to large producers (Table 111.2).
Average unit costs are lowest for large growers and highest for small producers. 4 
Various factors, such as input use, access to credit, and scale of farm operations,
contribute to these differences. It is beyond the scope of this study to assess the
independent impact of each of these factors. Nevertheless, the following review 
treats them separately to clarify how each consistently differentiates large andsmall producers. Note that these factors not only influence production costs but
also help determine net revenues for different types of producers. 
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Input Use 

The type and quality of physical production inputs, such as seed and fertilizer, 
perhaps most directly affect production costs.' Different types of' valley pro
ducers tend to use the same type of inputs. Even small farmers employ chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides. However, quantity of inputs varies considerably 
between farm types. Large farmers, in particular. use more seed and fertilizer per 
hectare than smaller growers (Scott 1981:84-90). They also use less seed and fer
tilizer per 100 kg than other potato producers. This suggests that large producers 
have lower costs in part because they reach a level of input use where inputs con
vert to outputs at a more productive rate. 

Differences in input use across producer types are partly a function of access to 
credit and attitudes toward risk. Of those contacted for this study, nearly all large 
farmers receive a crop loan for potatoes. 

Thus, large farmers were more capable of purchasing additional inputs because 
they had the financing to do so. In contrast, a third of 14 medium farmers re
ceived such loans and not a single small producer had one.6 In fact, the Agrarian 
Bank in Huancayo makes few loans to producers with less than one hectare of a 
given crop.7 Most of the valley's small producers were therefore ineligible for 
farm credit. However, this did not appear to be the main reason that small pro
ducers did not take out such loans to purchase more inputs. Most small pro
ducers seemed reluctant to assume the risk involved. As a result, small producers 
seldom borrowed money and if they did most "loans" were interest-free advances 
from other family members. Only one producer in the Mantaro Valley contacted 
for this study received credit from a Lima wholesaler to help cover production

8 
costs. 

Land also helps to differentiate potato producers in the Mantaro Valley. Large 
producers. on average, farm many more potato parcels and also more of their 
land is on the fertile valley floor. Furthermore. these farmers rent 53% of their 
crop land. compared to 14% for medium growers and only 5% for small pro
ducers.9 Smaller producers cultivate fewer, smaller plots situated in fewer micro
ecologies. As a result, large growers have several subtle land-related advantages 
over other growers. 

Two reasons for these advantages are: 
First, as large farnlers have many potato fields in different locations, they 

spread out agronomic risk. Poor climate in one part of the valley is much less 
likely to damage their entire potato crop. 

Second, as most of their holdings are on the valley floor, large growers 
cultivate relatively flat land. Consequently, their fields are less susceptible to ero
sion and more conducive to labor-saving, mechanized production. In particular, 
large producers. on the average, farm more irrigated parcels (2.7 1hectares) than 
their medium (1.0) or small (.5) rivals. Therefore, their yields are less affected by 
the region's capricious rainfall patterns.10 

Economies of Scale 

Production data also (Table 111.2) indicate costs per 100 kg are inversely 
related to land area in potatoes. Such a relation cannot be conclusively substan
tiated with available information." Still, various factors taken together strongly 
suggest economies are associated with large-scale potato production in certain 
parts of the Mantaro Valley. 
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Tractor plowing fields in the Mantaro Valley. (Photo by Horton). 

One cost rCducin lgmeasure associated with size of potato operations is greater
specialization. This is manifest in numerous ways. Larger producers are more in
volved in farming as a principal source of income. They concentrate a greater 
percentage of their cropland in lp)tatoCs. 2 They also plant fewer varieties.' As
large producers direct all their energy on this single crop, they rio doubt become 
more proficient in tie allocation of labor. ut ilization of' fertilizer, and the iden
tfication and control of diseases. 

Large land areas in potatoes also facilitate purchase of a tractor and other 
equipIienit (Mayer 1979:94). As most large growers own their own machinery.
they are not as dependent on the availability of rented equipment as smaller pro
ducers (Franco et al. 1979:4 1). Ready availability, in turn, helps increase yields
and lower unit produnction costs because larger growers can perform farm opera
tions ol a more timely basis. 

Large-scale potato producers are also capable of achieving certain managerial
economies. These growers can afford to hire their own agronomist (Mayer
1979:94) and tractor drivers. Large commercial growers, therefore increase their 
yields and reduce their costs because they have their own technical personnel 
where and when they need them. 

Size of potato fields is another factor that contributes to scale econioiiiies. 
Small producers plant Ix)tatoes on small plots of albout 1,500 square meters. 
Medium and large commercial producers grow potatoes on larger plots averaging
3,500 square meters and 11,500 square meters. respectively. Cultivating larger
plots reduces production costs because added expense of working a slightly larger
land area is relatively small once labor and equipment are already in the field. 

Larger growers also have better access to loans from the Agrarian Bank. In 
1979, these loans had a nominal interest rate of 30%. Since the inflation rate was 
70%. these loans were heavily subsidized. Larger producers thus not only had 
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preferential access to production credit but also could borrow money to buy 
more production inputs at negative real interest rates. 
Yields 

Apart from these input-related factors, large and medium commercial pro
ducers have lower average unit costs per 100 kg because they have higher 
average yields. As larger farmers use more seed and fertilizer per hectare 
equivalent and as they farm more irrigated potato plots, higher average yields 
represent the combined results of their quite different production practices. In 
fact, large growers' yields were 13.5 t/ha compared with 10.7 and 6.0 tons for 
medium and small growers, respectively. Since they spread their total production 
costs over more units of output, their costs of production per 100 kg consequent
ly are lower. These differences in yields also influence producers' potato 
marketing. 
3.2 Producers' Marketing Activities 

Potato producer's marketing activities in the Mantaro Valley are clearly 
related to their respective production goals. In effect, distinct marketing
strategies are complementary to the distinct production strategies of different 
potato producers. These strategies include the quantity of potatoes sold, timing
of potato sales, location of sales, and producer-buyer contacts. 
(i) Quality and Quantity of Sales 

Large and medium producers in the valley not only plant more potatoes but 
also have higher quality yields per 100 kg (Figure 111.1)" Larger grower , thus 
have tremendous volumes of high quality potatoes to sell, even after they provide
for their food and seed requirements (Figure 111.2). In contrast, small producers
have little land area in potatoes, their yields are lower, and their potatoes are of 
poorer quality. Small producers sell less than 10% of their potatoes on average. 5 

In fact, over half the 250 Mantaro Valley growers interviewed in 1978 
reported not selling any potatoes (Scott 1979). Results from these interviews also 
show that half the potatoes produced in the valley were sold and half went for on-

Figure 111.1. Marketable grade of potato yields in Mantaro Valley, 1979. 
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Figure 111.2. Utilization of potato yields in Mantaro Valley, 1979. 

farm use. But, less than 10% of all growers (mostly medium and large farmers) 
sold over 70% of all these potatoes. 
(ii)Timing of Sales 

Differences in land area planted and yields also affect the timing of producer 
marketing. Most large and marginal commercial growers begin their potato
harvests (sales) in March (Figure 111.3). This strategy isacalculated risk. Potatoes 
planted for early harvest can be damaged or completely destroyed by adverse 
weather. However, early harvest of at least some potatoes places commercial 
growers in a better position to capture higher prices often prevalent at this time 
of year (see Chapter VI).

Small, subsistence producers cannot afford to gamble. In spite of capricious
climatic conditions, their small holdings must meet the household's potato con-

Figure 111.3. First month reported harvesting in Mantaro Valley 1979. 
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sumption requirements as well as cash needs. Rainfall patterns and temperature 
changes generally favor a production calendar that ends in April and May. Con
sequently, ecological factors lead small producers to begin harvesting in these 
months (Figure 111.3), peak harvest time in the valley (Franco et al. 1979:78-80). 
Small producers therefore prepare to sell potatoes when prices are traditionally 
lowest.' 6 

Number of Months Selling 
Large and medium commercil growers spread their risks by selling potatoes 

over a period of time (Figure 111.4). This marketing strategy reduces the impact 
that capricious climatic conditions or momentarily unfavorable price movements 
might have on their entire harvest It also enables them to "work around" labor 
shortages in peak harvesting periods by staggering operations over several 
months. Additionally, by marketing potatoes over several months, they establish 
themselves as a steady, reliable source of supply. Prolonged participation in the 
potato market enables them to develop commercial contacts. Over the years, 
these growers accumulate greater knowledge and experience of the peculiarities 
ot potato marketing. Hence, they become better informed about potato prices in 
different markets and more adept at negotiating a particular potato sale than are 
smaller producers. 

Small producers sell potatoes during a shorter time period.' 7 Their limited 
market participation is partly explained by smaller harvests and the minor 
percentage of production available for sale (Figure 111.2). Unfortunately, this 
practice makes them more vulnerable to short-term, local price movements. It 
also contributes to their lack of knowledge about market conditions or alter
native sales outlets. For example, in comparison to larger, more specialized pro
ducers, small farmers generally are less knowledgeable about current potato 
prices and the number of traders not only in Lima but also in markets around the 
Mantaro Valley (Scott 198 1:147-150). 
(iii) Location of Sales 

Size of marketable surpluses has a major influence on location of potato sales. 
Figure 111.4. Number of months reported selling potatoes in Mantaro Valley, 
1979. 
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Map 111.1. The Mantaro Valley: Weekly fairs and daily markets. 

For instance, large and medium growers generally ship large surpluses directly 
from the field to Lima. According to these growers, local demand cannot absorb 
large volumes on a regular basis since two or three truckloads of potatoes 
delivered to any one local fair or daily retail market would cause prices to col
lapse. Hence, larger growers generally prefer to ship to the capital where prices 
are less affected by a truckload of potatoes. 

In contrast, small producers frequently sell their potatoes in weekly fairs or dai
ly markets (Map II1. 1).8 These growers rarely sell their potatoes out of the field. 
However, this does not necessarily imply a fixed place of sale. Instead, they 
patronize different fairs or markets in the valley to sell their crop. For example, 
small producers who often trade in more remote villages such as Cullhuas, also 
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travel to larger markets, e.g. Huayucachi and Huancayo, to make occasional 
potato sales. 

(iv) 	Bargaining Procedures
As a related strategy, large and medium potato producers negotiate their salesin a "precautious"fashion. This "precaution" consists of digging up only a fewpotatoes arJ taking them to prospective buyers to solicit competitive bids, inviting merchants to visit their fields and to bargain there, shipping potatoes toLima only after visiting the wholesale market and conferring with severalwholesalers. These farmers, particularly large growers, rarely haul their potatoesto market to negotiate with buyers on the scene. According to these growers, thispractice is avoided partly because it makes them too vulnerable to buyers'

demands.
While their primary motivation for selling potatoes is to periodically acquiresmall amounts of cash, small growers often lack the incentive and/or theresources to follow the "precautious" bargaining procedures of larger specializedgrowers. In other words, small farmers sell small quantities of various farm products (including potatoes) to make necessary household purchases rather thansell large quantities of one farm product to make a profit. Because the individualsmall producer is uncertain of marketable surpluses, he or she has little incentiveto seek out prospective buyers prior to harvest. Instead, if and when he (or hiswife) exchange potatoes for currency, he may survey prevailing prices by walkingaround the marketplace or talking to other farmers before entering into negotiations. Yet, on other occasions, he may be rushed into selling his potatoes to thefirst buyer encountered either for the need to catch transport back to his villageor to get on with the day's obligatory purchases. For various reasons, then, small
growers rarely negotiate their potato 
 sales prior to actual arrival in the
 

marketplace.
 
(v) Producer-Buyer Contacts


More importantly, large and medium 
 farmers generally sell to merchants
whom they know or with whom they have established "confianza."9 "Confianza"
 
means that buyers and producers have amutual respect for one another based on
years of doing business together. This respect, in turn, 
 entails reciprocalmarketing responsibilities including the exchange of information about market
conditions or buying and selling potatoes together at times of peak supply and de
mand.
 

Some large growers use their greater volumes to sell to several buyers in the
same market (Lima) at the same time to prevent any buyer from attaining a
 monopsony. Others sell some table potatoes simultaneously in Huancayo and in
Lima or sell both table and certified seed potatoes to different buyers. Large and
medium growers watch interregional price differentials and relative (seed versus
table potato) production 
 costs to exploit their marketing alternatives 
accordingly.2 ° 

Small subsistence growers lack the long-standing commercial contacts of thelarger growers. They do not always sell their potatoes in the same location nor ona regular basis. Instead, they market their potatoes to whomever happens to be inthe marketplace where and when they want to sell (see, e.g., Swindale 1983).Their buyers might be an itinerant retailer one week and aconsumer the next.'In any event, many of their potato sales are to strangers and not to regular
buyers. 
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Street vendors selling potatoes and other Andean tubers in Huancayo. (Photo
by Espinoza). 

(vi) Producers' Marketing Costs 
Prevailing potato marketing patterns are such that producers normally assume 

most rural marketing costs. However, specific bargaining arrangements or supplyand demand conditions can influence payment for grading, bagging, and truck
ing. Some growers prefer that buyers assume or share part of these costs. Buyersdo this by sending workers to help with grading and bagging and/or by providing
the necessary sacks. When supplies are tight, however, buyers-even fromLima-inay need to pay most rural marketing costs to secure any potatoes.

Average rural marketing costs increased with size ci the potato producers inthe valley in 1979 (Table 111.3)." Differences in labor costs reflect the mediumproducers' personal involvement in marketing activities. According to these 
growers, they often ride to Lima in the truck with their potatoes. Material costs 
vary across producer types because small growers often sell their potatoes but
keep their sacks. Freight costs are higher for large commercial growers because
they are most likely to ship their potatoes out of the valley to Lima themselves. 

Table 111.3. Average rural marketing costs per 100 kg of potatoes in Mantaro
Valley, 1979. 

soles % 

Producer type Producer type 
Marketing cost Small Medium Large Small Medium Large 
Family labor 
Hired labor 
Materials 
Freight 

52 
1 

13 
44 

38 
19 
38 

112 

3 
i0 
54 

171 

48 
1 

12 
40 

19 
7 

19 
55 

3 
6 

22 
69 

Total 109 206 248 100 100 100 

Source: Farm survey. 
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Analysis of production and marketing at the producer-level indicate two
distinct potato marketing channels in the Mantaro Valley. Small subsistence 
farmers sell only a few potatoes, primarily in local fairs and markets. Large and 
commercial growers sell large volumes of potatoes primarily for direct shipment
to Lima. The following sections now consider potato marketing activities of rural 
assemblers and truckers. 

3.3 Rural Assemblers 
The predominant importance to the Lima marketing chain of larger, more 

commercially oriented growers in the Mantaro Valley raises questions about 
other possible participants in these activities. For example. do rural assemblers
ship potatoes to Lima? And if they do, then where are these potatoes produced?
This section extends our analysis of potato marketing between the Mantaro 
Valley and Lima by addressing questions about the role of rural assemblers. 

(i) Rural Assembler: A Definition 
For this study, a rural assembler issomeone who either resides at or travels to 

farms or rural markets to purchase, transfer, and later (relsell potatoes in another 
locale. This activity may involve purchase of truckloads of potatoes from one or 
more growers and/or may encompass purchase of small lots of potatoes from 
several growers at the same time. In any event, an individual who merely
transports pxtatoes (trucker) from the countryside to the city is not a rural 
assembler. Nevertheless, some truckers may engage in rural assembly as well as
trucking. Likewise. a producer who grades, bags, and hauls his potatoes from his 
farm to urban markets acts as his own rural assembler. However, growers who 
only harvest, grade, and bag their potatoes are not rural assemblers according to
this definition, nor are traders who buy potatoes in an urban market and then
ship them to some other area. As indicated below, similar distinctions can be 
made between provincial retailers and wholesalers. 

(ii)Types of Rural Assemblers 
Various individuals work as rural assemblers of farm products ill the Mantaro 

Valley (Figure 111.5): producers themselves, small-scale itinerant traders, seed 
potato agents from the Coast, Lima wholesalers, and those based in Huancayo.

Numerous small-scale, itinerant traders are perhaps the most conspicuous 
group.23 They purchase several sacks of potatoes in one weekly fair or dailymarket and retail them later in another. Women frequently participate in potato
marketing in this way. Informal interviews indicate that many of these women
pairticipate in potato marketing activities only as time permits and/or as
household cash needs require. In any event, although some small-scale rural 
assemblers haul potatoes to towns outside the valley, they rarely market 
potatoes in Lima. Casual empiricism suggests their weekly volumes are relatively
small, one or two tons maximum. 

Other buyers purchase relatively few table potatoes in the valley. Seed potato
agents from valleys on the central Coast also purchase a few table potatoes.
However, they do so infrequently (see Chapter IV). Although government agen
cies bought potatoes in the valley in the early 1970s, they now make their pur
chases directly from potato wholesalers in the capital (Scott 1981:481. 

Lima-based potato wholesalers nr their agents sometimes act as rural 
assemblers in the valley, especially when supplies are limited in the capital
(Dolorier 1975: 111). 1979 harvest, occa-During the a few Lima wholesalers 
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sionally made potato purchases in the Huancayo wholesale market. In so doing,they avoided logistical problems associated with riding around the countrysidelooking for producers ready and willing to sell. However, it ismore common forLima wholesalers to wait ior potatoes to be shipped to them either from farmers'
fields or from the Huancayo wholesale market (see Chapter V).Based on previous studies (IDS 1954:159, Graher 1974:84), the most prominent group of rural assemblers based in the valley are traders in the Huancayowholesale market. These merchants either buy potatoes at their stalls in themarket or they go on regular trips to purchase potatoes in the countryside. Forexample, two or sometimes three Huancayo wholesalers act as rural assemblersat weekly fairs in nearby Cullhuas and Pazos. These potatoes are then re-soldwholesale in Huancayo. Since Huancayo wholesalers also ship considerablevolumes of potatoes to Lima, their various buying and selling activities are now

examined in greater detail. 

(iii) Huancayo Wholesalers as Rural Assemblers 4 

Huancayo, a major potato shipping point for decades (see IDS 1954:162), hasabout 60 potato rural assemblers/wholesalers working out of its wholesale market(Map III.205 This group is the largest concentration of potato traders in thevalley. According to local tradition, there were only 20 potato wholesalers in theHuancayo marketplace until 1978. The merchants then organized amongthemselves, designated aconstruction committee, and built some 40 new stalls toallow for the present number of traders. Many of the newer, youngerwholesalers, however, were simply relatives who had apparently outgrown their
"apprenticeships" and were eager to start trading on their own.

Most of the 20 Huancayo potato merchants contacted in this study buy andsell less than 40 tons of potatoes per month during the Sierra harvest (Decemberto July)."6 Two traders market more than 150 tons per month during this time. 
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Potato marketing in Huancayo. (Photo by Espinoza). 

According to these wholesalers, capital and contacts are the two most important
factors that influence the volume of potato purchases. Cash is necessary for 
outright purchase of potatoes. Contacts and "confianza" facilitate regular
purchases and buying on short-term credit. Although some traders own a truck, 
most contract trucking services when necessary. Trucker contacts are claimed to
be useful as one source of market information. During the 1979 crop year. less 
than half th. traders grew potatoes themselves and almost all were exclusively
for home consumption.

Most Huancayo wholesalers procure amajor portion of their potatoes outside 
the Mantaro Valley. They do so for several reasons. Some wholesalers said they
buy potatoes elsewhere because fewer are available locally than in the past. They
attribute this shrinking marketable surplus to a decline in local potato produc
tion."7 Others said they travel to more distant areas to escape competition from 
the growing number of local buyers.2" According to some more established
traders, several new entrants practiced aggressive -"cut-throat" - marketing
behavior. 9 Huancayo wholesalers also complained about the limited quantities
of potatoes that are sold in regional fairs and markets, e.g. in Jauja and Concep
ci6n. Rather than waste time visiting these locations to buy a few potatoes, they
prefer to go where they can be assured of buying larger quantities.

Huancayo potato wholesalers generally bought their potatoes directly from 
producers. Conversely, most traders buy few, if any, potatoes from truckers,
from traders residing in the countryside, or from one another. As aresult, Huan
cayo wholesalers generally make their larger purchases on the farm and do their
smaller-scale buying in the market proper. According to these wholesalers, pur
chases are typically arranged by a visit with the farmer around harvest time. The 
deal might be sealed by acash advance, adrink together, or the provision of sacks 
for bagging. While a few traders help finance from 15 to 30 hectares of table 
potatoes, they claimed to be doing so less than in previous years because of the 
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risks involved and their reluctance to tie up their capital. 0 Most purchases are 
concluded with a cash payment once the potatoes are loaded in the field or 
delivered in Huancayo. If the wholesaler and grower know each other well, ac
tual paylenl sonietines occurs a few days after the potatoes are delivered. 

Huancayo traders generally work as a husband and wife team. While the hus
band is out arranging shipnents and buying potatoes, the wife works in Huan
cayo receiving shiplmlelts and selling potatoes. These sales are generally for cash 
to local retailers, or to traders who come to the marketplace from cities outside 
the valley such as Lima, Puente Piedra and Ica. However, when the morning's 
wholesale trade in the market slackens off. these merchants begin to sell retail or 
they send their inventory. along with that of several others, in a shipment to 
Lima. Seven of the 20 Huancavo wholesalers interviewed have relatives who are 
linma potato wholesalers. The other Huancavo traders have regular buyers in the 
capital. Both types of buyers facilitate polato sales by exchange of information 
about prices and product flows. Several wholesalers also claim such contacts are 
necessary so as not to be taken advantage of by Lima buyers. In addition, these 
commercial ties make credit sales possible from Huancayo to Lima during the 
local harvest and from Lima to Huaricayo during the coastal harvest. 

On buying trips outside tie city. H-huancayo traders sometimes ship potatoes 
directly to L.inia from that area. These potatoes are not routed through their 
stalls in Huancayo for two reasons: 

First, unloading and reloading potatoes in Huancayo costs time and money. 
Delays luC to traffic congestion around the market increase the likelihood of 
shrinkage. Unioni/ed workmen charge a flat fee for loading potatoes. The city of 
H uancavo also levies a small tax on every sack that enters the market. 

Second. a syst em of freight rates prevailed in tle Mantaro Valley which 
favored long hauls. A short trip to Huancayo cost perhaps only I or 2 soles per 
kg while freight to ILima, sonic 300 kni distance, cost 3 or 4 soles per kg. Thus,if 

they buy potatoes in tile countryside to be marketed in L.ina, Huancayo 
wholesalers have simrilar incentives as local large coinmercial growers to ship 
directly from the field. Interviews with tile truckers themselves further 
corroborate these findings. 
3.4 Truckers 

Apart fron producers and Huancayo wholesalers, truckers play an important, 
often misunderstood, role in potato marketing between the Mantaro Valley and 
Lima. For example, some recent reports (Flores et al. 1980:80) describe potato 
shipments by both road and rail between the two points. The author's field work 
indicated that all potatoes arrive in the capital's wholesale market by truck. Inad
dition. past village-level research highlighted the role of truckers as potato buyers 
in the central Sierra (Mayer 1974b:3 11-312). Structured interviews with truckers 
operating throughout the central Sierra show that potato purchases are a niinor 
activity for most truck operators. Furthermore. past studies of rural-urban 
freight rates have focused largely on shipping costs IMathia et al. 1965). Present 
research indicates that truckers' role in potato marketing, in fact, involves several 
other physical and exchange functions. Most iiportantly. truckers' activities of
fer additional confirmation concerning the nature of potato marketing channels 
between Mantaro Valley producers and Linia wholesalers. 
1i)Truckers' Marketing Activities-2 

After analyzing potato marketing by producers and Huancayo rural 
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assemblers/wholesalers, attention now focuses on the truckers' role. Basic ques
tions here are: 

" Do truckers add an additional middleman to the marketing chain by
buying as well as transporting potatoes?

" How do potatoes reach Lima wholesalers direct from farmers' fields 
or via some intermediate assembly point?

" Who do truckers haul potatoes for: growers? rural? assemblers? Lima 
wholesalers? 

Answers to these questions help explain the role of truckers in potato
marketing channels. 

Most central Sierra truckers restrict their operations to hauling potatoes.33 
Some truckers act more like rural assemblers in that they purchase and transport
potatoes Still, less than 40% of truckers interviewed reported buying potatoes.
Furthermore, even these purchases are infrequent-one or two every 10 
trips-and therefore serve merely to top off an occasional shipment.

Although the railroad was once used to transport potatoes from Mantaro
Valley to Lima (Sdnchez 1960: 39-40), trucks now do all the hauling.34 Truck
transportation of potatoes to the capital begins with loading. According to 
truckers, loading generally is in the field or along the roadside (see Scott
1981:236). This confirms statements by rural assemblers and larger commercially
oriented producers discussed previosly. Growers, rural assemblers and truckers 
thus concur: Marketing of most potatoes from the central Sierra to Lima is not
characterized by numerous disorganized steps, but by only one-field to 
market.35 

Central Sierra truckers generally haul potatoes for only one or two owners.36 

Most importantly, the majority of these potatoes are owned not by traders or
truckers, but by producers 1981: Potatothemselves (see Scott 239-240). " 
shipments to Lima, then, are not dominated by rural assemblers who buy asack
 
or two of potatoes from numerous, semi-subsistence farmers, and then send them
 
off to the capital. In fact, these results indicate that many central Sierra truck
 
owners (40%) are also potato farmers. Thus, on many occasions for Lima

shipments, these truckers ship their own potatoes, in their own vehicles, and 
direct from their own fields. In so doing, these producers direct rural assembly of 
potatoes in the central Sierra for sale in the capital. 
Additional Responsibilities

Central Sierra truckers assume additional responsibilities besides loading and
transporting. They secure the shipping permit from the Ministry of Agriculture
and pay all road tolls. They cover cost of weighing-in and weighing-out of Lima's
wholesale market. Finally, they pay for unloading potatoes at the wholesaler's 
stall. 

According to truckers contacted, they are paid either after unloading or the 
day after delivery in Lima as standard procedure. As they often personally know 
their shippers (producers) and receivers (wholesalers), truckers run no unusual
risks by operating on a such basis. Nevertheless, truckers help finance potato
marketing because they exchange their services for a delayed payment. 
(ii) Truckers' Marketing Costs 

Shipping costs for hauling 100 kg of potatoes between the central Sierra and 
Lima vary by type of truck (Table II1.4).' Fixed costs per trip (depreciation, in
terest, major repairs) spread over the estimated number of trips during the life of 
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Table 111.4. Average trucking costs per 100 kg of potatoes per hour traveled 
between central Sierra and Lima, 1979. 

Truck Type
 

Gas Diesel 

Trucking cost Soles % Soles % 
Fixed costs per trli 13 21 13 28 
Variable costs per trip 6 10 5 11 
Variable costs per distance 40 69 27 61 
(Including fuel) (21) (36) (7) (17) 

Total 	 59 100 45 100 

Source: Trucker survey. 

the truck, are nearly identical. Variable costs per trip (loading and unloading) are 
also similar. The principal difference in costs between gas (n = 40) and diesel (n 
= 53) trucks in 1979 was the variable cost per distance for labor, fuel, tires, 
maintenance and, in particular, fuel. 3' Although gasoline-powered trucks used 
about the same amount of fuel as diesel vehicles (6 to 7 km per gallon), their costs 
per 100 kg per hour on the road were one-third higher." The reason was that 
gasoline cost about twice as much per gallon as diesel fuel. 

3.5 Estimated Revenues 
The organization of potato production and distribution strongly influences 

rural potato marketing revenues. Net revenues per 100 kg were positive for most 
potato marketing participants in 1979. The size of these revenues, however, 
varied considerably. In addition, small producers on average "lost money" on 
potatoes. Both prices received and costs incurred influenced these estimates. 

(i) Producers' Revenues 
Average gross revenues, costs, and net revenues per 100 kg for different types 

of potato producers are in Table 111.5. 
Large 	growers have the highest gross revenues for several reasons: 

9 They sold a larger percentage of top grade potatoes (Figure 111.1), thus 
reflecting higher prices for better quality potatoes. 

Table 111.5. Average production revenues and costs (in soles) per 100 kg of 
potatoes in Mantaro Valley, 1979. 

Producer type 
Small Medium Large 

Gross revenue' 1713 1768 2256 
Less: 

Production costs2 2716 1910 1582 
Marketing costs2 109 206 248 

Net revenue (loss) (1112) (348) 427 

'Potatoes not sold were valued based on prices in nearby markets at harvest time.
 
'Family labor costs assumed equal to the market wage.
 
Source: Farm survey.
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0 These growers generally assume costs of grading, bagging, and frequently shipping their potatoes to market. High revenues were thenpartly due to the higher value added that these producers contributed to 
their potatoes. 

Large growers, on average, received a higher price because of the time andlocation of their potato sales. These growers sold in both peak harvest months
and before and after this period when seasonal prices are generally higher. Largegrowers also were most likely to sell in Lima where value added (transport costs)and strong effective demand push up potato prices relative to those in the Man
taro Valley.


Small producers had the lowest estimated 
revenues for the opposite reasons."
On average this group harvested lower quality potatoes than commercial producers. They also harvested and sold their potatoes as the bulk of the potato crop
was dug. While this timing is thoroughly justifiable from a food security point ofview, it means they enter the market when prices are lowest and their revenues 
are affected accordingly. Furthermore, small subsistence producers often sold
their potatoes in local market- in semi-graded form: they poured out contents of
their sacks which they retained for future use. Hence, producer prices in thesemarkets reflect the small value-added embodied in potatoes sold there.

Considering both revenues and costs in 1979, large and medium producers
generally had positive net returns. Small producers had negative net returns.
Higher prices alone would do little to change small producers' average net revenues because of their high unit production costs. In fact, differences in production costs across producer types were at least twice as large as the differences 
in gross marketing revenues (Table 111.5).42 
(ii) Rural Assemblers' Revenues 

This study did not focus on the marketing revenues of Mantaro Valley ruralassemblers because interviews with producers, Huancayo wholesalers, and
truckers consistently found that most potatoes from this area go around localtraders and directly to Lima. 3 Therefore, marketing revenues for rural
assemblers are of minor importance in the Mantaro Valley-to-Lima potatomarketing channel. While Huancayo wholesalers ship potatoes to Lima fromtheir stalls, these shipments generally consist of potatoes procured on buyingtrips outside the valley. A thorough examination of the marketing revenues for
these sales is beyond the scope of this study. 
(iii) 	 Truckers' Revenues
 

Estimated net 
revenues for most diesel powered trucks operating between the
central Sierra and Lima were positive in 1979 (Table 111.6). Returns for mostgasoline powered trucks (n = 40) were negative. Their respective marketing netearnings reflect differences in gross revenues and costs. Diesel trucks (n = 53)had higher average gross revenues for two reasons. First, diesel trucks generally
hauled potatoes over greater distances to Lima. Since diesel trucks were usuallylarger than gasoline-powered vehicles, they probably had larger fuel tanks. With 
more fuel and better mileage, they evidently were better suited longerdistance trips. In any event, in 1979 diesel truckers received 

to 
higher average

freight rates (4.79 sole.kg versus 3.87 soles/kg). Second, diesel trucks haul more cargo back to the provinces for greater distances. As a result, average gross
revenue from backhauls was higher. 
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Table 111.6. Average trucking revenues and costs (insoles) per trip per 100 kg of 
potatoes hauled from central Sierra to Lima, 1979. 

Truck type 

Gas Diesel 

Gross Revenue: 
From potatoes shipped to Lima 387 479 
From backhauls 187 268 

Total 	 574 747 
Less: 
Operating costs 

Fixed costs per trip 	 143 169 
Variable costs per trip 58 60 
Variable costs per distance 461 365 

Total 662 594 
Net Revenue (loss) (88) 153 

Source: Trucker survey. 

Apparent minor differences in cost per 100 kg per trip between gasoline (662 
soles) and diesel trucks (594 soles) obscured an important distinction. Diesel 
trucks had lower costs for hauling a larger load of potatoes longer distances. Ac
cording to truckers surveyed, the average trip for diesel trucks was 13.7 hours ver-
SUS only 11.4 hours for gasoline trucks. Consequently, as diesel trucks use 
cheaper fuel, they actually go farther for less money than gasoline trucks. 

AIthough truckers operating gasoline-powered vehicles apparently "lost 
money" in 1979, they may continue to transport potatoes for various reasons. 
Their freight operations may help cover fixed costs, especially if the truck is 
essential for other activities such as hauling farm supplies. Alternatively, since 
gasoline trucks were twice as old (6.3 years) as diesel trucks (3.3 years), perhaps 
owners stopped accounting for depreciation and interest. More likely still, they 
eventually replace their uneconomical gasoline truck with a diesel powered vehi
cle (or enginel as the age structure and composition of the sample by truck type 
suggests. 

3.6 	Summary 
Analysis of potato marketing patterns at the producer level suggests two 

distinct marketing channels exist in the Mantaro Valley. In one channel, small 
growers sell few potatoes in local fairs and markets. In the other, large and 
medium producers sell large volumes direct to Lima. Subsequent analysis of 
potato marketing activities by rural assemblers and truckers confirms this obser
vation. Rural assemblers such as the Huancayo wholesalers ship potatoes to 
Lima, but these shipments are procured outside the valley. Similarly, truckers 
buy relatively few potatoes. They concentrate instead on transporting potatoes. 
In fact, most Lima-bound potato shipments go direct from farmers' fields to the 
capital. Thus, the combined evidence suggests well defined, albeit informal 
distribution networks organize the flow of potatoes from farmers' fields to 
markets in and out of the Valley. 

Large and medium growers often assume themselves the role of rural 
assembler and thereby earn the associated marketing margin for potato 
shipments to Lima. Small farmers sell to local consumers and rural assemblers. 
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While their net revenues from potato production are negative, small farmersgenerally sell few potatoes and in such a fashion that production costs incurredinfluenced their net returns to potato cultivation far more than market prices
received. 

Freight rates between the Mantaro Valley and Lima are influenced by avariety of factors. Still, truckers often appear to subsidize potato marketing activities. While most trucks earn some profits hauling potatoes. many barely break even or lose money. These findings suggest freight rates are not an excessive portion of marketing costs. Final evaluation of this conclusion is contingent uponanalysis of Lima marketing activities. Before turning to this subject, the study
first examines potato marketing on the central Coast. 

Notes 
I his chapter is based oin field work in the 

Mantaro Valley and Augustina froi I978 
it) March 1980. 
2 A selectied list of preVii ts s1,0oecouiimliC 
studies ol' itatoes in tile Mantari Valle by
stliject area includes: ccology and farniing 
s.sIc, I S 11954: I 821. Mayer 119791 
Rhoiadstll98l 1. Rlhades aid Recliarte I9821: 
s'Ld psliatl production- Franco ci at. 11979-: 
54 3. lIlrei'ia 1198t). MNinares II1981:97 152 . 
Frainco. Vilca. and Nilii 119831, and Auroi 
aind Vilca it 8)X4a):talhl itato prodUtCiii -
Niiahluaitiii it 972i. M/AA)SI I 9 7 8 a:02).
f'r-aiI c1 ;11 it9791 lknavides 19811. Flores 
ci at. I9801i. IHortoi ct al. II981). Scott 
i19 1:71) 10i4. Iani I I(S31. and ('tlcar
11984): u iiul \Werge (1977.osthar.esi ihiaui 
1979 . lknaildes. Recharic. aiid Rthoades 
1I9821: distrlitiiiin IDS 11954: 159 1601t. 

S",iichc/ f]9():74 81). Iarklc, 119671. (Graher
11974). and Scott i1981:135 157. 18012117: 
1982: 19831. 

Pruccdures Used to idetif. these producer 
types are explained in Appenidix One. Miaver 
19791 tireseits a dtaiteid discussio)n of lardrise paetsr, ifratll mirers in t lley.oe 

Ts si arwned 
,Iis study valued all inuts ptnurchased orin)ll at market prices. This procedure was 


adopted because there was a market fur all il.
 
puts, fariners knew these prices. these prices
seemed reasomable. atd any ither procediire
would have been highly subjective. 

Input prices increased ciisiderahIy dring 
tile 1978/1979 crop year tle to iifnation. 
IIowever. at any ioint it titie, they were 
similar regardless of' the quantity ptrchased, 
6 

This is ciorroxirated bY Flores et al. 11980: 
200-2)31. They iite a growing cncentrationI
of productiiin credit frr Ixitatoes in tile Man. 
taro Valley anirming large growers during tie 
1970s. 

7 Access to production credit for small 
f'armers in general (Salaverry 1982:2931 and to 
produce potatoes in tile Mantaro Valley
specifically lIDS 1954:230-235: Scott 19791 is 
not a recent or isolated problem. When inter
viewed for this study. loan olicers in the 
I luancayo branch of the Agrarian Bank were 
soinewhat vague on tilewhether hectare 
niitinn was offficial policy or merely stati
dard procedure. IHowever. pridUCtion credit 
atid financial risk have assumed growing ini. 
portanct as production costs per hectare have 
iniercased rapidly and thIuise Ifur potatoes are 
higher than all (tier fixid crops in tile valley
(Horlton c at. 1980:66t. 
8 

Medina et al. 1197-1:491 also friurld that 
I.iia wholesalers ilade less than 101% iif their 
tuber purchases by financing proiduction Poll. 
toni 11982:901 reports similar results for nor. 
thern Sierra Itato traders. 

The Agrarian Reform D.I..iL.aw, 17716, 
made land rental illegal in theory. but large
farimiers still rented land in practice tMayer
1979: 92.94). In contrast, medituii producers 

811% of tihcir cropland. rented 14% and
sharecropped 5%. with small grcwers owuning
77%. renting 5% and sharecropping 18%. 

Average annual rainfall ol the valley

floor was 735 trn. froii 1922 to 1977, but
with a stamdard deviation of 109 nim.
 

Althtugh most rainfall occurred front October 
toi April. the distribttiii of ratin within the 
year coul also shift dramatically from year to 
year (Scott 1981: 196-198) with possible 
serious implications for potato product ittI(Huirton et .l. 1980:13). 

CIaballero 11981:188-1931 otllines tile dil
ficulties in assessing whether such econortiies 
exist. He is sceptical that they do. However, 
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production cost data in Horton et al. (19801 
for the 1977/78 crop year, converted from tile 
cost per hectare to the cost per l00 kg. also 
suplx)rt the economies of scale argument 
presented here. Moreoser. these findings are 
based on an even more minuscule calculation 
of costs for various producer types than the 
met hod discussed in this,study. Potato produc- 
tion cost estimates presented the MA-OSEI 
11978a:55.631 contain mixed results ol the 
economics of scale issue. 
12 Percentage o1fcropland in tprtatoes by pro 

producer type vas large 41Nl, mlediul 
1301%1, and small 126%l. 

:ranco et al. 1979:58.771 relxorted that 
the largest producers plant 7(1) of their land 
in five hshrid varieties and that smaller pro 
Iucers.eslcially at higher elevations. plant a 

more equal distribution of hybrid and native 
varieties. 
14 Adilittedly grades are not well establish 

ed, but these averages are based on producers' 
declarations. 
5 Tlions

These '.harpl different marketing pat-
terns for pi)tatO producers in the Mantaro 
Valley are corroblorated b. studies in earlier 
crop years tWerge 1977:1R: Franco et al. 
1979:102: Iorton et alI. 1980:341. 
16 .markets

lThisobservation aIbout seasonal price 
movenents ii tire valley is based on Graber 
11974:791 and price-, collected by (1P Social 
scientists during rhe 1978 antd 179 calendar 
years. 
17 Fourteen of 29 small subsistence pro. 

ducers reported months in which they sold 
ixtatoes oFourteen reported not selling in any. 

1nit10111. one farmier could trot be contactedanrd 
again to ask hii this question. Answers often 
were changed frotm "never' or "not at all" to 
the months relx)rted when the question was 
rephrased fron "In which nionths do you sell 
xotatoes?'' to "Let's suplx)se you .old pt atloes, 

when would V11 sell'." 
18 The argument that small versus large 

Sierra farniers sell in different Iocations is also 
suppxorted by Werge i 1977:12 131for the Man-
taro Valley. F-goavil l1976:351 for tiluasahuasi. 
Palca. Franco. Moreno. and Alarc6n 
11983:100- 1021 for the ('uzco region, and 
Pontoni (1982:86.881 for the northern Sierra. 
19 Similarly. Medina et al. (1974:50-51) 

found that most 161.9%9 linia tuber 
wholesalers had suppliers with whom they had 
done business with for years and nearly all 
(90.5%) whtolesalers had friends among tile 
producers they work with. p e tthese 

20 Few farmers regulate their market par. 


ticipation by storing potatoes. Small sub
sistence producers store potatoes primarily for 
on-farm use (Werge 1977:16-20). Large and 
marginal comnmercial farmers do not store for 
several reasons. They need to pay hack their 
iroduction loans at harvest. Storage and 

Speculation are not always clearly distinguish
abl' in the e ,es of public authorities. Uncer
tainty abxut price movements and/or govern. 
mrent price intervention makes even black 
market profits dubious. Instead. large farmers 
regulate their potato sales by leaving part of 
tile crop in the field for a longer time or by 
staggering their planting dates (Franco et al. 
1979:61-621. 
21 

Eleven sniall-subsistence growers reported 
selling to consumers. 12 to middlemen and 
four to both. Two producers did not answer 
this question. 

22 Procedures used for estimating marketing 
costs were essentially the same as those used 

for calculating production costs. However, for 
producers who did not sell potatoes, the ques

about labor. materials. etc.. were made 
on ai hypoitlietical basis. 
23 

This description of itinerant retailers 
acting as rural assemblers is based on visits to 
more than two dozen weekly fairs and daily 

in the valley. 
4-

This section is based on structured inter 
views with 20 Huancayo potato wholesalers.
 
See Appendix One for details about sample
 
selection. interview techniques.
 
25 The wholes-le market ("el mercado
 

Maorisfa")in Huancayo is different from the
 
city's famous Sunday fair at which few, if any,
 
po)tatoes are traded (Map 3.21.
 
26 These volumes were computed by
 

multiplying tile number of sacks wholesalers
 
reported selling per week by 100 kg and then
 
multiplying that total by four (weeks) to
 
estimate volume per month. Huaicayo
 
wholesalers also sell table potatoes produced
 
oni the Coast from September to December. 

Prices for coastal potatoes in late 1979 made 
such shipments unecononical that year. 

27 -is observation is substantiated by 
statistics that show a sharp drop in potato pro
duction in the 1970s 1Fano 19831. 
28 Sme wholesalers als admitted that in 
these distant areas it had been easier to fool 

producers (buying potatoes by the sack instead 
of by weight and then providing larger and 
larger sacksl. 
29 For example, art unwritten rule among 

wholesalers is not to break into negotia
lions between another trader and farmer in the 
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marketplace. New entrants apparently did 
this, offering higher prices in the process. 
30 Pontoni (1982: 90) makes the same obser-
vation for the northern Sierra. "It is probable 
that the truckers and middlemen are also reluc. 
tant to advance money for repayment at 
harvest due to the high risk involved..." 
(author's translation from Spanish). 
31 With more than 200.000 people and an-
nual per capita consumption of 100 kg ITable 
A.10). Huancayo is a substantial market for 
potatoes. 
32 Findings on trucker marketing activities. 
costs, and marketing revenues are based on 
structured interviews with roughly 100 central 
Sien a truckers. Se Appendix One for details, 
Soie 40% of tie truckers interviewed were 
from the Mantaro Valley. 
33 Egoavil (1976:421 also implies that 
truckers are not directly involved in buying
po~tatoes in the Htasahluasi Palca region.p e tThese 

According to Linia wholesalers, rail 
shipments from the Mantaro Valley require 
hauling Ixtatoes to the depot there, reloading 
for tie 10 to 12 hour journey to Lima, and 
then reloading and re-hauling the potatoes 
from the litia station to the wholesale market. 
Consequently, the gradual introduction of 
larger trucks into the Sierra makes the central 
assenibly of large quantities of potatoes for 
eventual shipment by rail unnecessary and 
uneconomical. 
35 

Other studies report similar shipping pat-
terns for potatoes produced in the Sierra and 
sent to Lima (Tullis 1970: 174, 190: Dobyns et 
al. 1971: 142-143. 
36 Interviews with these drivers showed 
truck owners operated only one vehicle. This 
result must be considered preliminary because 

in most cases the person interviewed was the 
driver and not the owner, the driver may not 
have known about all trucks that the owner 
may have owned.37 

CONAP (1967:116) reported similar 
findings. 
38 Assumptions and procedures to calculate 
these costs are explained in Appendix One. 
39 In riding down to Lima from the Mantaro 
Valley with one of these trucks, the author 
discovered that trucking costs also include a 
"wash down" of the load in the middle of the 
night after passing Ticlio. While it may seem 
unnecessary. this wash wets down the potatoes 
and thereby insures similar cargo weights at 
arrival as at departure. 
40 Because preliminary work showed type of 
fuel to be a more discriminating variable than 
truck capacity, it was singled out in the final 
analysis. See Appendix One for details.
41 findings are consistent with results 
for other years (Horton ct al. 1980:36). 
42 

One might argue that small producers do 
not lxse money because they undervalue their 
labor ;'x non-purchased inputs. This ap
proach seems perfectly legitimate. However, 
this does not necessarily mean that peasant 
producers' surplus value isthen transferred out 
of agriculture by nionopsonistic middlemen. It 
is argued here instead that since peasant 
potato produc, - generally sell such a small 
percent of the ratatoes they produce, they "in.
ternalize" most of this surplus value or it isex
propriate by employer's who pay them a less 
than subsistence wage (see Lehmann 1982 for a 
discussion of these issues). 
43 LoAng (1977:90-911 noted asimilar pattern
for trade ingeneral in his research on the Man. 
taro Valley. 
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CHAPTER IV
 

4. Potato Marketing in Caiiete'
 
Introduction 

The review of domestic food marketing literature in Chapter 1 noted the lack 
of field research on the rural Coast. Instead, studies have focused largely on the 
rural Sierra, perhaps because domestic food production isconcentrated in that 
region. Yet, Chapter I1indicated coastal growers send Lima roughly half its year-
Ivsupply of po)tatoes. This observation suggests that for the Lima market, potato 
marketing on the Coast is no less important than such activities in the Sierra. 
Chapter IV now extends the analysis to include potato marketing in Calete. 
Principal issues once again are the organization of rural trade, marketing 
margins, and freight rates. 

4.1 Potato Producers 
During the last decade, potato production and potato producers on the central 

Coast in general and in the Caies. Valley in particular attracted considerable 
attention (Map IV.I).' 

Three different developments generated this interest: 
(I) Unlike the-decline-then-stagnation in potato production throughout the 

Sierra, output on the central Coast had a positive annual growth rate during the 
1970s. 

(2)For climatic reasons, coastal potatoes are cultivated only during the cool 
winter months. However, giver. Coastal growers' high yields and strong commer
cial orientation, they supply half the potatoes annually shipped to Lima. 

(31 Agrarian reform simultaneously led to the organization of large co
operatives on former haciendas and the creation of numerous, small family 
farms. By the late 1970s, three different types of potato producers emerged in the 
Cafiete Valley. 

(i) Types of Producers 3 

Potato production in the Cahete Valley is split between small, medium and 
large private farms and vast production cooperatives (Table IV.I). 

Several hundred small family farms produced potatoes in 1979, normally plan
ting less than 5 hectares each. Potatoes are the most important cash crop, but 
they also grow others for agronomic reasons and to spread out financial risk. 
Many of these farmers are first or second generation residents of Cariete. Their 
ancestors migrated from the Sierra. Many also own land as a result of the recent 
agrarian reform. Although their farms generally have poorer soils and less 
reliable access to irrigation water (Rhoades and Benavides 1980), small farmers 
are eager to make intensive use of their family labor and newly acquired land. 
Thus, a labor-intensive, short duration crop such as potatoes is particularly at
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Table IV.I. Characteristics of potato producers inCa.iete, 1979.2 
Producer type 

Characteristics Small Medium Cooperative 
Land area inpotatoes Up to 5 ha more than 5 ha 40 ha and above 
Type of production family farm family farm, 

agribusiness 
large-scale 
production cooperative 

Primary purpose of 
producing potatoes 

major cash 
crop 

high risk/ 
high pay-off venture 

minor cash 
crop 

Estimated percent of all 
potato producers' 70% 30% 1% 
Number interviewed 6 10 5 
'Definitions and numbers interviewed are used in all later tables in Chapter IV.
'Based on Ministry of Agriculture data and Appendix One. 
Source: Elaborated for this study. 

tractive. Many small farmers also secure production loans from the AgrarianBank. They also put all of their time and energy (and that of their immediate
family) into commercial farming.

"Medium"-private farms in the Ca~fete Valley also cultivate potatoes as partof a multiple cropping pattern (Vargas 1983: 66-67). Many of these (about 150)medium production units consist of the best fields from former large haciendasbroken up by agrarian reform. Medium farmers traditionally plant cotton orother crops well-suited to land-extensive, mechanized farming. They oftendescribe potatoes as a potentially high pay-off gamble. If prices and yields arefavorable, then returns from potato prodi ;tion can be extremely lucrative. Ifmarket conditions or producti, ity levels are poor, farmers are lucky to breakeven. Depending upon how muc-i they are prepared to risk, they cultivatepotatoes on any where from 5 to 50 hectares. Medium producers are descendants of a long line of technically sophisticated farmers. Hence, they managetheir potato production with the same commercial acumen that they employ in
all their agribusiness activities. 

All 14 production co-operatives in the Caiete Valley also have substantialpotato acreage. These farms are former haciendas converted into production cooperatives by agrarian reform. Although the co-operatives, on average, plantedabout 60 hectares of potatoes in 1979, they grow this vegetable as merely a convenient transition crop between cotton and maize or maize and cotton. According to co-op farm managers, volatile producer prices ar Ihigh production costsdiscourage more extensive potato cultivation. Conversely, cotton costs less toproduce per hectare and issold at fixed prices. Co-op units are also irrigated andthe same varietie3 ar. used as planted by private producers. These units, ownedand managed by former hacienda workers, were devoted entirely to crop production, although some members maintained livestock, such as goats, chickens, and
guinea pigs.

In summary, potato producer types in the Caete Valley have manycharacteristics in common as well as important differences. On the one hand,they all plant a minimum amount of land in potatoes on irrigated fields, using thesame varieties, and for sale rather than for on-farm consumption. Moreover, all 
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units are involved in crop production year-round. Yet, the relative importance of 
potatoes varies considerably on these different farms. Small farms plant propor
tionally more potatoes to make more intensive use of their land and family labor 
than medium farms and co-op production units. As is demonstrated below, these 
similarities and differences have important implications for production costs and 
marketing revenues. 

(ii) Production Costs 
Data on average production costs per 100 kg of potatoes for different types of 

producers in the Caiete Valley in 1979 have three notable features (Table IV.2 5 
First, small producers have production costs as low or lower - given the dif
ficulties in determining the appropriate costs of non-monetary inputs - than 
medium and co-op farms. Second, the distribution of costs varies across producer
types. Third, progressively large units have progressively higher average produc
tion costs per 100 kg. In other words, there probably are no economies of scale in 
potato production in the Cafiete Valley. These three features of potato produc
tion costs reflect patterns of input use, different costs for inputs, access to credit, 
and land-related cultivation practices. 

Input Use 
Average production costs are as low on smaller farms as on larger units partly

because different producers use relatively similar quantities of key inputs.6 For 
example, in contrast to sharp differences between growers in the Mantaro
Valley, ('aiiete Valley potato producers generally use similar amounts of seed 
and fertilizer (on a per hectare basis).7 Similar seeding rates probably result from 
the strong market orientation of all farms and the associated use of identical 
hybrid varieties.' Similar fertilizer applications are explained in part by
widespread use of soil tests.9 

On the other hand, differences in cost per 100 kg are particularly notable in the 
case of labor (family vs. hired), traction (aninial vs. tractor horsepower), and land. 
Table IV. 2. Average p, tcLtion costs per 100 kg potatoes in Caiete, 1979. 

Soles % 

Producer type Producer type 
Input Small Medium Large Small Medium Large 
Family labor 52 19 0 4 1 0
iired labor 95 t18 162 7 7 9 

Animal horsepower 53 17 0 4 1 0
Tractor horsepower 68 175 295 5 I 15
 
Seed 
 468 461 460 34 29 24
Chemical fertilizer 225 233 257 16 15 13
 
Animal marure 18 23 15 2 1 1 
Liquid pesticide 60 150 99 5 9 6
Solid pesticide 61 86 120 4 5 5
Land 121 177 306 9 II 16
 
Interest 
 135 133 185 9 9 10
 
Other 
 25 19 12 1 1 1 

Total 1382 1611 1911 100 100 10) 

Source: Farm survey for this study. 
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Small farmer cultivating field in Cariete Valley. (Photo by 

Rhoades). 

Cultivating fields of production cooperative in Cafiete Valley. (Photo by 
Rhoades). 
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These differences are real in some instances and they are probably overestimated 
in others. For example, small producers utilize more family labor and animal 
horsepower, while larger farms employ hired labor and tractors. The average 
wage rates paid daily workers on small farms were lower than those paid perma
nent employees or co-op members. This contributed to lower production costs on 
the smaller farms (see Scott 1981: 116). However, the average estimated rental 
rates for a tractor on cooperative units was nearly twice as high as that reported 
on small farms. This difference is probably exaggerated given that the co-ops 
were not accustomed to rent tractors and therefore had difficulty in estimating 
an appropriate rental rate. The estimated opportunity cost of land (based on the 
estimated cost of rental) were also much higher for the co-operatives for similar 
reasons. Consequently the resulting differences in costs per 100 kg are real but 
smaller than the data themselves would suggest. 

Input Use 

Relative uniformity in potato production costs also results from relatively
equal access to credit. Most Caiiete Valley growers take out crop production
loans from the Agrarian Bank. Even small farmers receive credit to produce 
potatoes (Vargas 1983:76). Production costs per hectare in 1979 were so high
that farmers could not grow potatoes without such financing. On the other hand, 
small farmers applied for and received production credit because local Agrarian
Bank policy established a relatively low eligibility ceiling for securing a produc
tion loan; only one-half hectare in pot.toes was sufficient. Loan administrators 
also have fewer potato producers to serve than their counterparts in the Sierra. 
Consequently, loan procedures are less time-consuming because they involve 
well known clients. 

Land-related growing conditions in the Ca-iete Valley also contribute to 
relatively similar average unit production costs. Small, medium, and co-op potato
producers are all on the Valley floor where fields are flat and conducive to 
mechanization. Also, all producers plant potatoes at sea-level instead of widely 

View of farmer's field in Canete. Note flat terrain, rectangular plots, and 
gravity flow irrigation. (Photo by Rhoades). 
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varying altitudes as in the Sierra. Although some fields are more centrally located 
than others, every farm in the Valley can be reached easily over the extensive 
road network. Most important: all Valley potato producers plant irrigated 
fields.'0 

Economies of Scale 
A comparison of average unit production costs across producer types also sug

gests there are no economies of scale in Caiiete Valley potato production. Three 
principal factors support this conclusion. 

First, even small prodUcers plant several cash crops in succession throughout 
the calendar year (Vargas 1983:66-67). Thus small farmers spread out their 
agronomic and financial risks as do the larger farm units (op. cit.: 66). 

Second, minimum access to extension, credit, and production infrastructure 
also helps small farmers cultivate potatoes even as do their larger counterparts.' 
For example, in addition to local extension agents. a privately supported rural 
development group based in San Vicente provides the valley's potato farmers 
especially small producers-with technical assistance. In addition, many small 
growers not only receive farm credit as do medium and co-op farms but also the 
quantity of money loaned per hectare is also similar across producer types 
(Vargas 1983: Table A.19). 

Third, although small producers plant fewer hectares in potatoes, they actually 
specialize at least as much in farm production as medium and co-op production 
units. 2 They depend on crop production (to a large extent potatoes) as a major 
source of income. Thus, small farmers have equally strong incentives to lower 
unit production costs. 

Apparent diseconotiies associated with large-scale potato production in the 
Caiete Valley result partly from the small producers' greater reliance on family 
and (daily) hired labor.'" In doing so, small growers are not legally obliged to pay 
the higher wage rates of permanent workers and co-operative members employed 
on larger farns. 4 

The reduced size of their farming operations also mean small growers can 
provide more intensive, personal management of their potato cultivation. Thus, 
in spite of their poorer soils and less favorable access to irrigation, small growers 
used seed more efficiently than larger units (Alarcon, 1980:44).' 5 This result is 
particularly important because seed is a major component of potato production 
costs. 

Small producers had higher average potato yields (22.4 t/ha) than medium 
(20.4 t/ha) or (:o-opcrative producers (21.8 t/ha) in 1979. While these yield dif
ferences were not substantial, they reflect the tendcncy for small producers to 
perform miany necessary farm operations themselves. For example, they insure 
all potatoes are gleaned from the field at harvest because they participate in the 
digging. Larger farmers, in contrast, delegate these responsibilities to hired 
workers. 6 

4.2 	Producers' Marketing Activities 
The previous section emphasized similarities in potato production goals and 

strategies across Cafiete Valley producer types. Production practices, therefore, 
are said to be similar but not identical. The same observation applies to potato 
marketing. Thus, while all growers are market-oriented, small farmers adopt 
slightly different marketing practices, such as timing of potato sales, than 
medium and co-operative growers. 
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Figure IVA. First month reported harvesting in Caiete, 1979. 

(i) Quality and Quantity of Sales
 
All Ca ete Valley poltato producers harvest yields of similar market quality.


Average grades for the 1979 crop year were virtually idenltical.
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Figure IV.2. Number of months reported selling potatoes in Cahete, 1979. 
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Sierra.' 9 They also must repay production loans. Thus, the share of total potato
sales by different valley producers reflects their respective share of total potato 
production. 
(ii) Timing of Sales 

Potato marketing in the valley includes both early, "papa criolla," and late, 
'papa serrana." sales.2" Producers market early potatoes beginning in July and 
continue selling up to late August or early September. Late potatoes are sold 
from mid-Septeniher to the end of December. Timing of sales is comparable for 
the three producer types in that they sell similar percentages of early 0 5%) and 
late 185%) potatoes. Although small producers begin marketing sooner than 
larger units (Figure IV. It. their relatively small land area in potatoes weakens 
their bargaining position and makes them less able to seek out higher off-season 
prices than their larger counterparts. 

[)uration of' producer market participation depends mainly on area planted in 
potatoes (Figure IV.2). Small producers sell potatoes during fewer months than 
larger growers because they have fewer hectares of potatoes to harvest. In con
trast, larger producers deliberately spread out their potato sales over both early
and late crops. This strategy enables them to avoid being forced to supervise the 
harvest and sale of numerous hectares of potatoes all in short succession. Thus, it 
reduces demands on their farm management capabilities. In addition, this 
strategy makes their potato revenues less vulnerable to short-term price 
movements. It also gives these production units greater leverage in negotiation of 
a given sale. From accumulated knowledge of marketing activities, larger pro
ducers know that their capacity to supply potatoes on a continuous basis offers 
prospective buyers added convenience. 
(iii) Location of Sales 

Both small and large producers in the valley sell potatoes directly from the 
field. Flat terrain, arid growing conditions, and an extensive road network 
facilitate on-farm sales. Most growers sell their output by the truckload. Even 
small producers have sufficient land in potatoes and high enough yields to make 
central collection of less-than-truckload quantities unnecessary. Also, as local 
small towns are served by daily retail markets incapable of absorbing great quan
tities of potatoes, nearly all valley production is trucked to Lima or more distant 
cities for wholesale dist ribut ion. 
(iv) Bargaining Procedures 

Valley producers employ various potato bargaining procedures. Prior to 
negotiations, producers collect information about marketing conditions. For ex
ample, valley growers frequently discuss prices and quantities for Lima-bound 
potatoes with other local farners or truckers. Some producers visit Lima's 
wholesale market in person to assess potato marketing conditions. Others simpl. 
telephone from their farms to relatives, acquaintances, or business associates in 
the capital and/or in other coastal valleys to get the latest potato market informa
tion. Moreover, since early morning radio broadcasts from Lima can be heard in 
CaFiete, small producers in particular listen to the daily news reports for possible 
mention of potato prices. 

As harvest approaches, valley growers either seek out or are contacted by
various potato buyers. These individuals generally are not relatives, but someone 
with whom the growers have done business for years. Some producers occa
sionally marke, table potatoes through the same buyer that supplies them with 
Sierra seed." Most producers are wary of any commitment-formal or infor
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mal-that ties them to a particular trader prior to harvest. Instead, they establish 
commercial contacts at the time potatoes are ready to be dug. 

After a visit to the farmers' fields to inspect crop quality, buyers and growers 
often bargain over lunch in a local restaurant or during the ride around the coun
tryside. The standard division of labor between producers and buyers means that 
no discussion is necessary about who does the grading, bagging, and shipping.
Buyers automatically assume these responsibilities. Negotiations therefore focus 
on the selling price per kg for top quality potatoes. 

Many larger producers negotiate with several buyers before finalizing a sale. 
Some event sell part of their harvest through one buyer and part through another 
to maintain additional leverage. By deliberately doing business with several in
dividuals at the same time, larger growers believe they are less dependent on any 
one. According to these growers, this strategy also promotes greater competition 
among buyers and keeps them honest. If one buyer fails to meet the terms of sale, 
he knows in advance that he can be easily replaced by any other already working 
in the producer's fields. 

Valley producers often insist on a cash guarantee or advance as part of the 
selling arrangement. This money is deposited with the producer before any 
potatoes leave the field. Depending upon the trader, this guarantee serves dif
ferent purposes. If the trader iswell known, then the advance is used to either 
help cover last minute production costs or to finalize potato negotiations. If 
farmers are unsure about someone, they demand a guarantee to separate
"serious" traders from imposters. or to provide security against the possibility of 
theft. Growers also insist on a final cash payment for their potatoes, claiming it 
necessary to avoid bureaucratic delays or financial risks associated with 
accepting a check.2 

(v) Producer-Buyer Contacts 
In addition to these precautions, producers rely on "confianza." Valley 

growers agree to wait 2 or 3 days after their potatoes leave the field to receive 
payment without any invoice or formal contract because acash deposit and their 
working relationships with the rural assembler issufficient. In absence of written 
records, a reliable trader also prevents disclosure of growers' marketing transac
tions to creditors. Valley producers also ship potatoes through people they know 
even in good years, perhaps at a slightly lower price, partly because the same in
dividual is expected to market all their harvest in bad years when prices are 
unusually low. 

(vi) Producers' Marketing Costs 
All valley producers normally incur only incidental potato marketing costs,

such as telephone calls or a trip to Lima to check on wholesale prices. With the 
exception of a few small farmers who may occasionally grade, bag, and transport
their own potatoes to market, valley producers generally leave marketing to 
local rural assemblers. 

Why don't valley producers market potatoes themselves? Growers and co-op
farm managers offer various explanations. Some producers say they have tried to 
do this but the increase in revenue did not compensate for logistical pro
blems involved.23 Others claim they can grade, bag, and ship the potatoes but 
they have difficulty selling them in Lima. This discourages them from becoming
their owi rural assemblers. However, most growers said they avoid involvement 
in marketing because they prefer to concentrate on production. Results of inter
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views conducted by Rhoades and Benavides ( 980:4-6) confirm Caiiete growers 
concern with production, as opposed to marketing, problems. 
4.3 Rural Assemblers 

Division of labor in the Cai'ete-Valley-to-Lima potato marketing channel 
means that rural assemblers have a well-defined role.?' Rural assemblers' 
customary role includes providing a cash advance or guarantee before harvest,
recruiting and paying a qualified crew of potato graders, supplying necessary
marketing materials, and arranging transport from the field - including an occa
sional cash advance to the trucker for fuel. Beyond these customary respon
sibilities, the exact extent of each rural assemblers' business operations varies 
depending on the type of rural assembler. 
(i) Types of Rural Assemblers 

While all involved in Cafete Valley rural potato assembly perform a similar
role, four different types are distinguishable, largely on the basis of their most im
portant commercial undertakings (Figure iV.3.). These four types of rural 
assemblers are: 

" local commission agents,
* Lima wholesalers' or their agents, 
* producers, and 
* buyers from the Sierra. 

The dominant group of valley rural assemblers are the local commissionagents (comisionistas). These individuals do not buy potatoes but assemble and
ship them for a commission, or.fee.25 Local commission agents have lived and
worked in the area for years (Dolorier 1975:113-115). Doing business as seed sup
pliers, assemhling cotton, squash, and corn as well as potatoes, and also planting
potatoes on their own farms, they gradually developed strong commercial tieswith the community's growers. Valley commission agents normally assemble
their own potatoes and for a great majority of potato producers in the valley.
Exceptional market conditions, however, sometimes alter this practice.

If a shortage of potatoes develops in Lima and prices rise accordingly, then
Lima wholesalers (or their agents) go to Ca' ete to purchase potatoes in the field. 

Figure IV.3. Potato marketing channels in Cafiete. 
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Panorama of potato harvest inCariete (note the back end of truck in the field).
(Photo by Gutierrez). 

nima wholeLsalers are generally reluctant to do this. Local commission agents pro
vide stiff competition because tlCV Clljoy greater "confiainza" (Dolorier
1975:115-1 16). Moreover, by attellplJug to outhid ('ainele-hased traders. Lima 
wholesalers place their normal working relationship with these agents in jeopar
dy. The cash necessary to finance such additiomal, rural buying activities isalso a 
constraint. For example, truckers insist that unknown clients pay them cash in 
advance Ibr hauling potatoes. 

C'( venS 1fgly,glut occurs in Lnia and prices collapse, some growers will try
to asscmhle and ship their own potatoes. Under such circumstances, producers
will even take the potato shipments to lima themselves in an effort to persuade
wholesalers to accept their crop on consignment. I1'lima prices are Ulfavorable, 
then sonie growers also ship potatoes to provincial markets or even Out of the 
country.. As a.final resrt, ('aiet. growers will assemble and store their table 
potatoes for use or sale as seed.27 

Buyers frmm the Sierra occasionally become involved in rural x)tato assembly
ill
tlhe ('ajnete Valley. These traders huy potatoes infarmers' fields when price dif
ferentials between Sierra cities and coastal farms permit. However, prices in tihe 
valley and freight rates to the Sierra ol'ten make coastal potatoes too expensive
for sale to lov income highland consumers. These factors discourage Sierra 
buyers from the direct rural assembly of potatoes in the valley. Perhaps, more 
importantly. traders front the Sierra must pay cash before loading ifthey assem
ble potatoes in the valley themselves. Rather than do this, buyers from the Sierra 
usually prefer to receive their coastal potatoes on credit from Limna wholesalers. 

(i) Valley Commission Agents as Rural Assemblers 

About 30 commission agents reside in the valley . 
8 Weekly fairs or daily

wholesale markets are not held in the valley, -so central gathering places for con
ducting trade do not exist. Valley agents. therefore, often work out Of atColl
verted room in their home or retail business and generally have one or more 
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trucks. Several reported SUpplemental sources of cash to finance their operations.
Most traders (87%) use their own money to participate iii potato marketing.29 

Conditions of Entry
Most agents interviewed for this study claimed there were rural potatomore 

traders in the valley in 1979 than 5 years earlier. This claim is supported by the 
fact that 2(% of' agents interviewed had 5 years or less experience. When asked
what it takes to be in this business, valley agents most frequently mentioned cash 
and experience. Producers in the valley are reluctant to market pxtatoes on credit 
through unknown traders."0 Thus, new entrants need tash for direct purchases.
Similarly, a new entrant needs at least minimal experience to identify different 
x)tato varieties, their correslx)nding prices, and acceptable grading procedures.

Most valley agents handle less than 1000 tons of table potatoes during the en
tire coastal harvest .1 However, four traders handled soc 65% of all potatOes
marketed by agents con tacted for this study. Valley traders generally begin their 
table potato marketing in July and lifiish by November or December. Smaller 
volume agents. however, are more likely to market potatoes for a few months 
beginning in August or September. Nearly all small traders produce sonie 
potatoes. so their own produict ion serves as onc source of supply. In any event,small traders entrv in to and exit from poltato rural assembly coincide approx
inlately with tile valley's peak harvesting period. At that time, larger volume 
agents-many also growers-probably have more potatoes potentially to assemn
ble than they can properly manage.

Valley traders buy nearly all their potatoes locally. A few buy insignificant 
quani ties inl other coastal valleys, but most agents concentrate efforts in Caiietefor several reasons. First, they live in. many have retail businesses in, and nearly
all have farms in the valley. Second, valley agents assemble other crops beside 
polatoes for local growers. In other words, their marketing operations extend 
across farm commodities rather than across geographic areas. Third, valley
agents also supply production illptS such as seed potato and in some instances 
help finance xitato production on farms." These activities give them added in
terest in local table potato marketing.


Valley commission agents work with growers known
they have for years.
These commercial contacts frequently developed through seed potato sales. 
Some agents work mostly with private producers. Others do business primarily
with production co-operatives. In either instance, they work with persons they 
know. 

Once details of a particular potato sale are agreed upon and the deal closed by

posting tile guarantee, the agent becomes directly involved in the rural assembly
 
process. On the day of harvest, 
 he alerts his field supervisor to hire a crew of
graders and proceed to the field. After the producer and his crew of female field 
workers collect potatoes into every sixth or seventh row, the field supervisor and 
his crew begin grading and bagging. In the meantime, the agent finalizes 
transport arrangements. Toward the end of' the day, agent and farmer normally
nieet at one of the valley truck scales. After the truck weighs in empty in the 
presence of' both parties, it proceeds directly to the field for loading. When full,
the truck returns to the scales for weigh-out. The agent's final payment is based 
oin the difference between the first and last weight. -

Once potatoes leave the field, they go directly to market. Valley agents do not 
wash or process potatoes. The value that they normally add to the crop is 
grading, bagging, and shipping. Some agents store a fey, potatoes in the local cold 
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store for sale later as seed. However, because the valley has no major urban 
areas, almost all its potatoes go to Lima.3 

Valley agents do most of their potato business with wholesalers whom they 
know in Lima's wholesale market # I. One agent regularly ships several 
truckloads of potatoes to relatives in the capital. While most agents apparently 
do not market potatoes through family members, they do business with Lima 
wholesalers on the basis of "confianza." This type of well-established commercial 
contract also facilitaties exchange of market information. 

Although some small-scale valley rural assemblers work alone, most agents 
operate as ateam, consisting of two family members. One member is in charge of 
operations in the field; the other travcls back and forth to Lima. Regular visits to 
the capitalare necessary to monitor market conditions as well as settle out
standing accounts. Some valley agents send potatoes to Lima for cash on arrival. 
However, the more common practice is to collect payment I or 2 days after 
delivery. This procedure partly explains why valley producers receive delayed 
payment and why agents nearly always ship potatoes to known wholesalers. 
(iii) Rural Assemblers' Marketing Costs 

Average marketing costs for valley commission agents were about 350 soles 
per 100 kg in 1979 (Table IV.3). While this estimate isbased on structured inter
views with commission agents, it also uses the following four assumptions: 

I. A sack of potatoes isassumed to weigh an average of 100 kg. Most local 
potato marketing participants either work with a similar figure in mind or con
sider this a reasonable approximation. Thus, the cost of materials - sack, tops, 
and string - are for 100 kg; the piece rate paid graders for grading and bagging 
amounted to about 40 soles per 100 kg sack. 

2. The freight rate estimate is based on conversations with producers, agents 
and area truckers. Normal practices is for the trucker and his crew to assume 

Grading potatoes in the Cafiete Valley. (Photo by Gutierrez). 
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Table IV.3. Average rural marketing costs (insoles) per 100 kg of potatoes 
inCaijete, 1979. 

AmountMarketing cost 
95Sacks, tops, and string 
40Field labor 

184Freight 
Miscellaneous, e.g., field supervisor, gas expenses, 
telephone, cost of capital 32 

351Total 

Source: Rural assembler survey. 

loading responsibilities as part of the freight service provided. Thus, freight costs 
are assumed to cover the cost of loading the truck in the field. 

3. Miscellaneous costs such as payment of the field supervisor and transport 
expenses for visiting producers' fields, are assumed to be an additional 10%. This 
estimate is based on interviews with agents and on previous studies (Dolorier 
1975:127-131). 

4. Valley agents do not buy potatoes in the countryside on short-term credit. 
Thus, these rural assemblers have no capital costs to finance procurement of 
potatoes. However, agents need a sum of money to cover day to day cash ex
penses. These cash expenses include cost of providing the guarantee or deposit. 
This "cost of capital" isassumed to be equivalent to the interest lost on one half 
million soles deposited for 6 months at 30.5%. Total "capital cost" isdivided by 
the average total volume per potato harvest (1,000 tons) to arrive at a cost per 
100 kg or 8 soles. For accounting purposes, this study includes these financial 
costs tinder miscellaneous. 

Many findings concerning Valley agents' marketing activitites were confirmed 
in interviews with area truckers. 

4.4 	Truckers 
Truckers play an especially important role in the Caete Valley-to-Lima 

potato marketing channel. Producer marketable surpluses are large and local 
daily markets are small. Potatoes therefore must be hauled to relatively distant 
urban areas to be sold. Trucks are the only transportation capable of carrying 
such quantities over long distances on aregular basis. However, truckers do more 
than simply carry freight between two points: they perform several physical and 
exchange functions as part of their potato marketing activities. 

Truckers' Marketing Activities 

Truckers' marketing activities in the valley begin with loading, an operation 
which always takes place in the field. Observing truck movement during the 
valley potato harvest, it isclear the extensive network of roads and the dry, level 
fields greatly facilitate loading. Most importantly, this finding corroborates 
reports by producers and agents concerning the organization of valley rural 
potato assembly. Potatoes are shipped directly from farms in Caffete to 
wholesalers in Lima. 

Potato shipments between production zones in the central Coast, including 
Caifete Valley are nearly always for asingle owner.3 ' Since the size of even the 
smallest farmer's marketable surplus is more than adequate to fill the cargo 
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capacity of the average size truck, these owners were generally potato producers
themselves (see Scott 1981:238-239). This result confirns the role of coastal rural 
assemblers as commission agents who do not assume ownership of tile crop.

Besides loading, truckers hauling potatoes in the central Coast also pay for 
shipping permits and all road tolls. Truckers cover weigh-in, weigh-out, and 
unloading charges at the wholesale market in Linia as well. Truckers usually are 
paid either the day after unloading or by the week. In other wo; ds. truckers ]i
plicitly provide l'inancial services to some of tl-eir clients as well. They are willing 
to do this partly because the~' work quite often with3 " both producers and 

they know.wholesalers whom 

(ii) Truckers' Marketing Costs 
Average operating costs for a truck carrying potatoes between tile central 

Coast and Lima vary by type of truck (Table IV.4). In 1979 diesel trucks had con
siderably lower average costs than gasoline-powered vehicles for several wasons. 
Diesel trucks had lower fixed costs per 100 kg. Because they were larger, they
hauled more potatoes per trip. Their trips also averaged greater disrances. With 
larger cargo and fuel capacity. diesel trucks were better suited for longer trips
than gasoline trucks. ('onsequently, fixed costs were spread over more units of 
freight and more operating time per year than similar costs for gasoline trucks. 

Diesel trucks had lower variable costs per distance than gasoline trucks due to 
better ruel economy. They used less rel per kilometer because they are newer 
and travel longer distances per trip. They have lower fuel costs per gallon because 
they pay less for diesel versus than for gasoline. 

4.5 Estiniated Revenues 

Most producers, rural assemblers and diesel truck operators had positive net 
revenues for potato marketing operations during 1979. However, almost all 
gasoline powered trucks had negative net revenues. While different revenue ane' 
cost considerations influenced potato marketing revenues at each stage of* the 
channel, average net revenues per 100 kg were higher for producers than for 
either commission agents or truckers. 
(i) Producers' Revenues 

Co-operative units averaged 20% higher gross revenues than other farms in 
the Valley in 1979 (Table IV.5(. This was largely because they received higher 

Table IV.4. Average trucking costs per 100 kg of potatoes per hour traveled bet
ween central Coast and Lima, 1979. 

Truck type 

Gas Diesel 
Cost category Sohv % Soles % 
Fixed costs per trip 58 32 21 32 
Variable costs per trip 
Variable costs per distance 

27 
88 

15 
54 

I1 
35 

17 
52 

(Including fuel) (34) (22) (11) (16) 
Total 174 101 66 100 

Source: Trucker survey. 
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Table IV.5. Average production revenues 
potatoes in Canete, 1979. 

and costs (in soles) per 100 kg of 

Gross revenueLess: 
Production 

costs 

Small 

2380 

Producer type 
Medium 

2583 
Large 
3078 

Marketing costs]
Net revenue 

'Producers in the Ca-nele Valley had 

1382 

998 
1611 

972 

1911 

1167 
no marketing costs. See text for details.Source: Farm survey. 

average potato prices per kg (32.0 soles) than small (24.3 soles) or medium (26.1
soles) producers. One factor that influenced these average prices was a tendency
for co-operative farms to sell potatoes over alonger period of time (Figure IV.2). 
Two of the co-operatives, in particular, sold potatoes late in the season, when
prices rose unexpectedly due to shortages in Lima. Another factormarket was relativepower of larger farms. Since co-op units offered an enormous, steady 
source of supply, they pressured local agents to pay them apremium price to handle their potatoes."Co-operative producers had sufficiently higher average gross revenues that 
their average net revenues exceeded those of the more cost-conscious small and 
intermediate producers. Nevertheless, estimated net revenues persmall, medium, and co-op producers averaged J000 soles. 

100 kg for 
(ii)Rural Assemblers' RevenuesNet marketing revenues for Cafiete agents averaged roughly 99 so,'es per 100
kg or I sol per kg in 1979. These net marketing revenues were a tenth of those of
producers on aper kg basis. This isconsistent with grower claims that local rural
assemblers have modest net revenues from their marketing activities.While net revenues per unit of valley agents are modest, it issometimes sug
gested that their total net revenues are substantial. For example, if an agent ship
ped 1,000 tons of potatoes in 1979 his total net revenues would be roughly a 
million soles. These traders have neither fixed costs in the form of equipment nor
capital costs" in the form of money tied up buying and selling potatoes.Still, total net revenues of valley agents constitute both a return to manage

ment and pure profit. In other words, from this one million soles must be 
deducted monthly salaries for the two member team of commission agents and 
the cost of trips to Lima. These individuals work full time as commission agents
during the potato harvest. If they pay themselves the minimum daily wage in 
Lima (Table A.27), they each earn about 50,000 soles per month or 600,000 soles 
for the 6months. In addition, if they make two trips to Lima per week during the 
26 week harvest at a cost of 4,000 soles per trip, their travel costs represent 
another 200,000 soles. These managerial expenses suggest that Valley commis
sion agents earn considerably less pure profits than their total revenues alonemight imply. 
(iii) Truckers' RevenuesAlthough most diesel trucks earned a profii from hauling potatoes between 
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Table IV.6. Averagt trucking revenues and costs (in soles) per trip per 100 kg of
potatoes hauled from central Coast to Lima, 1979. 

Truck type 

Gas Diesel 
Gross Revenue: 

From potatoes shippeJ to Lima 140 189 
From backhauls 
 6 17 

Total 146 206
 
Less:
 
Operating costs
 

Fixed costs per trip 
 59 70
Variable costs per trip 26 33
Variable costs per distance 106 116
 
Total 191 219


NO Revenue (loss) (45) (13) 

Source: Trucker survey. 

central Coast and Lima, both diesel and gasoline truckers on average had
negative net revenues in 1979 (Table IV.6).

Meager revenues from backhauls had an important influence on this result.Population distribution on the Coast issuch that rural areas have a much smallerdemand for freight services from the capital than to the capital. As a result, mosttrucks return empty to potato growing areas such as the Cariete Valley and 
revenues suffer accordingly.

Did all these truckers then lose money on their potato hauling operations in1979? Average net revenues presented in Table IV.6 may be deceptive if sometruckers did not consider fixed costs as part of their actual operating expenses.For example, gasoline-powered trucks had an average age of 8.7 years. Consequently, their owners may not have included such things as depreciation, interest, and salvage value in a calculation of costs and 
revenues. Alternatively,agents or Lima wholesalers who own trucks may have accepted certain low or
even negative returrns on their freight operations to carry out other potato

marketing activities.
 

4.6 Summary 
Potato marketing in the Ca-nete Valley is highly organized for three reasons.
First, producer potato marketing is uniform. Similar production orientation,
similar varieties, and similar market outlets contribute to this tendency.Second, both producers production and marketing activities are well disciplined. Irrigation and mild climatic conditions facilitate a tightly scheduled succession of crops during the calendar year. Marketing infrastructure, such as roads,truck scales, and telephone service, enable the systematic transfer of potatoes

from producers' fields. 
Third, a well defined division of labor exists between producers, ruralassemblers and truckers. Producers concentrate on potato cultivation largelybecause they prefer to specialize in crop production. Rural assemblers takeresponsibility for grading, bagging, and selling potatoes. Truckers transportpotatoes to Lima. As a result of these standard procedures, potatoes go direct

from farmers' fields to the wholesale market in Lima. 
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Valley producers and local commission agents acting as rural assemblers 
received quite different net revenues ill 1979. Net production revenues for small, 
mediul, and co-op producers. were, with one exception, positive. Although 
small producers' production costs were as low or lower than those of* medium and 
co-op producers. their gross revenues vere lower. In any event, average net 
revenues for all producer types were roughly 1,000 soles per 100 kg. Commission 
agents earned one tenth rhis amount or roughly 100 so/es per 100 kg. 

Although most diesel trucks earned a profit from hauling potatoes along the 
central Coast to 1.1ima, areragenet revcnues for gasoline and diesel trucks were 
negative in 1979. All coastal truckers' revenues suffered for lack of backhauls. In 
addition, however, gasoline trucks used more expensive fuel. They also tended to 
be older and therelore used more fuel to travel similar distances as diesel trucks. 

With this review of provincial potato marketing operations in the central 
Sierra and central Coast c,')rplete. the focus now turns to wholesale and retail 
trade in the capital. 
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reported trading potatoes during coastal 
harvest. Other assemblers simply quoted a flat 
total for the entire harvest. 
32 Ca~ete potato traders contacted for this 

study helped finance about 35 producers on 
134 hectares. This credit frequently consists of 
potato seed which growers are unwilling or 
unable to pay for at planting time. These 
growers market at least part of their crop 
through the trader/seed supplier and pay for 
their seed in the process. Nevertheless, these 
producers and their land area constitute a 
minor percent of the growers and hectares in 
the valley. 

Thus, an "al barrer" purchase is not based 
on estimated quantities of potatoes in the field 
as argued by Flores et al. 11980:76) but on 
estimated weight of potatoes as determined by 
the truck scales. Moreover, many of these 
truck scales are owned and operated by 
medium and co-operative farm units 
themselves. Manipulation of weights and 

measures by coastal middlemen ispossible, but
 
unlikely.
 
34 Based on statistics for 1977 and 1978.
 
alxmut 80% of the potatoes produced in the
 

valley were shipped to Lima.
 
35 This section isbased largely on structured
 
interviews with some 60 truckers who hauled
 
potatoes from production areas on the central
 
Coast to Lima's wholesale market. Several, but
 
not all, of these trucks came from the Ca'-ete
 
Valley. See Appendix One for details.
 
36 

Twenty-nine gasoline truckers reported 
97% of shipments for asingle owner; 19 diesel 
truckers confirmed that 85% of their 
shipments were for asingle owner. 
37 Seventy percent of both gasoline and 

diesel truckers haul potatoes to people inLima 
whom they know. 
38 Several private farmers interviewed said 
that the cooperatives received higher prices for 
their potatoes. 
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CHAPTER V
 

5. Potato Marketing in Lima 

Introduction 
Among all aspects of domestic food marketing, Lima wholesaling has received

the most attention.' As Chapter I noted, however, this attention did not generate 
an abundance of marketing studies. On the contrary, limited literature on this
topic of tremendous social and political imxortance is, in itself, aparadox. More
perplexing still, previous studies frequently assert Lima wholesalers' earn ex
cessive margins but they rarely supply direct evidence to justify this claim.

In 	the case of potatoes, previous studies usually offer only possible scenarios as 
arguments to demonstrate that wholesalers earn excessive margins. One argu
ment commonly advanced concerns wholesalers' alleged procurement practices
and buying procedures: it is referred to here as the "trade arrangements" argu
ment. For example, Lima wholesalers are said to procure potatoes at the farm 
gate. Hence, they impose low prices on growers and thereby reap exorbitant
margins. Another asserts that Lima wholesalers earn excessive margins because 
a 	few big merchants allegedly monopolize potato trade in the capital-the"monopoly control" argument. Or. it is argued as well that differences between 
farm-level and Lima prices combined with allegedly negligible wholesaling costsissufficient to infer wholesalers' margins are excessive-the "price differential
wholesaling cost" argument. Chapter V examines these separate, but related 
arguments by analyzing potato wholesaling in the capital. It also briefly discusses
Lima potato retailing. In so doing, this chapter extends our micro-level assess
ment of the domestic food marketing consensus beyond rural assembly and
 
transport to include Lima potato marketing and, in particular, wholesalers'
 
margins.
 

5.1 Lima Wholesalers 
Analysis of Lima potato wholesaling begins with consideration of these ques

tions:
 
* 	How many individuals/institutions wholesale potatoes in Lima? 
* 	Do asmall percentage of these individuals/institutions wholesale most of 

the potatoes sold in the capital?
• 	 What factors prevent (force) new (old) traders from entering (out of) 

Lima potato wholesaling? 
Answers to these questions help assess past claims that monopoly control of 

potato wholesaling results in excessive margins. Later sections provide grounds
for evaluating assertions that unfair trade arrangements or large price differen
tials contribute to excessive margins as well. 
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Overhead view of wholesale market ,1 in Lima. (Photo by Espinoza). 
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18 largest potato wholesalers ourchased about 37% of the total volume in 1971.
Egoavil 1976) calculates that the 16 largest wholesalers received some 14% of all 
potatoes during 1973. 

Because potatoes represent 75% to 80% of all tubers shipped into MM # 1, size
distribution of potato wholesalers can also be approximated by unpublished data 
on volume of tubers received by each trader.6 This information was recorded on 
a stall-by-stall basis for 1972 to 1977. Most tuber wholesalers, in fact, received
less than 200 tons per month in each of these years (Table V. 1). The ratio of nlax
imumn to minimum average monthly volumes varied between 30 tons and 400 
tons during these 6 years. Nevertheless, the share received by the 10 or even the25 largest volume wholesalers was only 15.5% to 18.5% of all tubers shipped in
to MM #I in any one year (Table V.I.)

From 1972 to 1977. the percentage of tubers received by largest wholesalers
did increase but only from 15.5% to 17.6%. Furthermore. this percentage did
not markedly change with sharp fluctuations inthe total volume of tubers (Table
V.I. These statistics suggest that a few wholesalers do receive many more 
potatoes than others, but their quantities are aminor percentage of all shipments.

One may argue that such figures fail to reflect the actual concentration ofshipments because tile figures are inaccurate or they do not take account of coni
mercial ties between wholesalers, i.e., several wholesalers in business together
could receive a considerable percentage of total shipments.' Still, these figures 
however inexact - are the only data available on this issue. Moreover, while ties
between wholesalers exist (see Sec. 5.2), their impact on the concentration of
shipments could riot be measured. Instead. 1ilestudy r~cx, analyzes the alleged
barriers to entry. trade relations between growe , and wholesalers, and 
marketing margins. 
(iii) 	Barriers to Entry

Irregardless of their number and size distribut ion, Lima potato wholesalers are
still said to control prices and margins by pronoting exit or preventing entry into 
this business. 

Two trends support this argument:
(1)Total number of potato wholesalers has steadily declined from 266 in 1967

(CONAP 1967: 63) to 234 in 1972 (Dolorier 1975: 67), to 215 in 1979 (Scott 

Table V.I. Distribution of tubers annually received among Lima wholesalers of 
different sizes: 1972-77.1 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
 
Wholesaler categor, t/month) 
0 I0 80 68 58 53 45 61
1(H. 200 17 28 36 39 38 29

200. 300 2 3 4 5 10 8
300. 400 I I 2 I .5
400. 500 I .5 .5 .5
 
abme 500 .5 .5 2 I 
share %) received by:
10 largest wholesalers 16 16 18 18 19 1825 largest wholesalers 29 29 31 32 33 33 
'Based on data for 189 of 215 tuber wholesalers ii the wholesale market #1. 
Source: MAA-IXi('. 
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1981). One might expect that sharp increases in potato volumes shipped through 
MM #1Iduring the last decade (Table A. 14) would have resulted in more, rather 
than fewer wholesalers. 

(2) Almost all wholesalers who occupied tuber section stalls have been there 
since the re-modeled market opened in 1970.' Past official attempts to remove 
certain potat') wholesalers met with organized opposition by the wholesalers' 
association.9 in other words, not only were there fewer wholesalers in total but 
also no new traders emerged among this declining number. Absence of entry into 
potato wholesaling contrasts with a key prerequisite of perfect competition: 
mobility of resources through continuous entry and exit of firms (wholesalers). 
Two questions arise: Are there barriers to entry into Lima potato wholesaling? 
Are these barriers the result of traders' decisions? 

Four Barriers to Entry 

The answer to the first question above, regarding barriers, is definitely "yes." 
Four prominent barriers restricted entry into Lima potato wholesaling during 
1979: (I) legal "locational" monopoly, 2) access to physical space, (3) access to 
capital, and (4)access to information. A municipal resolution made it illegal to 
transport potatoes to Lima without going through MM # 1. A legal wholesaler 
had to buy and sell potatoes from a stall at this site.' 0 This resolution constituted 
a barrier to entry because traders with stalls in MM #1 had a legal locational 
lilonopoly. 

Access to physical space within the city's single wholesale market constitutes a 
barrier to entry for several reasons. Wholesalers with stalls in this market benefit 
from the customary practice of producers, rural assemblers, retailers and con
sumers to make their purchases or sales at this location. They also have the ad
vantage of a place of business where information about potato supply and de
mand conditions is continuously exchanged. Their presence in this market is 
partly maintained by the potato wholesalers' association. This organization col
lectively has resisted eviction of any member from his or her stall. In so doing, it
also prevents new competitors from occupying space in the market. Further

more. only authori/ed traders can wholesale potatos even within the market 
because market regulations restrict wholesalers to particular product lines. 

Access to capital is also a barrier to entry because new entrants need cash to 
compete with established potato wholesalers.' In other words, veteran 
wholesalers are often extended credit by producers, commission agents or 
truckers, but new, unknown wholesalers must prove creditworthiness through a 
series of successful cash transactions. In 1979, if a new entrant bought only 40 
tons of potatoes per month-less than half the monthly average received by 
Lima tuber wholesalers from 1972 to 1977-then he would have purchased 
250.000 to 500.010 soles worth of potatoes per week. Some appreciation for the 
magnitude of these sums can be derived by comparing lte cost of a truckload of 
potatoes (350,000 sol&,+, with the estimated 1,000 soles daily wage in Lima during 
1979. Lima wholesalers therefore need substantial amounts of money to conduct 
business - a situation made more difficult by the reluctance of the Agrarian 
Bank to make marketing loans for potatoes. 

Access to information is perhaps the most formidable barrier to entry into 
Lima potato wholesaling. Unlike some public or private corporations, potato 
wholesalers issue no year-end financial statements or annual reports. As a result, 
prospective entrants cannot review statistics about operating expenses, revenues, 
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and profit rates in this line of trade. These data are proprietary in nature.Moreover, information about actual potato wholesaling activities-inciuding
harvest dates, farm-level prices, freight arraigements, product flows-is notreadily available to the general public. The importance of information, in theform of gradually acquired knowledge, ismanifest in that practically all potatowholesalers in MM #1 have at least 10 years experience in the trade (Dolorier1975:70). Tiev have slowly developed their own "data banks" and the experience to exploit such information. Consequently, the shortage of informationnecessary to operate a potato wholesale business discourages potential new entrants from competing with experienced traders. 
Responsibility for Barriers 

Evidence on the second question-the responsibility for these barriers to entry-is mixed. Established potato wholesalers do resist eviction from stalls in theMM #1.Thus, they have been partly responsible for the "access to physicalspace" barrier to entry. Nevertheless, this resistance (lid not prevent at least someprospective new wholesalers from renting stall space in the market nor did it impede market administrators or state enterprises fron wholesaling potatoes intimes of shortage (see Dolorier 1975:130-13 1).Prevailing marketing regulations and policies were mainly responsible for existing barriers. A municipal resolution legalized the locational monopoly. Prospective wholesalers at other markets around the city could not compete withtraders in the MM #I because it was against the law. MM #I regulations limitedauthorization to sell potatoes to certain stalls. Thus, potential competition withinMM #1 itself was thwarted for lack of access to physical space where potatowholesaling was authorized. Similarly. the capital requirements barrier to entryemerged partly because Agrarian Bank programs lent few funds to financeagricultural marketing." Likewise, the shortage of information resulted in somemeasuie from agovernment decision to dissolve SIMAP. In other words, barriersto entry into Lima potato,wholesaling in 1979 resulted mainly from official decisions intended to strictly discipiine some middlemen and to eliminate others-inpart to promote smaller margins through greater competition. Ironically, thesemeasures discouraged new entrants who might have provided the sought-aftercompetitive pressure on established traders. In any event, these barriers were nota consequence of existing wholesalers' control over potato marketing. 

5.2 Lima Wholesalers' Marketing Activities 
Apart from allegations of monopoly control, earlier studies claim that Limabased potato wholesalers earn excessive margins through unfair trade arrangements. Lima wholesalers are at the geographic and commercial hub of thepotato distribution channel (Figure V. 1). Nevertheless, their marketing activitiesvary in scope depending on supply and demand conditions and their respectiveresources. A general list of Lima wholesalers' functions-as potato

traders-includes:13 

• purchase potatoes in the provinces,
" provide market information to producers, rural assemblers, and 

provincial wholesalers,
* sell seed potatoes to provinces,

" sell table potatoes to provinces,
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Figure V.1. Potato marketing channels in Lima. 

* sell table potatoes in Lima (wholesale and retail), and 
a finance potato retailing by provision of credit. 4 

All Lima wholesalers perform basic exchange functions. They furnish market 
information. They receive table potatoes and sell them to local retailers or con
sumers. These activities involve solving a formidable set of managerial problems 
that are perhaps overlooked because they are not easily associated with specific 
marketing costs. 

Lima wholesalers coordinate complex networks of people (growers, rural 
labor), products (potatoes ofassemblers, truckers, retailers, family and hired 

various types, qualities, and origin), and money. They strive to insure that 
potatoes of good quality are available for their customers at competitive prices. 
At the same time, they seek to maintain good commercial relations with their 
suppliers as well as to supervise properly their own family and hired labor. Cash 
dispersements for potatoes delivered or trucking services provided must also be 
effectively co-ordinated with money received for potatoes sold on a regular or 
credit basis. In order to accomplish these exchange functions, Lima wholesalers 
not only work in their stalls but also outside the wholesale market, for example, 
making regular phone calls to the provinces or meeting with truckers. These ac
tivities all are essential to insure the normal progression of potato marketing ac
tivities in the capital. 

Lima potato wholesalers normally perform only limited physical functions.' 5 

They are responsible primarily for bulk-breaking, or buying potatoes in large 

quantities (by the truckload) and selling them in small lots (a few sacks). Lima 

wholesalers do little grading, bagging, storing, or processing. Most physical func
tions are performed instead by producers, rural assemblers, and retailers (Graber 
1974:52). Still, a critical question is: Do Lima wholesalers control prices by pro
rtirement nractices like buvinz most of their potatoes at the farm gate? 



.t*ir \ 

Unloaded potatoes in wholesale 
market #1 in Lima. Note wholesaler 
and scale in foreground of top
photo. (Photos by Scott). 
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(i) Procurement Practices for Central Sierra Potatoes 

Different-sized Lima wholesalers have specific procurement practices for 
potatoes from different parts of the country." For example, for central Sierra 
potatoes received from January/February to June/July, most medium and large 
wholesalers attach primary importance to producer-commissioned direct 
shipments. This practice is based on long-standing consultations between pro
ducers and wholesalers on quantities, varieties, and grades of potatoes that the 
wholesaler can expect to receive. Such consultations facilitate trade ar
rangements because producers do not always travel with their potatoes to Lima 
and wholesalers do not physically inspect every bag they i'eceive. 

Small potato wholesalers depend more on other whoiesalers to supply them 
with Sierra potatoes for various reasons. According to Dolorier (1975:79-90), 
small wholesalers have less cash, fewer rural buyers, and are less likely to own a 
truck or to be extended credit by producers foi- the purchase of potatoes. In other 
words, small wholesalers lack financial resources or commercial reputation to 
trade directly with growers on a continuous basis. 

It is noteworthy that Lima potato wholesalers-especially large and medium 
traders-assign little importance to nonconsigned shipments by producers or sup
plier from truckers, rural assemblers, or cooperatives. These findings corroborate 
independently tabulated responses by producers, truckers, and rural assemblers 
when they were asked for their description of the same marketing channel. 
Although Lima wholesalers buy some potatoes at the farm gate during the cen
tral Sierra harvest, their on-farm purchases are relatively unimportant. 

(ii) Procurement Practices for Central Coast Potatoes 

During the potato harvest on the central Coast, large and medium wholesalers 
attach major importance to rural assembler shipments. These shipments are sup
plemented by direct purchases in growers' fields. Larger wholesalers generally 
work with regional rural assemblers because many coastal producers harvest and 
sell more potatoes than even a large wholesaler can handle at one time (Graber 
1974:5 11. Still, some Lima wholesalers specialize in marketing coastal potatoes. 
Over te years, they havL developed strong contacts with producers, for exam
ple, by selling them seed. These ties enable wholesalers to buy some potatoes 
directly in producers' fields. 

Small wholesalers depend largely on other wholesalers for coastal potatoes. 
Their sales volume is insufficient to require truckloads of potatoes on a regular 
basis. Instead, small wholesalers apparently tailor their potato procurement to 
supplies available in the MM #Il or to special purchases in farmers' fields. 

Neither large nor small Lima wholesalers report receiving many shipments 
direct from coastal producers. Most potatoes are sent from coastal growers' 
fields, by way of local rural assembler s. direct to Lima's MM # 1. Thus, Lima 
wholesalers' accounts of potato procurement practices during the coastal harvest 
correspond to reports received separately from producers, rural assemblers, and 
truckers indicated in Chapter IV. 

In summary, Lima wholesalers normally purchase their potatoes in the capital 
from either growers or rural assemblers. Thus, they do not control prices in cen
tral Sierra or on the central Coast by buying potatoes at the farm gate. 

(iii) Buying and Selling Procedures17 

Buying procedures for Lima potato wholesalers include: 
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" Production credit (habilitaci6n,
 
" Advance at harvest,
 
" Cash in farmers' fields, a provincial market, or on delivery in Lima,
 
* Consignment, and
 
" Commission.
 

Do Lima wholesalers control potato shipments by purchasing most of their 
potatoes from growers to whom they offer production credit? Some purchases 
still may be made by providing production credit, but this isan unusual (Dolorier 
1975:111) and unimportant practice for most wholesalers (Medina et al. 
1974:49). Consignment purchases also are infrequent in a normal supply period 
(op. cit.:49). Wholesalers do this type of buying during an abundant harvest as a 
form of protection against sudden, sharp drops in prices. 

Lima wholesalers generally receive potatoes on a commission basis or they pay 
cash (Dolorier 1975:84-86; 109-1 10). In either case, actual payment is nearly 
always in cash. Payment by check, bank draft, or money order is uncommon. 
Some pavment arrangements involve partial exchange in kind, for example, pro
duction credit purchases involving supply of seed. However, Lima potato 
wholesalers work mostly in cash. Thus, Lima wholesalers do not use advances of 
cash or inputs to control potato shipments to the capital. 

Selling Piocedures 
Once potatoes are unloaded in MM #1, they are sold almost immediately. 

Lima wholesalers leave grading and packaging to others so they have no need to 
keep potatoes in their stalls. More importantly, product perishability (especially 
during the coastal harvest), limited storage space, and risk of unfavorable price 
fluctuations are ample reasons to sell potatoes promptly after delivery. Economic 
intuition also suggests that Lima wholesalers want to turn over their capital as 
rapid!y as possible. 

Wholesaler at his stall selling potatoes in wholesale market #1 in Lima. (Photo 
by Espinoza). 
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Sales Outlets 
Most Lima wholesalers normally sell two to five sacks of potatoes percustomer: a few sell as many as six to 10 sacks per sale (Graber 1974:54). These

small-scale transactions result from clients' (buyers) needs, municipal or market 
regulations, and the wholesalers' own business requirements.

The vast majority of Lima's potato retailers are street vendors or merchants in a district market. These clients probably prefer to purchase small quantities of 
potatoes on a regular b',sis, for example, to limit their shrinkage losses from 
holding stocks. 

Dolorier (1975:119-120) observes that during potato shortages municipal
authorities have imposed rationing. Potato wholesalers then must limit sales to
only one or two sacks per authorized retailer. Furthermore, since by market
regulation, no loading can take place in MM #1 itself, large-scale purchases by
retailers are difficult. 

Dolorier (1975:121) also notes that practically ail wholesalers extend short
term credit to their retail clients. Wholesalers probably use small unit sales as one 
means of regulating credit to individual retailers. Alternatively, variable weather
conditions and communication problems with the provinces mean daily volumes
of potatoes received in MM #1 can fluctuate greatly. Large wholesaler-to-smallwholesaler distribution allows large wholesalers to: (a) smooth out labor re
quirements and keep them at a minimum, (b)continue to receive unanticipated 
or additional potatoes beyond their weekly needs and thereby maintain "confian
za" with producers, and, (c)manage the irregular flow of potatoes within MM #1limited to stall and storage space. Finally, wholesaler-to wholesaler distribution 
means that even large volume wholesalers can rapidly sell tons of potatoes in
times of surplus and discourage cut-throat iompetition in times of shortage
(Graber J974:51-52).

Most Lima wholesalers, nevertheless, have steady sales clients. Large volume 
potato wholesalers in particular have a relatively higher percentage of sales toregular customers in part because they sell some of their potatoes to medium and 
small wholesalers in MM #I itself. 

Provincial sales include seed shipments to coastal growers and table potato
sales to wholesalers in other cities such as Huancayo and Trujillo. Various 
sources estimate the magnitude of these shipments between 5% (Graber 1973)
and 15% (Bustamante y Williams y Asociados 1972) of all unloads in MM #1. 

- Weighing potatoes
for sale in wholesale 
market #1 in Lima. 

. (Photo by Espinoza). 
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Table V.2. Average daily costs (soles) of potato wholesalers in Lima estimated 
by month, 1979. 
Cost Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 

Labor 
Wholesaler 1290 1366 1442 1454 1490 1506 1626 1748 1948 1958 2048 
Hired worker 645 683 721 727 745 753 813 874 974 979 1024 
Watchman 150 :50 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 

I,,frastructure 
Stall 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 
Electricity 10 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 14 14 14 
Telephone 220 220 220 240 240 240 260 260 260 280 280 

Materials 40 40 40 50 50 50 50 50 60 60 60 
Ca'ital 793 907 819 847 819 847 847 847 819 847 819 
Shrinkage 816 962 961 1084 1050 940 1014 1097 1205 1191 1371 

Total 4034 4408 4433 4632 4626 4568 4842 5108 5500 5549 5836 

Per kg 1.25 1.26 1.13 1.18 1.22 1.33 1.34 1.30 1.26 1.57 2.11 

Source: Elaborated for this study, see section 5.2 iv) for details. 

(iv) Wholesalers' Marketing Costs 

During daily buying and selling activities within MM #1, Lima wholesalers in
cur certain marketing costs (Table V.2)18 including: 

" Labor, 
* Infrastructure (stall rental, electricity),
 
" Materials,
 
" Interest, and
 
" Shrinkage.
 

Certain assumptions are made in this study to estimate average costs on a daily 

basis during 1979. For example, the figure for labor costs assumes two full-time 
workers per stall: the wholesaler himself and his wife or employee. Services of a 

night watchman are also part of labor costs. Labor costs for the wholesaler and 

his hired workers are based on the prevailing daily minimum wage (Table A.27). 
Given the wholesalers' experience, his wage is assumed to be twice that of his 
assistant. 

Infrastrt?,uture costs refer to stall rental and electricity. This study used average 
fixed rental rate charged all wholesalers. Telephone costs are included because a 
few wholesalers have a telephone in their stall; others use public telephones. 
These costs are assumed to have risen during the calendar year. 

Material costs are for such items as string, or receipt books. 
It is assumed that Lima wholesalers have no depreciation costs. Wholesalers in 

MM #I have only one piece of equipment in their stalls: a second-hand scaie so 
old that depreciation is considered negligible. 

Lima wholesalers also have capital costs. Although they normally receive 

potatoes on short-term credit, Lima wholesalers need operating capital to sell 

potatoes on credit to retailers. Moreover, Lima wholesalers buy some potatoes in 
the provinces, especially in times of scarcity. They need cash for these purchases 
and for expenses such as grading, bagging and freight to Lima. This study 
assumes that Lima wholesalers average one million soles in operating capital. 
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Thus, wholesalers' daily capital costs are assumed to vary with changes in interest rates for ordinary bank deposits and the number of days in the month.Shrinkage represents another cost for Lima wholesalers. Potatoes are a semiperishable commodity and some de-hydration is inevitable. However, Limawholesalers buy potatoes three or four times a week precisely to avoid this typeof loss. Hence, the study assumes that these losses constitute I%of daily averageunloads." Shrinkage costs are estimated by multiplying I % of average dailyshipments per wholesaler by cost of the potatoes, that is, average monthlywholesale price (Table A.15) less the wholesalers' estimated nominal Pross 
revenue per kg (Table V.3).?0 

These figures indicate that total daily wholesalers costs rose steadily during theyear. Available evidence suggests that such increases are inevitable for tworeasons: (1)30% of wholesale marketing costs is the individual's own labor. Asdaily minimum wages went up with inflation, wholesalers probably also paidthemselves more money; (2)an additional 40% of wholesale marketing costs arecapital costs and shrinkage. Capital costs are tied to interest rates that rose withinflation during the year. Shrinkage costs rise with the price and quantity ofpotatoes delivered in the wholesale market. Previous discussion of producerpotato prices in the Ca-iete Valley indicated they rose sharply at the end 'f the 
calendar year.

Also noteworthy is that potato volumes have both acost-increasing and costdecreasing impact on wholesalers' net margins. On one hand, by buying and selling more potatoes wholesalers can spread out labor and capital costs over moreunits of sale." On the other hand, as they receive and dispatch more potatoes,wholesalers' shrinkage losses actually go up. Thus, all wholesalers' costs do notdecline and their net margins simultaneously expand as potato volumes increase.
Before estimating wholesaler net revenues, the analysis briefly examines potato

retailing.
 

Unionized stevedore with cart for transporting potatoes out of wholesale
market #1 in Lima. (Photo by Espinoza). 
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5.3 Lima Retailers 
The following concise consideration of potato retailers has two purposes.22 (I) 

it completes analysis of potato marketing in Lima and consequently enhances 
our understanding of potato wholesalers' marketing activities there, and (2) it 
concludes the review of producer to consumer potato marketing channels. 

This section focuses on the following questions: 
" Who sells potatoes retail in Lima? 
* What does potato retailing involve?
 
" How many potato retailers are there?
 

(i) Types of Retailers 
Lima potato retailers are frequently portrayed in a stereotyped fashion as 

mobile street vendors. Although many Lima potato retailers do fit this descrip
tion, a more accurate typology includes these three categories (Figure V.1): 

e Direct sale retailers,
 
e Institutional retailers, arid
 
* Prepared/processed food retailers. 

A direct sale retailer isdefined as someone who sells potatoes in an unaltered 
form, or directly as purchased. Direct sale retailers do not wash, peel, cook, or 
process their product. Instead, they buy and sell fresh potatoes. Direct sale potato
retailers include: mobile street vendors, stall operators in district markets, super
markets and neighborhood shops.

Institutional potato retailers are organizations (public or private) that regularly
sell pota, Des to specialized clients as a service. For example, these outlets often 
prepare potatoes in meals for which they charge a price. However, while the 
potatoes are sold, they are not distributed primarily for profit but rather as a ser
vice to a restricted group of consumers. Institutional retailers refer to hospitals,
schools, company cafeterias, churches, clubs, and military installations. 

Prepared food potate retailers sell processed or cooked potatoes (principally)
retail to the general public. Prepared food potato retailers that process potatoes 
are primarily rustic or cottage industry establishments.23 They prepare peeled
potatoes, potato chips, and papa seca for sale both wholesale and retail (Horton
and Benavides 1980). The more numerous group of prepared food potato
retailers include restaurants, hotels, and mobile food vendors. As an exhaustive 
analysis of all three types of Lima potato retailers is beyond the scope of this 
study, the remaining discussion is limited to direct sale potato retailers. 

(ii) Retailers' Mbrketing Activities 
Potato retailers' marketing activities vary depending on the quantity pur

chased and sold, two examples being mobile street vendors and supermarkets.
Mobile street vendors generally buy potatoes in MM #I in small lots of one or 
two bags several times a week, and frequently on short-term credit. Their limited
working capital dictates that these retailers adopt such purchase arrangements
partly to limit spoilage losses due to lack of proper storage. Small, frequent pur
chases also help minimize inventory costs and the risk of being caught with con
siderable supplies after a sharp decline in prices.

Mobile street vendors perform certain physical marketing functions. For in
stance, they do bulk-breaking (selling potatoes in small quantities of I to 5 kg) 
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Streez vendor selling potato dishes in Lima. (Photo by Espinoza). 

rather than by the 100 kg sack. 1hey may also grade potatoes. Finally, these ven
dors perform a basic marketing task of transporting potatoes from MM #1 to 
consumers' doorsteps.

In contrast, supermarkets buy potatoes 10 to 20 sacks at atime, once or twice 
aweek. and frequently on credit of 15 days or more. These purchases are arrang
ed either by visiting MM # I or by telephone to aregular wholesaler/supplier. The
wholesaler is then responsible for delivering potatnes to the supermarket chain's
central warehouse. From there they are redistributed to indi vidual supermarkets

ithin the chain. Some Lima supermarket chain's formerly purchased potatoes
airect from nearby production co-operatives during the coastal harvest. 
However, such purchase arrangements proved difficult to maintain because of
logistics-delays associated with payment by check were unacceptable to the 
co-ops.

Supermarkets also perform a set of physical marketing functions. They do
bulk-breaking, but, in addition, they grade and package the potatoes into I to 5
kg plastic bags. Furthermore, while they do not offer locational convenience like
mobile street vendors, their longer business hours (and vast production selection 
apart fi1 m potatoes) provide a different sort of service to consumers. 
(iii) 	 Number and Location of Retailers 

Current information on number and location of direct sale potato retailers in 
metropolitan Lima is not available. Graber 1974:53) estimates some 11,000vegetable and/or potato vendors operated in Lima in 1972. About half were in 
permanent or semi-permanent stalls in municipal markets, and the other half 
were mobile street vendors. 
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I,, IIW 
Consumers and mobile street vendors in Lima street market. 
(Photo by Espinoza). 

A survey in 1980 indicated that more than 15,000 retail stalls sell produce such 
as potatoes in the various Lima districts (O'Phelan 1984). Even these data,
however, are only suggestive of distribution by type and location of potato
retailers. Some outlets-for example, neighborhood shops-are not included in 
the survey. Those retail outlets which are listed may or may not regularly sell 
potatoes. Evidence on numbers of potato retailers in Lima leads to two observa
tions: 

(1) many more individuals probably entered potato retailing than potato 
wholesaling during the last decade, and 

Lima supermarket. (Photo by Espinoza). 
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(2)the ratio of potato retailers to legal potato wholesalers was roughly 75 to I 
in 1979. 

The question then emerges: Did the relatively few Lima wholesalers exploit 
their favorable bargaining position t'is h-vis potato retailers (and/or producers) to 
earn excessive marketing revenues? 

5.4 Estimated Revenues 

Gross and net marketing revenues of Lima wholesalers varied during 1979. 
Still, average net wholesale revenues were positive. Perhaps more thought pro
voking, gross revenues were smaller for wholesalers than for retailers. Various 
factors influenced these estimates as is indicated below. 
(i) Lima Wholesalers' Revenues 

Based on field data for this study, Lima wholesalers' gross revenues per kg
during 1979 averaged 2.36 soles for potato shipments from the Mantaro Valley 
and 2.35 soles from the Canete Valley 24. Wholesalers' gross revenues were higher 
than 6 soles per kg in some instances (Figure V.2). Thus, the claim of excessive 
wholesale revenues is,at times, substantiated by these results. However. the ma
jority of observations indicate that wholesalers' gross revenues were gererally 
less then 3 soles per kg for shipments from either valley. 5 

Given the modest magnitude of these gross revenues, it might still be argued 
that wholesalers control potato prices because such revenues increased rather 
than decreased wiih increases in supplies and/or they actually rose over time (in
deflated terms). Month to month changes in white potato shipments in MM #I 
compared with average monthly gross revenues per kg during 1979 indicate mix
ed results (Table V.3). Still, average gross revenues per kg generally went down 

Table V.3, Monthly shipments of white potatoes and estimated revenues of 
Lima wholesalers, 1979. 

White potato 
shipments 

Nominal average 
gross revenue 

Deflated average 
gross revenue2 

Month (1000 ) n' (soleslcg) (soleslkg) 

January 11.2 3 1.08 1.40 
February 10.1 5 1.61 1.97 
March 12.5 5 2.52 2.94 
April 13.3 l 2.28 2.53 

May 13.9 8 1.91 2.05 
June 11.2 6 2.55 2.66 
July 13.4 21 3.62 3.51 
August 17.9 30 2.33 2.19 
September 18.2 43 2.55 2.31 
October 15.8 17 1.38 1.20 
November 12.5 8 1.47 1.22 
December 11.6 n.a. n.s. n.a. 

n.a. not available. 
'Number of wholesaler transactions used to estimate wholesaler gross revenue per kg. 
2Nominal gross revenues adjusted by consumer price index (Table A.26). 
Source: White potato shipments (Table A.17), revenues elaborated for this study. 
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Figure V.2. Lima wholesalers: gross marketing revenues (gmr) (soles per kg)
for potatoes shipped in 1979. 
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with increases in supplies and up with declines. Similarly, deflated gross revenues 
fluctuated rather than increased during 1979. The issue of changes in deflated 
(versus current) wholesalers' average gross revenues probably needs a longer time 
frame to detect genuine shifts. 

Annual statistics on potato marketing margins do not exist. However, it is 
sometimes suggested that these margins increased over time because wholesale 
prices increased as producer prices declined. What, in fact, happened to producer 
versus wholesale potatoes prices between 1960 and 1979? 

A 20-year comparison of annual average potato prices received by producers
(see Fano 1983) with those received by Lima wholesalers (Table A.5) indicates 
three things (Figure V.3). First, there are the traditional data problems present in 
comparing averages. For example, in certain years producer prices appear
higher than those of Lima wholesalers. Second, a general tendency exists for 
these prices to rise together. Third, producer prices tended to climb at a faster 
rate than wholesale prices. In other words, the only available data fail to show a 
growing gap between producer and wholesaler prices so often assuitied to exist. 
Net Revenues 

Average monthly net revenues per kg for Lima wholesalers varied during 1979 
(Table V.4). Although wholesalers had negative net revenues in certain months, 
they probably just undervalued their own labor in such instances to at least break 
even. Average net revenues per kg therefore were .76 current soles calculated by
simple arithmetic average or .789 soles calculated as a weighted average. 

Figure V.3. Average annual potato prices received by Lima retailers, Lima 
wholesalers and producers (Peru average): 1960-79. 
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Table V.4. Monthly estimated revenues and costs (soles/kg) of Lima 
wholesalers, 1979. 

Gross Net 
Month revenues Costs revenues 

January 1.08 1.25 ..17 
February 1.61 1.26 .35 
March 2.52 1.13 1.39 
April 2.28 1.18 1.10 

May 1.91 1.22 .69 
June 2.55 1.33 1.22 
July 3.62 1.34 2.28 
August 2.33 1.30 1.03 

September 2.55 1.26 1.29 
October 1.38 1.51 -.19 
November 1.47 2.11 -.64 
December n.a. n.a. n.a. 

n.a. = not available. 
Source: Gross revenues (Tables V.3); costs ITable V.2). 

Based on these calculations, five observations about wholesalers' net revenues 
are: 

First, Lima wLolesalers' net revenues were less per kg than most medium and 
large producers in the Mantaro Valley and nearly all production units in the 
Caflete Valley. Hence, in spite of prevailing barriers to entry into Lima potato
wholesaling, established wholesalers lacked the alleged market power "to fix" 
prices so as to capture producers' net revenues themselves. 

Second, some observers might contend these results are only valid for a par
ticular year. One study of the terms of trade for potato productrs during the last 
decade (Martinez and Tealdo 1982: 92-95) implies that producers' revenues were, 
in fact, unusually favorable in 1979. However, this same study demonstrates that 
prices were also favorable in 1974, 1975, 1977, and 1980 for Sierra producers
and in 1977 for coastal growers. The variability in producers' revenues thus sug
gests that growers are not perennially subjected to the market power of rural 
and/or urban monopsonists. If this were the case, then these monopsonists would 
force down growers' prices so as to capture themselves benefits of annual price 
movements. Available information instead points to the impact of other, more 
important factors such as input costs, supply and demand conditions on grower 
returns to potato production. 

Third, these figures may actually underestimate Lima wholesalers' net 
revenues because they over-estimate their costs. Dolorier (1975), for example, im
plicitly assumes that Lima wholesalers have no capital costs and have daily unit 
labor costs below the prevailing minimum wage. Even adopting these assump
tions (and ignoring all others), net revenues of Lima wholesalers still average
about 1.2 current soles per kg or, again, less than revenues of most commercial 
growers in the M ntaro and Cafiete Valleys. However, Dolorier also assumes a 
higher shrinkage rate (1.5%) than does this study. Thus, his lower labor costs 
raise net revenues, but his higher shrinkage costs lower them. Furthermore, 
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although he observes that Lima wholesalers frequently buy pot.atoes on short
term credit-hence the absence of capital costs-he also notes that they work
with their own capital to meet day-to-day expenses (op. cit.: 83-89, 128-130), im
plying that they do have some capital costs as suggested here. Consequently the
wholesalers' principal basis for higher revenues is paying themselves, and possibly
other family members, a lower daily wage.

Fourth, while net revenues per kg for Lima wholesalers were negligible, their 
total revenues for 1979 were roughly 220 million soles.26 This total averages
84.000 soles per wholesaler per month. If one assumes that Lima wholesalers 
have no other operating expenses, such as trips to the countryside, and that their 
return to management equals the minimum monthly salary, about 35,000 soles,
then their return to capital is about 50,000 soles or 60% per year.27 

Fifth. average net revenues for Lima wholesalers constituted some 2% of the 
average monthly retail price for white potatoes in 1979 (Table A. 16). Therefore,
these net revenues had a negligible impact on consumer prices. 

(ii) Lima Retailers' Revenues 

Average retailer gross marketing revenues per kg ranged between 5 and 8 cur
rent soles during 1979 (Table V.5). Different sources, however, indicate different 
average revenues in each month and over time, particularly during the year's last 
quarter. Most differences are minor. They result from different methodologies
used to measure wholesale and retail white potato prices as well as the actual 
prices being measured. For example, Lima supermarket prices are those charged
by particular wholesalers in particular sales; SIMAP's average wholesale prices 

Tqble V.5. Monthly average wholesale prices (soles'kg) of white potatoes and 
estimated revenues (soles/kg) of Lima retailers, 1979. 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Average wholesale price by source: 
INE 
SIMAP 

26 
26 

27 
29 

29 
29 

29 
30 

30 
30 

30 
30 

32 
32 

30 
30 

25 
30 

25 
35 

25 
51 

53 
60 

Lima 
supermarket 27 28 29 30 30 29 32 30 30 32 41 42 

i 26.3 28.0 29.0 29.7 30.0 29.7 32.0 30.0 28.3 30.7 39.0 51.7 

Retailers' gross revenues by source:
 
INE-INE' 8 8 5 6 6 5 5 
 6 11 12 34 11 
SIMAP 
•INE 2 8 6 5 5 6 5 5 6 6 3 8 t 
Lima 
supermarket 3 6 5 5 5 5 6 5 7 5 5 5 4 

K 8.0 6.3 5.0 5.3 5.6 5.3 5.0 6.3 7.3 6.7 15.7 5.3 
% wholesale 
price 28 22 18 19 18 
 18 16 21 26 24 55 11
 

'INE wholesale price (Table A. 15) less INE retail price (Table A.161. 
'INE retail SIMAP wholesale price.price less 

3Wholesale price paid lessretail
price charged.
Source: INE, SIMAP. and records of Lima supermarket. 
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are based on those charged by a representative group of wholesalers to the 
general public. 

Large discrepancies between sources at the end of the year are more difficult to 
explain. The supermarket's wholesale price in November was partly based on 
purchases from a regular wholesale supplier and partly on purchases from ENCI 
at an official fixed price. However, INE wholesale prices for September, October,
and November were below those received by CaiTete Valley growers who were 
interviewed for this study. Consequcntly, INE prices tend to exaggerate retailers' 
gross marketing revenues. 

Although an exhaustive treatment of retailer gross revenues is beyond the 
scope of this study and this stage of the marketing channel isnot among principal
topics for examination, two observations are in order: 

First, if Lima wholesalers' control preducer-consumer potato marketing chan
nels, then they might attempt to receive larger gross revenues than Lima 
retailers. Higher gross revenues, all other things being equal, mean larger gross
marketing margins and the possibility of higher profits per kg. Still, gross 
revenues of Lima retailers were nearly always higher than those of Lima
wholesalers (Table V.5). Similar results are reported by Shepherd (1967:18), for 
1965, Graber (I974:55-57) for 1967-71, Egoavil (1976:67) for 1974, and Watson 
et al. for 1975 1976:221/5). By deducting transport costs and rural assemblers 
charges as well as producer prices from wholesale prices-all reported by Sin
chez (1960:37, 39, 72-86)-then retailer gross revenues exceeded those of Lima 
wholesalers in 1960 as well. 28 

Second, do wholesalc rs "fix" retailers' gross revenues in that, for example, as 
one increases tne other increases? Available 1979 data indicate that wholesale 
prices and retail gross revenues sometimes increase together but, generally move 
in opposite directions. Other factors besides wholesale prices influence retailers' 
gross revenues.29 Factors include: consumer willingness to pay higher potato
prices, competition among retailers, sales volume of products other than 
potatoes, and retailers' opportunity cost of labor. 

5.5. Summary 

In spite of its critical importance, domestic food marketing in Lima has not 
generated an abundance of publications. Although the limited available literature 
makes claims about Lima wholesalers' marketing margins, they contain little 
evidence to justify their assertions. This chapter analyzed potato wholesaling and 
retailing. In so doing, it considered various arguments presented to demonstrate 
that Lima potato wholesalers' earn excessive margins.

One argument suggests that through "monopoly control"-a small number of 
independent wholesalers, a skewed distribution of yearly volumes handled, and 
barriers to entry-wholesalers receive excessive margins. Evidence isscarce on 
numbers of independent potato wholesalers in Lima and annual volumes traded 
by each. While the number of wholesalers apparently declined during the lasi 
two decades, it remained over 200 by the late 1970s. Available statistics on 
tubers sold by each wholesaler in MM #I are imprecise. Still, they fail to show a 
few wholesalers make nearly all sales. Available estimates indicate an opposite
tendency. Furthermore, existing barriers to entry into potato wholesaling in 
1979 resulted more from official decisions than alleged market power of 
wholesalers. 
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Another argument claims wholesalers' exorbitant margins are a consequence
of unfair trade arrangements. In other words. wholesalers allegedly use procure
ment practices, such as buying potatoes at the farm gate, or buying procedures,
such as providing production credit, to inflate margins. However, results 
presented in this chapter confirm findings in Chapter III and IV. Wholesalers 
buy most of their potatoes in Lima. In addition, they generally purchase potatoes 
fo: cash, hence seldom provide production credit. 

A final argument infers wholesalers' margins are excessive from producer
wholesale price differentials and allegedly negligible wholesaler costs, yet adetail
ed comparison of over 100 producer-wholesale prices for this study found most 
differences were less than 3soles per kg in 1979. A few producer-wholesaler price
differences were unusually high. But, gross revenues per kg were smaller for
wholesalers than for retailers. In 1979 and various other years for which data are 
available. Moreover, average marketing revenues per kg were smaller for Lima 
wholesalers than for most commercial producers (in either the Mantaro or 
Caiiete Valleys) or rural assemblers. Finally, net margins for Lima wholesalers 
were 2% of the consumer price. 

Notes 
I Previous references to lina's xurato 
wholesale trade and/or Lima's wholesale 
market iLa Paradal are found in: IDS 
(1954:1601. Sainche/ 119601. (ONAP 119671. 
Patch I19671. Shepherd I19671. Bustamante v 
Williams yAsociads 19721. Graber 19741. 
Medina etal. i1974. Dolorier 19751. Egoavil
11976. Watson et al. 119761. Santos 1976. 
1sclics et aII.9771 NIAA-X(1 1979. F1980 
1198)1c. SpiezIQI l.Scoth 119819821.Fori 
S9a.wholesalers 

Historical information oil.inia's\vholesale 

Irrtato trade is in Dolorier (1975: 46-47)
(ONA P 119671. llustaii,:inte y Williams v 
Asociados 119721. and Medina er a' 11974: 
12.141. 

Resolution Preict',rali,L.ima #6 of' c-
tober 25. 1971 was the legislation which was 
repealed ii 198(0.4 Based on conver'ation with MM #1 ad 

rninistrative personnel. Se Mehina etal. 1974 
113-141 for additional details about regulh.iis 
whicih affect tile organi/tio of trade. 
5 


Some still
occupants sell ix)tatoes in such 
small quantities that they function imore as 
retailers than as wholesalers. Other studies 
ICONA P 1967. Dilorier 19751 have also inoted 
tire difficulty of determining how many stalls 
serve as retail rather than wholesale outlets. 
Market adminisratirs rexrt spne stall oc-

IMediria et al. 1974:441. Larger volume tuber 
wholesalers handle primarily potatoes
IDolorier 1975: 72.74). Market records for 
more recent years indicate this tendencv still 
prevails.
7 Soe nrinisrrv personnel claim that tuber 
unloads in the market are not a true indicator 
of the distribution of volumes anong MM #1 
wholesalers because large volume wholesalers 
ell somne of their potatoes to small volurne 

before they enter the market (see
also Esculfes et al. 1977:591. Hence. true 
volunes are not reflected in statistics oi 
potato shipments received inMM MI.Graber 
11974:521 rexrts such sales. However. 
t)lorier 11975:1221 observes that actual 
redistribution takes place after the potatoes 
enter the market and are registered as received 
by the large volume wholesalers.

This observation is based on conversations 

in 1979 and 1980 with MM #1administrative 
personnel. Moreover. potato volume data in
dicate continued presence of six specific nrer
chants aiiong the I0largest each year froni 
1972 to 1977. 
s
 

This observation isbased on statenients by 
ministry personnel who participated inan of
ficial commission to imrproive market nrganiza
tion during 1978. 
0 Prior to tle revocation of this resolutionctupants work for others.Prototereoainfthseouin6 s iin 1980. sonie trucks hauling potatoes entered 

NIM #I data indic.!te that about 75% ofall Liria's municipal markets illegally. However,tubers entering the market are potatoes farirers and traders were reluctant to do this 
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either for fear of fines and confiscation of their 
potatoes or for the logistical problems
associated with selling potatoes in small lots 
directly to retailers. Other trucks passed 
through MM #I without unloading by obtain-
ing a special pass from ministry offices in Lima 
which allowed them to it)so. Still, even with 
this pass, MM #1adninstrators reserved the 
right to force unloading in the market if sup. 
plies were limited. No estimates are available 
onl the quantity of potatoes that enters Lima
but does not pass through MM #I1. 
t1 Established potato wholesalers are extend-
ed credit by producers or by other wholesalers 
Dolorier 1975: 84-86) or they rely onl their 

own capital fMedina et al. 1974:57-581. 
11Agrarian Bank records show that these 
funds normally go to finance coffee marketing 
in the Selva (see Scott 1981:389 and Salaverry
1983:1641. 
13 Interviews with market administrative 
personnel and supermarket purchasing agents 
confirm that some potato wholesalers trade 
other agricultural commodities outside MM 
#1. 
14 Fhis type of service function isepitomized 
by the Linra wholesaler. who, according to 
supermarket representatives contacted for this 
study. I1 had potatoes to sell when many 
other wholesalers did not. 12) guaranteed the 
supply of at least sone potatoes even inperiod
of seasonal shortage, (31delivered potatoes to 
supermarket warehouses. (4)sold them a.t adis-
count for larger volumes. (5)agreed to wait 15 
days for payment with no interest charge, and 
(6)would replace damaged or inferior potatoes. 
15 Limited stall space and storage facilities in 

MM #1discourage these activities. 
16 Troni 
y This atrd the follo)wing sections rely heavi-
lyon Dolorier 19751arid Graber 11974) While 
their findings were for the early 1970s, they 
were substantiated by informal interviews 
with ministry personnel, market ad-
ministrators and individual wholesalers during
1979 and 1980. These studies indicate a large
wholesaler sells more than 240 tons per 
month, amedium wholesaler 100 to 240 tons. 
and asmall wholesaler less than 100 ton. 
17 A key distinction between these buying 
procedures iswhen the buying price isfixed in 
relation to the transfer of goods and timing of 
payment. For example, when wholesalers pay
cash in a farmer's field, a buying price is 
finalized at the moment the potatoes are 
received and payment made. In cases of pro-
duction credit or an advance at harvest,
wholesalers make (some) payment before they
receive the potatoes and/or establish a pur-

chase price. A consignment or a commission 
purchase is for payment after potatoes have 
been delivered and sold. The former purchase 
is at no pre-determined price, but whatever 
wholesalers cat sell the potatoes for minus 
their costs and profits. The latter purchase is 
for a fixed or approximate price agreed upon
prior to actual transfer of potatoes. 
18 These costs are only for Itati sales. It is 
assuned that total costs would be higher if 
costs for marketing sweet potatoes and olluco 
were included in this calculation (for example,shrinkage costs would increase). 

19 This loss refers to weight loss or spoilage
in the market itself. Medina et al. (1974:59) 
estimates this at about 1.5%, Dolorier (1975: 
116-1771 at roughly 1%, Watson et al. 119761 

at 2%. Average daily unloads are assumed to 
be total unloads divided by '5 wholesalers, 
divided by 365 days. The value given
shrinkage costs is the average price for white 
potatoes, based on monthly wholesale price 
data from SIMAP. Implicit inall these calcula
tions istle assumption that cost of shrinkage is 
roughly equivalent for white, colored, and 
yellow potatoes.
20 Average daily shipnents per wholesalers 

a e rae by ship m ont oa to 
are calculated by divtding total monthly potato
shipments by days in the month and by the 
number of potato wholesalers 1215. 

1 Large-volume wholesalers employ more 
assistants than small-volume wholesalers 
because of added responsibilities involved in 
handling more potatoes. 
22 Retailers are among the most 
understudied participants in the marketing
chain connecting producers and consumers. 

General references to this topic include: Fer. 
(1976: 66.67). Esculies et al. 11977: 

89.1241, Rubio (1977:296-3011. Geng 119791 
and Babb 11982). 
23 

Industrial processing of potatoes for food 
or non-food use is negligible in Peru (MA-
DGAG 1982:28-341. 
2, In the Mantaro Valley case, comparisons 
included Huancayo wholesale market prices 
and prices in Lima. 
25s 

A series of checks ensured accuracy of
these figures. For example, in the Mantaro 
Valley estimates were calculated by using the 
price in the field one day plus freight to the 
capital and the price in Lima's MM #I the next 
day. Producer prices were taken directly from 
on-farm interviews. Growers' estimates of 
freight rates were checked against information 
recorded in the survey of potato truckers. In 
the Cafiete Valley, a similar checking pro
cedure was used. However, in this instance, 
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average charges for rural assembly were added 
to producer prices. In Lima, SIMAP records of 
daily prices for No. I grade white potatoes 
were checked against the study's own twice 
weekly, year-long survey of wholesale potato 
prices. 

Interestingly, the slight difference between 
prices nearly always reflected different times 
the two prices were collected and the seasonal 
supply-demand for potatoes. 
26 This estimate was calculated by multiply-

ing total shipments of all potatoes to MM #1 
(Table A.14) by .99 (to allow for shrinkage)
and then by .79 per kg. 

27 This minimum monthly salary estimate is 
based on Ministry of Labor estimates. It differs 
from figures used for Caffete rural assemblers 
because it covers the entire year. 

28 
Sanchez 11960) exaggerates the 

wholesalers "margin" by not subtracting truck
ing costs and rural assembler charges from the 
difference between producer and wholesale 
prices. 

See Chapter VI and O'Phelan (1984) for a 
discussion of retail price formation in Lima. 
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CHAPTER VI
 

6. Potato Consumption and Demand in Lima 

Introduction 
Previous chapters focused on commonly held assumptions about rural potato 

assembly and Lima potato wholesalers' marketing margins. This chapter assesses 
the commonly held assumption that potato consumption declined in Lima during 
the 1970s. The chapter also examines the following explanations for the alleged
decline in potato consumption in the capital: 

" Potato prices increased rapidly over the period 1960-79. 
" Low-income households, in particular, consumed progressively less 

potatoes. 
* Seasonal movements of potato prices became more erratic. 
" People increasingly substituted rice for potatoes because rice had become 

cheaper. 
These issues are considered in light of available statistics, earlier research, and 

statistical work done especially for this study. The chapter begins with a review 
of statistics on potato consumption in the capital. It then gives reasons for the 
changes in potato consumption by considering factors such as availability of 
potatoes, potato prices, prices for other foods, and income levels. The chapter 
also reviews estimates of price and income elasticities of demand for potatoes. As 
will be shown below, neither the commonly held assumption about declining 
potato consumption nor related explanations are supported by available 
evidence. 

6.1 Estimates of Potato Consumption 
Two sets of information are available to estimate potato consumption in Lima: 

household budget surveys and annual potato shipments to the capital.
Household budget surveys provide the more precise estimate of potato consump
tion. Their major disadvantage is that they are undertaken infrequently and, 
therefore, are not ideal for detecting trends in potato consumption. Moreover, 
the methodology employed may vary from study to study; hence, even relatively 
precise estimates must be compared with caution. 

In contrast, annual potato shipments provide a comparable statistic for many 
years in succession. Their drawback, however, is the imprecise relationship bet
ween such shipments and actual consumption levels. No one really knows how 
many of the potatoes shipped to Lima are consumed by local residents, lost in 
spoilage or shipped somewhere else for sale as food or for use as seed. Both sets of 
estimates are now presented as together they offer a more complete picture of 
changes in potato consumption in Lima. 
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(i) Household Surveys
What, in fact, has been the level of potato consumption in Lima? According to 

Hopkins (1981:152), Rose Ugarte estimated annual potato consumption in 
1943-44 at 43 kg. per capita. More recent research found that it was 45 kg in 
1971-72. Consumption levels then fluctuated for the remainder of the decade 
(Table VI. 1). The method, coverage. and frequency of these studies do not allow 
for precise comparisons. Nevertheless, potato consumption in Lima did not 
decline throughout the 1970s. Rather, despite the fluctuations, available 
evidence suggests the level of annual per capita potato consumption was higher 
at the end of the decade than at the beginning. 

Table VI.I. Estimated potato and rice consumption in Lima: selected years. 

Potatoes Rice 
Average annual Average annual Share of 

consumption Share of consumption average
Year (kg/capita) diet (%) (kg/capita) diet %) 
1943-44 43 9.5 39 8.6 
1971.72 45' 12.2 322 8.6 
1976 463 13.1 333 9.3 

57' 18.9 35' 11.4 
1977 383 11.1 293 8.4 

51, 16.1 364 11.3 
1978 453 12.4 3o3 8.1 

534 17.9 34' 11.3 
1979 51, 13.7 363 9.8 

52' 17.5 36' 12.2
 
1980 48' 16.4 39' 13.4
 

'Disaggregate figures for potato consumption in 1971-72 are: high income consumers 36.9 kg;

middle income consumers 46.0 kg: low income customers 47.2.
 
'Disaggregate figures for rice consumption in 1971-72 are high income consumers 27.8 kg; middle in
come consumers 34.7 kg; low income consumers 31.2 kg.
 
3Figures are for middle income consumers. Annual estimates based on average daily family con
sumption multiplied by 360 days and divided by average family size.
 
'Figures are for low income consumers. See previous note for how estimates were calculated.
 

Source: 1943-44 (Rose Ugarte 1945, as cited in Hopkins 1981:1521; 1971-72 (Convenio MEF-MA
 
19751; 1976-77 (MAA-OSEI 1978b: 1978.79 IMAA-OSEI unpublished statistics); 1980 (ENHI un
published statistics).
 
Note: Potato consumption figures in 1943-44 are for "potatoes" in general; for all other years, the
 
figures are for white, colored, and yellow potatoes as well as chur'o.
 

Rice consumption figuies in 1943-44 are for "rice" in general; in 1971.72, 1976, 1977, 1978 and
 
1979 for regular and fine rice: and in 1980 for regular rice only.
 

Share of diet equals kg of potatoes (or rice) consumed divided by total kg of food consumed.
 
1943.44 estimates based on figures for the department of Limo, see Rose Ugarte (1945) as cited in
 
Hopkins (1981: 151-156.
 

Figures for 1978 are based on January to June only.
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Mother nursing baby while eating potatoes in Lima. 
(Photo by Poats). 

These same consumption studies also suggest that potatoes increased their 
share in the average diet iTable VI. I). Again this result must be interpreted with 
caution because the various studies appear to have designated a somewhat dif
ferent set of foods for measuring the diet. Rose Ugarte estimated that average 
total food consumption in 1943-44 was 453 kg per year (Hopkins 1981:154), 
notably higher than the 315 kg in 1977 reported by Ministry of Agriculture 
(MOA) surveys of low income households (MAA OSEI-1978b)'. Nevertheless, 
the growing relative importance of potatoes in the diet is consistent with the 
modest increase in potato consumption. 

Did Lima consumers substitute rice for potatoes during the last decade? 
Substitution of one for the other certainly seems plausible for both rice and 
potatoes are starchy staples. Migrants from the Sierra during this period probably 
consunied relatively less potatoes and more rice in the capital than they had in 
the provinces. Available information indicates, however, that Lima consumers 
generally consuned more of both products over the period 1971-80 (Table VI. 1). 
In some years, such as 1977, potato consumption by low income consumers fell 
slightly and rice consumption rose: inother years (1978) just the opposite occur
red. Creed de Kanashiro (1982: 476-477) also has noted a decline in rice con
sumption and a slight increase in potato utilization among a group of particuiarly 
poor households in the capital. Still, the general tendency was for increased con
sumption of both fc".'xds. 

It also is sometimes contended that low income Lima consumers progressively 
consumed less potatoes over the last several years. If one considers the unusually 
high consumption of 1976 as the base year. then potato consumption did drop 
slightly in the ensuing 4 years among that group of households (Table VI. I). Still, 
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average annual potato consumption among low income consumers was slightly
higher (50 kgl in 1979-80 than in 1971-72 (47.2 kg). Moreover, in each year forwhich data are available low income consumers ate more potatoes than middle 
income consumers. In other words, poorer Lima households ate more, not less 
potatoes than their higher income counterparts and their level of potato con
sumption remained high during the 1970s. 

(ii)Potato Shipments to Lima 
Estimates of annual per capita availability in Lima also suggests that potato

consumption in the capital increased during the last 30 years (Table VI.2). While
these estimates vary, reflecting in part yearly changes in potato production, they
offer a more complete !ong-term picture of estimated potato consumption than
infrequent household budget surveys. Furthermore, although these estimates 
generally exceed those based on household budget surveys, they do provide addi
tional evidence that the recent trend in potato consumption has been upward. 2 

Data on per capita availability indicate an additional trend that remains 
obscured in the consumption statistics of recent household surveys? Results of
these surveys frequently group all types of potatoes together while potato
availability, hence consumption, appears to have become more diversified in the
last 10 years. Annual shipments now include a substantial quantity of colored, as
well as white and yellow potatoes (Table A.14). The shift in availability to some 
extent represents improved record keeping. Statisticians no longer classify all 
types of potatoes that enter the MM #1 as simply white potatoes. Moreover, 
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Produce stall inside district retail market in Lima. (Photo by Espinoza). 
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Table VI.2. Estimated annual availability (kg/capita) of different potatoes in 
Lima: 1951.79.' 

Year 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 


1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 


1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

!965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 


1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 


1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 


n.a. = not available 

White 

34.0 
40.7 
43.9 
37.1 
44.8 

45.6 
45.3 
46.3 
42.7 
43.6 

44.1 
39.8 
40.6 
57.8 
55.5 

52.8 
59.1 
53.5 
57.7 
63.0 

6.0 
30.2 
29.5 
36.7 
25.7 

34.9 
22.9 
34.6 
37.9 

'Total annual potato unloads in Lima's MM#1 

Type of Potato 

Yellow 

0.7 
1.2 

.6 

3.4 
2.1 

1.8 
1.3 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 

1.3 

.8 

.9 


2.1 
1.0 

.5 


.5 

.4 


1.1 
1.5 

2.8 
4.3 
3.2 
2.4 
4.4 

2.3 
2.5 
2.1 
1.5 

Other Total 

n.a. 34.7 
n.a. 41.8 
n.a. 44.5 
n.a. 40.5 
n.a. 46.9 

n.a. 47.4 
n.a. 46.5 
n.a. 47.8 
n.a. 44.1 
n.a. 44.9 

n.a. 45.4 
n.a. 40.6 
n.a. 41.4 
n.a. 59.9 
n.a. 56.5 

n.a. 53.3 
n.a. 59.6 
n.a. 53.9 
n.a. 58.8 
n.a. 64.6 

8.6 72.2 
14.2 48.6 
20.0 52.8 
21.5 62.0 
30.1 60.1 

31.8 69.0 
33.6 59.0 
35.5 72.3 
25.4 65.0 

divided by estimated population for Metropolitan
Lima. For the period 1951-59 estimated population was derived using data for 1940 and annual
 
growth rate of 5.1% lINE 1981:26). For the period 1960-79 estimated population is based on
 
figures for month of June listed in Table A.28.
 
Source: Potato shipments (Table A.14); Population (INE 1981, A.28, see note above).
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Monare, ( 981:44-54) has pointed out the numerous new potato varieties that 
have been released by Peruvian scientists during the last 30 years. Many of these 
potatoes have achieved major commercial importance (Table A.8). Consequent
ly, Lima consumers not only ate more potatoes in the I970s. but also more of dif
ferent types of' potatoes.

A 	similar revision of statistics on potato shipments to the capital also tells 
something about the origin 01 xotatoes now being consumed in Lima. Expansion
in coastal production has been such (Table A.2) that it appears potatoes from this 
sub-region may have captured a rising share of the Liima market (Caballero
1984:16). A growing proportion of poitatoes eaten by consumers in the capital 
may therefore be "large, watery, insipid potatoef" froni the Coast. From August 
to Decemher. traditionally months of the coastal harvest, white-skinned, hybrid 
potato varieties do appear to make Lip a disproportionate percentage of total sup
plies (Table V1.31. In addition, shipments of native yellow potatoes have remain
ed fairly stable, but those of white potatoes have grown tremendously (Table
A. 14). Nevertheless. data for years 1900 to I979 indicate that, in fact, potato 
availability continued to b. evenly divided between pomtatoes from tile Sierra and 
from the Coast iTable A.30L Tthus, tile origin of potatoes being eaten by lima 
corsuners remained unchanged in this respect. 

6.2 	The Influence of Prices 
While avariety of social and economic factors affect tile demand for potatoes,

prices have perhaps the foremost impact. Changes ill current, relative, or 
seasonal prices for po)tatoes can influence tile demand for this food crop. The 
lollowing discL,;sion of retail potato prices in Linia during the I960s and I970s 
addresses three basic questions: 

* 	Did potato prices increase during the last two decades after accounting for 
inflation?
 

" Did seasons variations in potato prices become more unstable?
 
" Did po)tato prices rise faster than those of other basic foods?
 
Answers to these questions help assess the influence of prices oni ile demand 

for potatoes in Lirma.' 

i) Current vs. Deflated Prices 
Current monthly retail prices for white and yellow potatoes, for example, rose 

spectacularly between January 1960 to December 1979 (Tabes A. 16 and A. 19).
These rising prices imply that potatoes became more expensive and-all other 
things being equal-denand weakened. However, retail potato prices deflated by
the consumer price index demonstrated aconsiderably different tendency (Figure
VI. I). Deflated prices drifted steadily downward from the early I960s to the ear
ly I970s, then rose during the late I970s. Nevertheless, deflated retail prices for 
white potatoes in Lima were lower in 1979 than in 1960. 

Are these trends in deflated prices consistent with findings on potato consunp
tion and availability? Declining deflated retail prices for potatoes is compatible
with tile rapidly growing volune of potatoes shipped to Lima during the 1960s 
and early I970s (Table A. 14). Graber (1974:30) has noted that such shipments in
creased at an annual average rate of 9.0%. or in excess of the demand for 
potatoes resulting from population growth (6.0%), income changes (1.0%), and 
relative retail price changes (I .5%). In this sense, trends in potato prices for this 
period generally reflected shifts in supply and demand. 
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The rise in real prices for white potatoes in more recent years isexplicable us
ing similar reasoning. Lima's population continued to grow by more than 3%per
year during the 1970s (INE 1981:15). Moreover, declining real incomes and 
shifts in relative prices (see Sections 6.3 (i)and 6.2 (ii) below, respectively) also in
creased the demand for potatoes. Yet, growth in white potato shipments to the 
capital was less robust at the end of the decade, particular!y in comparison to the 
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Figure VI.1. Average monthly retail prices (current and deflated) of white 
potatoes in Lima: 1960-79. 

previous decade (Table A.14). Shipments of other potatoes probably did offset 
this shortfall to an extent.6 Still, it appears that as total demand for potatoes in
creased particularly rapidly from 1975 to 1980, total supplies grew less swiftly
and prices for potatoes rose accordingly.

The evidence also shows that there were acute increases in deflated potato
prices in certain months during the 1960s and 1970s (Figure VI. i). In this sense,
the findings are not entirely inconsistent with the claim that potato prices rose 
during this period (Flores et al.] 980:66). Consumers were probably especially
sensitive to particularly pointed price hikes as potatoes became an increasingly
important part of their food expenditures. Nevertheless, these occasional, abrupt
increases did disguise the more fundamental tendency of potato prices to decline. 

(ii)Seasonal Prices 
Seasonal price movements adversely affect demand for potatoes in many

developing countries. Isthis the case in Lima? One possible scenario can be brief
ly stated as follows. As market surpluses increase from year to year, then potato
prices become more unstable. As potato prices become more unstable, consumers 
purchasing patterns become increasingly disrupted. Consequently, consumers 
would be inclined to consume fewer potatoes and more of those foods with less
variable prices. One critical question here then is: Did seasonal potato prices
become more unstable as total potato shipments to Lima increased? 
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A comparison of seasonal indices of deflated monthly retail prices in 1960-62 
with those in 1977-79 show that periodic price changes declined for white and 
yellow potatoes (Table VIA.) In the case of white potatoes, the magnitude of the 
difference between highest and lowest average monthly indices within the year 
contracted.8 More importantly, the coefficient of variation (cv) for the seasonal 
indices was smaller in 1977-79 than in 1960-62 for both types of potatoes at the 
wholesale and retail levels.9 While the reduced variation was moderate for retail 
prices (cv = 98.01 in 1960-62 vs. 73.38 in 1977-79 for white potatoes and cv = 
57.75 in 1960-62 = 40.96 for yellow potatoes), the decline was particularly pro
nounced in the case of wholesale prices for white potatoes (cv = 193.2 in 
1960-62 vs. 28.1 in 1977-79). 

The apparent narrowing of seasonal price fluctuations may merely have 
resulted from official efforts to dampen them. It isdifficult to assess the influence 
of price controls and price ceilings for potatoes sold in Lima during the 1970s on 
the observed changes in seasonal price movements. For instance, while seasonal 
indices of wholesale prices for white potatoes contracted substantially, seasonal 
indices of wholesale volumes exhibited an opposite tendency. The coefficient of 
variation for volumes went from 91.2 for 1960-62 to 219.04 for 1977-79. Still, 
shipments of colored potatoes appear to have compensated for much of the 
seasonal shortage of white potatoes (Table VI.3) and stabilized prices according
ly. Moreover, retail prices for yellow potatoes (papaamarilla) were not controlled 
nearly as vigorously as those for white potatoes and seasonal movements in 
yellow potato retail prices also shrank. The findings on declining seasonal 
movements in potato prices presented above are also supported by three addi
tional considerations. 

First, many discussions of seasonal price movements for potatoes overlook the 
highly varied agro-ecological conditions in Peru. With a vast array of micro
climates, potatoes are being harvested somewhere in the country all year long 
(Table A.7). These staggered harvesting dates help reduce seasonal price 
movements. 

Second, as potato production has become more commercially oriented, par
ticulary in the Sierra, farmers have become increasingly price conscious. 
Evidence from the Mantaro Valley presented in Chapter III indicateu, moreover, 
that commercial growers tended to spread out their harvests over many months. 
One reason offered for this behavior was to reduce the risk of unusually low 
prices during traditionally peak harvest months. Alternatively, these farmers are 
eager to try and sell some potatoes when prices are unusually high.'0 Thus, the 
changing structure of the potato sector would appear partly responsible for the 
narrowing of seasonal price movements for potatoes in Lima during the last two 
decades.
 

Third, observations about month to month changes in potato prices are fre
quently made on the basis of changes in current prices. The generally high level 
of inflation in Lima in recent years obscures seasonal changes in real prices of 
potatoes. While current prices for potatoes varied considerably over the last two 
decades-implying seasonal prices became more unstable-deflated prices main
tained a 3-year cycle (see Teutscher and Tello 1983). The regularity of this cycle 
isadditional evidence, albeit indirect, that seasonal potato prices did not become 
more unstable during the 1960s and 1970s. 
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(iii) Relative Prices 
A related question iswhether Lima consumers ate fewer potatoes in the I960s 

and (particularly) 1970s because potatoes became more expensive than other 
foods during this period? The impact of changes in the relative price of potatoes 
vs. other foods on consumption patterns is rather complicated. In the words of 
CONESTCAR (1967:57) "... large year to year fluctuations in relative prices
make it difficult to detect reliable long run trends in relative prices." There isstill 
the empirical question of what actually happened to relative prices for potatoes
during these two decades: Did tile price of potatoes increase more or less rapidly 
than the price of cereals? 

Graber 1974:23-28) analyzed retail price inovenients for white potatoes versus 
cereals (ingeneral). beans and lentils, vegetables, and other tubers from 1960 to 
1972. His findings indicate that potato prices rose less rapidly than other foods 
for this 12-year period. However, the relative price of rice vs. potatoes varied con
siderabhly from 1.8 in 1964, to .9 in 1966. to 2.3 in 1968 (Table A. 16 and A.23). 
Potato prices were particularly low in 1969-71 (Figure VI. )due to sharp in
creases in production (Table A.2) and particularly large shipments to the capital
lable A. 141. In addition. official rice prices were raised abruptly during 1968 

(Table A.23). Graher COlcudCs (p.23), "Even cereal prices, which to a large ex
tent are subsidized, have increased more rapidly than potato prices."

Potato prices also rose slower than tile prices for other major foods during 
much of the I970s (MAA (SI I980a: 23-26). For example, while the index of 
potato prices (1972 = 100) rose from 190 to 343 for tile period 1972 to 1978, the 
index for rice went from 150 to 425. If one begins these calculations with the 
unusually low potato prices of 1970-72 (Figure VI. 1), then potato prices did grow 
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Street vender selling dish 
with potatoes to pedestrians 
in Lima. (Photo by Poats). 
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faster than those of rice by 1977-79. Still, in spite of this and the subsidized prices
for cereal products (see Parill6n et al. 1983-6 1-65), retail prices for potatoes were
lower than for rice or for noodles at the end of the decade (Table VI.5).

Rice was not only more expensive than potatoes on a fresh per kg basis at theend of the I970s but also was relatively more expensive than it had been 20 years
previously (Table V1.5). It still might be argued that rice is a cheaper source ofcalories than potatoes. This was true for the period 1969-71 IGraber 1974:24). It was also the case for the late I 970s (MAA-OSP I9 80a: 114). However, in light ofchanges in relative prices during the last two decades, the relative price of 100calories from rice vs. 100 calories from white potatoes went from .3 in 1960-62 to.37 in 1977-79.'' This evidence contradicts the idea that people substituted rice
for x)tatoes during the I 9 70s because rice became cheaper. 
6.3 	The Influence of Incomes
 

Apart from prices, incomes are the most 
 important economic determinant ofconsulption patterns. The precise relationship between inconie levels and the
coisuption of' particular foods, however, can vary considerably froi product
to product Isee Apaza 1983:32-36) or even between different types of the same 
product. For example, ini 
Lima 

1971-72 per capita consuLption of white potatoes inwas highest along low income households, while per capita consumption
of yellow potatoes was highest aniong high inicoIiIe households (COi ,VENIO
MEF-MA 1975). Thus, generalizations about the influence of income levels on 
potato consulliptloll inLIma are in need of niore precision than may first appear.As tile e\Volt i i1potato consumption has already been considered. discussion 
now focuses on income trends. 
(i)Income Trends
 

While statistics on income levels in tihe capital are 
limited. monthly estimatesbased on Ministrv of Labor data for tie daily minimum wage serve as areasonable proxy (Table A.27). These figures deflated by tile consumer price in
dex indicate that real incomes remained fairly constant from early 1960 to late
1971. then 
rose sharply until late 1975 (Figure VI.2). As the rate of inflation inthe capital accelerated froni 1975 to 1978, real incomes dropped precipitously

(MAA-OSP 1980a:18). Although real incomes recovered slightly in late 1979,

they remained below levels attained twenty years earlier.
 

Available evidence, albeit indirect, also suggests that the incomes of low and
middle income groups were especially adversely affected during the late 1970s(Ii-R1) 1981 a: 2).12 Their incomes fell steadily in relation to those of high income 
groups." From this perspective, the decade witnessed two related income trendsin Linta: average incomes declined and the distribution of income became more 
unequal. 
(ii) Share of Budget Spent on Potatoes 

How did these income changes affect consumer expenditures on potatoes? Theconventional wisdom is that Linia consumers spent less on potatoes and more onother foods such as rice. A precise evaluation of food expenditures over the last20 years is not possible. Data are not available for every year and results of the
different studies conLducted are not readily comparable. Nevertheless, availableevidence indicates that expenditures increased for potatoes, particularly for low 
income households. 

While data presented in Table VI.6 should be interpreted with caution, it appears that potatoes occupied a more important place in the food budget in thelate I970s than in the mid I960s or early I970s. This trend isconsistent with the 
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Figure VI.2. Monthly estimates of the average daily wage (deflated) in Lima: 
1960-79. 
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slight rise in potato consumption during the last decade. It also conforms to the 
observed tendency for real incomes to decline for the period 1975-79. In other 
words, consumers had more limited food budgets, they ate more potatoes, and 
therefore the share of the budget spent on potatoes went up. 

It is also noteworthy that the potato's share of the food budget grew similar to 
that of rice during the late 1970s. While the figures for potato and rice expen
ditures 1964-65 vs. 1976-80 do not permit strict comparison, they nonetheless 
suggest a relatively higher share of budget was spent on potatoes for the latter 
period. It seems that as real incomes fell, the tendency for potato prices to in
crease more slowly than prices for other foods - especially from 1972 to 1978 
probably prompted consumers to buy marginally greater quantities of potatoes 
than of more expensive food items. 

Low income households, in particular, spent more of their incomes on potatoes 
at the end of the last dccade (Table VI.6). If real incomes declined and those of 
low and middle incomes consumers declined disproportionately, then low income 
households were especially hard pressed to meet food requirements in the late 
1970s. While it may appear paradoxical that low income consumers ate more 
potatoes as their price went up, prices of other food products rose even faster, 
lowering incomes, and leaving the poorest households with less purchasing 
power. As a result, potatoes become a more important part of their diet and ac
counted for a larger percent of their food expenditures. 
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Table VI.3. Ave'age shipments (tons/day) to Lima by type of potato for selected months, 1979. 
Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 

White Potato Shipments
Average 382.67 408.76 447.90 459.58 399.60 443.93 581.61 625.50 533.70 450.86S (tons/day' 74.19 76.03 89.02 97.18 89.39 125.44 218.18 187.45 193.84 216.17 

Dec. 

419.09 
217.10 

Average 
S (tons/day) 

387.60 
74.35 

371.02 
66.56 

395.39 
80.31 

Colored Potato Shipments 
351.09 350.70 328.45 
67.75 65.39 103.20 

236.09 
81.12 

327.03 
94.96 

238.21 
121.38 

157.46 
60.69 

168.67 
81.54 

Average 
S (tons'day) 

15.39 
10.75 

10.08 
9.04 

28.41 
56.20 

Yellow Potato Shipments 
18.39 16.53 19.35 
10.69 8.44 7.40 

21.70 
10.93 

8.53 
7.62 

11.20 
10.55 

24.56 
34.40 

27.37 
17.92 

Average 
S (tons/day) 

785.85 
134.50 

792.22 
122.96 

868.38 
168.36 

Total Potato Shipments 
829.12 776.80 791.74 
140.68 106.46 202.86 

839.41 
256.92 

960.78 
248.03 

783.18 
268.24 

672.23 
259.61 

634.90 
297.20 

Source: SIMAP. 



Table VI.4. Average monthly indices of seasonal prices (yearly average = 100) for white and yellow potatoes in
 
Lima: 1960-62 vs. 1977.79.'
 
Years Jan. Feb. Mar. 
 Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

White Potato (Retail) 

1960-62 111.9 118.6 112.0 98.3 96.1 92.9 97.2 102.4 91.5 88.9 87.3 103.0 
1977-79 112.6 113.1 109.2 103.5 100.3 101.5 99.9 100.5 94.7 88.6 90.1 

Yellow Potatoes (Retail) 
1960-62 100.6 96.7 96.4 95.3 93.4 91.9 95.9 95.5 101.3 109.5 118.4 104.1 
1977-79 103.1 101.7 100.5 102.0 97.3 91.1 86.8 98.3 101.0 108.6 110.0 99.7 

White Potatoes (Wholesale) 
1960-62 129.0 118.6 109.1 96.3 90.7 94.0 108.1 95.4 84.6 83.6 89.4 102.5 
1977-79 106.9 109.7 105.3 103.0 99.0 96.1 98.8 99.2 90.4 97.2 96.8 97.3 

Yellow Potatoes (Wholesale) 
1960-62 103.7 98.2 97.5 95.9 94.9 89.7 95.2 95.8 100.8 109.5 115.3 103.2 
1977-79 100.5 107.6 102.4 102.2 94.5 93.3 91.1 94.4 98.1 110.8 106.4 99.7 

1Price indices are based on deflated wholesale and retail prices, i.e. prices in current soles (Table A. 15. A. 16. A. 18 and A. 191 divided by the
 
index of consumer prices (Table A.261.
 
Source: Elaborated for this study.
 



Table VI.5. Relative retail prices for white potatoes vs. selected food products in Lima: 1960-62 and 1977-79. 
Years Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May june July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

White Potatoes vs. Sweet Potatoes 
1960-62 

1977-79 
2.25 

1.49 
2.78 

1.52 
2.81 

1.55 
2.59 
1.56 

- 2.66 
1.62 

2.81 
1.60 

2.81 
1.70 

2.36 
1.84 

2.22 

1.74 
1.81 
1.58 

1.76 
1.63 

2.02 
1.52 

White Potatoes vs. Cassava 
1960-62 
1977.79 

1.03 
1.11 

1.19 
1.04 

1.14 
1.10 

1.07 
1.04 

1.09 
1.03 

1.06 
1.05 

1.25 
1.10 

1.22 
1.19 

1.03 
1.09 

0.87 
0.86 

0.92 
0.84 

1.17 
0.81 

White Potatoes vs. Rice 
1960-62 0.77 0.79 0.76 0.69 0.71 0.68 0.74 0.74 0.67 0.61 0.64 0.791977-79 0.70 0.69 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.55 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.62 

White Potatoes vs. Noodles 
1960-62 0.50 0.48 0.47 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.46 0.46 0.42 0.38 0.39 0.461977-79 0.50 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.43 0.41 

White Potatoes vs. Chicken 
1960-62 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.081977-79 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 

Source: Table A.16, A.21, A.22, A.23. A.24. A.25. 



Table VI.6. Estimated share (%)of food budget spent on potatoes and rice by
Lima consumers: selected years. 
Year Potatoes Rice 
1964/65 3.9 7.8 
1971/72 3.9 4.7 
1976 7.9' 7.3' 

5.4' 6.2' 
1977 9.21 8.2' 

6.3' 5.9' 
1978 7.2' 8.4' 

4.32 4.92 
1979 8.2' 9.6' 

5.9' 6.6' 
1980 10.5' 9.3' 

'Figures are for low income consumers. See previous note for how estimates were calculated. 

'Figures are for middle income consumers. Annual estimates based on average daily family con
sumption multiplied by 360 days and divided by average family size. 

Source: 1965 (CONESTCAR 1969:184-186): 1971/72 (calculated on the basis of Amat y Le6n and
Curonisy 1981:217), 1976-77 (MAA-OSEI 1978b); 1978-79 (MAA.OSEI unpublished statistics); 1980 
(ENHI unpublished statisticsi. 

Note: Figures are not stictly comparable because the food budgets are defined somewhat differently.
For example, 1965 figures are based on food budgets definitions which do not include alcoholic or 
non-alcoholic beverages or food consuned outside the home. Figures for 1971/72 are for food 
budgets definitions which include principal food products and "other foods." 

6.4 Demand Elasticities 

Several studies have used statistics on food consumption, prices and food ex
penditures to estimate demand elasticities for potatoes s An income elasticity of
demand concerns "the proportionate change in the quantity demanded of agiven
commodity divided by the proportionate change in income which brought it
about" (Bannock et. al. 1972). Similar calculations involving potato prices and
quantities as well as prices and quantities of other foods were used to estimate
direct price and cross price elasticities of demand respectively. These estimates 
were employed to project future demand for potatoes in Lima (see CONAP 
1967:159-168, 323; MAA-OSP 1980:5-18, 182; Apaza 1983:116-128, 207).
Questions of particular interest here are: 

" What is the effect of changes in incomes on potato consumption in Lima? 
* How do changes in potato prices affect the quantities demanded? 
* Do prices for rice influence the demand for potatoes? 

(i) Income Elasticities 
Most estimates of income elasticities of demand for potatoes in Lima are 

positive and less than one. This implies that - all other things being equal for-
a 1% increase in real incomes, expenditures on potatoes will also increase but by 
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less than 1%. Still, the estimates themselves have varied (see Table A. 12) because 
- among other things - they were calculated at different times or used diffeent 
statistics to measure income and consunlption.

CONAP (1967:319) lists income elasticities for various fruits and vegetables in
cluding white (.48) and yellow (.49) potatoes. These elasticities were calculated 
using total expenditures to estimate incomes. 6 They also represent an average
for all income groups inmetropolitan Lima. A sirilar figure - .48 for tubers 
is reported in CONESTCAR (1969:44) and by Graber (1974:28). This latter 
estimate was an expenditure elasticity based on household surveys carried out in 
1964-65. 

Arnat N,Le6n and Curonisy (1981:107) calculated the income elasticity of de
mand for potatoes at. 16 for all Lima consumers. They based their calculations 
on results from the National Food Consumption Survey (ENCA) carried out in 
1971-72. MAA-OSP (1980:33) stratified the results from the ENCA survey to 
compute income elasticities for low (.8), middle (-.7), and high (.04) income 
households. Apaza (1983:141) also used data from the ENCA survey, but disag
gregated the figures for Lima households into 10 different levels of income and 
potato consumption. He then calculated an income elasticity of demand for 
potatoes in each. These elasticities are progressively lower for low .7 to .2). mid
dle (.2 to -.02) and high (-.I to -.3) income levels. 

Generalizations about the income elasticities of demand for potatoes based on 
these studies are hard to make because the data, calculations, and precise focus of 
each of the studies varied considerably. Still, available estimates suggest that
while average income elasticities are positive, those for low and high income 
households are probably quite different. Those households with the lowest in
comes simply have yet to satisfy all their food wants. Thus, in contrast to the 
behavior of high income households, low income households continue to in
crease their expenditures on potatoes as their incomes increase. 

All of these estimates, unfortunately, are based on survey data that are at least 
10 years old and that do not reflect the different income and consumption pat
terns of more recent times. Consequently, it issomewhat inappropriate to con 
pare these estimates with the observed behavior of Lima consumers during the
last decade. Nevertheless, as real incomes for middle and low income households 
fell, these households were probably pushed into low and lower income strata 
respectively, thereby raising the overall average income elasL:Jty of demand for 
potatoes. This influence would partly explain why the projection by MAA-OSP 
(1980) and Apaza (1983) considerably underestimated demand for potatoes in 
Lima throughout the 1970s. Estimates of income elasticities based on more re
cent food expenditures and consumption patterns are needed to analyze effec
tively future dernand for potatoes in the capital. 

(ii) Price Elasticities 
It isoften suggested that prices for potatoes may rise or fall but the quantities

demanded will remain fairly stable (see Eastman 1977:22). In economic jargon,
the direct price elasticity of demand, that is,the proportional change in quantity
demanded divided by the proportional change in price for potatoes, issaid to be 
equal or close to zero. This may be true for some parts of Peru. Yet, the weight of 
the evidence suggests a rather different conclusion in the case of Lima. 

Most estimates of the direct price elasticity of demand for potatoes in Lima are 
greater than -.6, which implies achange in price does affect the quantity demand
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ed. CONESTCAR (1969:175-177) estimated average direct price elasticities in 
1964 for five principal cities using data from household expenditure surveys. 
This estimate (-.961 was for tubers. Graber (1974:28) reports the same result. 

MAA-()SP (1980:36-47) computed price elasticities for potatoes in general for 
various household income levels in Lima. They stratified data from tile 1971-72 
I-N'A survey into high. medium, and low income families, then estimated a 
direct price elasticity of deman for each. These estimates were -.129 .067 and 
.091 for high. medium, and low inlcome households respectively. The positive 
sign of ie elasticities for medium and low income households seems incongruous 
- the price of potatoes rises and tile demand for potatoes increases. However, 
both statistics are close to zero. Thus, in 1971-72 when real incomes were 
relai . !!Nhigh I Figure VI.2) and deflated retail prices for potatoes relatively low 
ti gure VI. I). a change in prices for potatoes may. in fact, have had little impact 

oil tile quantity demanded. 
(iraber 11974:28) cites the findings of a study of annual time series data for 

1960-71 which generated an estimate of the direct price elasticity of demand for 
potatoes equal to -.49. Shepherd et al. I1969:20- 21) plotted monthly quanitites of 
potatoes shipped to Lima and wholesale prices for white potatoes from years 
1958 to 1968 to estimate a direct place elasticity of demand of roughly -1.0. 
Perea f1973:57-581 used monthly data on wholesale potato prices and unloads in 
Lima MM #1 to estimate annually average price elasticities of demand for 
potatoes for years 1960-71. These estimates varied between -1.07 and -5.29 for 
white potatoes."7 Teiimscher and Tello (1983:7-8) used similar data for years 
1958-82." x They coiputed direct price elasticities of demand for potatoes in 
Lima between -.6 and -1.6. 

Two observations concern these estimates of direct price elasticities of demand 
for potatoes in Lima. First, remarkably few studies have attempted to compute 
an estimate of this extremely important statistic. Furthermore, no such study has 
taken account of the growing inilportance of colored pK)tatoes in annual Lima 
supplies. Without more precise knowledge of the effect of changes in potato 
prices on changes in the quantity demanded, storage programs and price
stabilization policies - among other possible government initiatives - are 
severely handicapped for lack of information. 

Second, available estimates are generally higher than most commonly believed. 
However, most of those computed used data that are now over 10 years old. The 
estimates of Teutscher and Tello (1983) based on long-term monthly data are less 
vulnerable to this type criticism. Still, these elasticities are for the wholesale level. 
It is not inconceivable that wholesalers and consumers respond quite differently 
to price changes such that the former have relatively high elasticities and the lat
ter have relatively low elasticities. Available information suggest otherwise, but 
more research definitely is needed in this area. 

Cross Price Elasticities 

One of the most controversial issues in the area of government price policy 
during the last 20 years concerns the effect of subsidized prices for cereal imports 
on consumption of domestically produced food crops. In the case of potato con
sumption in Limia, the question arises whether the subsidized price for imported 
rice reduces the demand for potatoes? The unstated assumption behind such a 
question is that rice al(I potatoes are both starchy staples, so whichever one is 
cheaper will be substituted-depending as well on tastes and preferences, eating 
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habits, etc.--lor the other. in economic jar.,on, this implies that the cross priceelasticity of demand for rice and potatoes i, positive (CONESTCAR 1969:64).
The meager evidence available on this critical issue is, in itself, surprising.M/foreover. the findings suggest that the relationship between potatoes and rice inLima diets is more complex than may often be assumed. Estimates of cross price

elasticities calculated by (ONEST(AR 1969:65) using survey data onhousehold expcndit tires in 1964-65 are negative (-.2 I for cereals and derivatives 
vs. tLbers and roots.i9 

MAA-OSP I) 980:36-47j p~resents estiniates of' cross price elasticities which arepractically /ero, implying rice prices have little effect on tile quantity of potatoesdemanded. For high income households, the cross price elasticity of rice vs. 
potatoes is negative .17 and for other cereal products also negative or close to/cro.10 For middle and low income consumers, the cross price elasticity is
posit ie: .044 and .063 respectively. In the case of low income households in particular. the figure for rice isconsiderably lower than that for wheat grain (.231),
sweet potatoes 1.235). or cassava (.240). These estimates are based on ENCA survey data and fherefOre indicate th1at in t971-72 other cceWdi or rootcrops-not rice--served as substitutes for potatoes. Conversely. these elasticities
tend to confirm the findings based on the evolution of rice and potato consumption throughout tile I970s (Section 6. I), namely, that these two foods appeared
in Lima diets more as complements than as substitutes. 

These cross-price elasticities are in need of revision with the changes in real incomes and relative prices dui ing the last decade. Available estimates of cross
prices elasticities nonetheless suggest rice and i)otatoes act more as complements
(han as substitudes. 

6.5 Summary 
While it iscommonly assumed that potato consumption has declined in Lima,


particularly during the 1970s. evidence presented in this chapter does not support this supposition. Data from household budget surveys indicate that the level
of annual per capita potato consumption was nearly the same in 1971-72 (45 kg)
as in 1943-44 (43 kg). Although consumption levels moved up and down in the
late 19 70s. the statistics indicate most Lima residents ate more potatoes at the
end of the decade than at the beginning. Estimates of annual per capita availability also suggest potato consumption in the capital increased during the last 30 
years.

Changes in potato prices were largely consistent with the evolution of potato
consumption from 1960 to 1979. Rapid growth in potato shipments to Lima inthe I960s and early I970s exceeded the steady expansion of potato demand.Thus. current prices for potatoes rose, but deflated (real) prices for potatoesdeclined. In the late 1970s, prices for potatoes rose as shipments, especially ofwhite potatoes, failed to meet mushrooming food requirements in the capital. Occasional sharp increases in real potato prices obscured firstly their initial steepdecline and secondly the fact such prices were lower in 1977-79 than in 1960-62.Seasonal price movements also seem to have favored greater potato consump
tion. Seasonal indices of monthly prices for white and yellow potatoes narrowed1960-62 vs. 1977-79 at both the wholesale and retail level. Agro-ecological conditions  potatoes are grown and harvested year-round in Peru - and the chang
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ing structure of the potato sector appear responsihle for this trend. The generally 
high level of inflation inl the IQ7(s also prohably Clouded consumers' percept ions 
of actutal seasonal price changes. 

Trends in real incomes vere especially conduci'Ve in increased potato con
sumptlion. Real incomes varied considerably from 1960 dirough 1979. ihwcver. 
they dropped precipitously from 1975 to 1978. As tihe rate of inflation quicken
ed. increases in wages simply did no( keep pace. The distributiin of income also 
hecame more unequal. As consumers' real incomes shrank. their food budgets 
also contracred. (onsequcntly. they peilt more r11oeiy oil starchy sta)es such as 
pI1latoes. 

The evidence does nor support the view that demand for potatoes iil Lima is 
highly inelastic. Most estimates of income and price elasticities of demand for 
potatoes in Lima are considerably greater than ero. These l'igures are now rather 
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changes do aff'ect the (quantity of potatoes dermanded in the capital. 
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CHAPTER VII
 

7. Summary, Conclusions and Policy Implications 

Introduction 
Much of the public debate about food problems in Peru during the last two

decades is based on tile assumption that marketing arrangements are seriously
deficient. It isbelieved that producer incomes are low, consumer prices are high,
and food shortages are created because domestic food marketing isdisorganized
and monopolistic. Conclusions presented in this detailed case study of potato
marketing in central Peru contradict this assumption.

The conclusions offered are based on three separate claims. First, although
"conventional wisdoms" about food marketing in Peru are widely accepted as
factual, a search of the literature reveals that few studies have systematically in
vestigated this topic. Available publications canl be divided into two types: those
using a technocratic approach and those using anl historical approach. Surprising
ly, despite their different concepts and methods, both types repeat the following
observations: 
" Rural assembly is disorganized and inefficient. 
" Rural assemblers' margins are excessive. 
" High freight rates contribute to high marketing costs. 
" Exorbitant margins of Lima wholesalers inflate consumer prices.
* 	 Potato consumption in Lima has declined partly due to higher prices.

Second, as shown in Chapter 1,the studies on domestic food marketing have
several weaknesses, including little evidence based on a study of actual ar
rangements. They generally rely instead on assumptions, inferences, or an
analysis of secondary data and moreover, their conclusions are not always consis
tent with the evidence presented. The consensus view of domestic food
marketing therefore is highly suspect. Most importantly, little isactually known 
about the domestic marketing of Peru's major food crops - particularly
potatoes, the most important in terms of production and contribution to the diet.

Third, arguments in Chapters II to VI suggest that many popular perceptions
of domestic food marketing activities may be erroneous or simply myths. A syn
thesis of the results presented serves as a basis for evaluating popular opinions
about this topic in the case of potatoes in central Peru. 

7.1 	Potato Marketing in Central Peru: A Synthesis 
The separate findings in each of the Chapters II-VI are now considered 

together to provide an integrated view of potato marketing in central Peru. The
guiding thread of this discussion is the extent to which the analysis of trends in 
potato production, consumption, and marketing at the macro-level isconsistent 
with the analysis of developments in potato marketing at the micro-level. 
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Structural Changes in the Potato Sector 
Total potato production stagnated during the previous three decades accor

ding to tile long term. aggregate trend. While this calculation iscorrect, analysis 
of trends by ten year intervals and by region and sub-region reveals a strikingly 
different picture of the potato sector. Instead of simply prolonged stagnation, 
there is considerable dynamism. Rather than homogenity or simplistic differen
tiation of the Sierra and ('oast, there is remarkable variability between and 
within regions. Furthermore. in lieu of jutl the persistence OfStitiSteliCe produc
tion. a variety of indicators point to tile increasingly commercial orientation of 
tle sector. Most illpo;tatly. a detailed analysis of niacro-trends serves as the 
basis of a clearer understanding of marketing activities and their interrelation 
with potato prodtictill ald COlIStulliptiOnl. 

Prod uct ion in the central Sierra, for example, rose quickly ill the 1960s, then 
declined and eventlually stagnated in t lie 1970s. While factors such as rising pro
ductiou costs discouraged increases inproduction in this sub-region in the last 
decade. polato shipments to the capital grew ill absolute terms and became an in
creasing prceii tage of area output. The rise and fall of potato production in the 
central Sierra. therefore. concealed a steady shift from subsistence to commercial 
potato farming. 

On tile central Coast. the cominiation of new, high yielding varieties, existing 
production infrastructUre, and a rapidly expanding consumer deniand in Linia 
generate(] spectacular increases inlpotati production from the late 1940s to the 
late 1960s. l3yvthe nid I970s, however, tile growth rate inpot ato product ion oti 
the central ('oast slackened. Policy decisions to reduce subsidies on fertilizer and 
product ion credit were partly responsible. Year-to-year oscillations in produicer 
prices also dispirited growers. The central ('oast nevertheless still produced a ris
ing share of national ouiptit and sLpplied roughly half of all the potatoes annual
ly received in i nia's wholesale market. 

Anuial estimates of national potato consumption corntinued to be based on 
yearly fLuctunations inl domestic productions and per annum population increases. 
Foreign trade remained negligible. Thus, as total production leveled off iii the 
1970s -while population grew cont inuously - estimated per caplia availability 
shrank accordingly. Noietheless. potatoes maintained their role as the most in-
Iportantl domestic food crop inl ternis of kilos. calories, and protein consuied. 

Potato consumption trends intihe Sierra and ('oast differed considerably. As 
population in the Sierra grew modestly during the last two decades, regional 
potato production rose and fell, aid potato shipments to Lima increased. Conse
quently. per capita availability of' xatoes inthe Sierra decreased. At the sanie 

tile. subsidies on imported cereals served to promote consunption of potato 
substitutes. Shrinking supply and weakening denand together then led to declin
ing potato coIlisuiliptioi illtile Sierra. 

Potato cornsumlption on tile C'oast increased slightly despite rapid population 
growth. Principal contribuiilg factors on tile supply side were tie increase in 
potato availahility due to growth in regional production and expatision of potato 
shipnents from the Sierra. Oil the demand side, the tendency for xotato prices to 
remain low (inpart due to the growth illsupply) and a propensity aniong tlhe 
rapidly growing. urban population to spend a high share of income on basic 
staples stimulated potao conisuiniptioni . 

Various trends confirm tile growitig comimnercial orientation of potato produc
tion at the national level. Overwheliingly subsistence regions such as the 
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Southern Sierra declined in relative imix)rtance as commercially oriented produc
tion on tile central Coast expanded its share of" total output. Area plan ted by
growers - essentially commercial producers utilizing production credit in- rose
relation to total area under cultivation in potatoes. Potato shipments to Lima 
also increased in relation to(total prod uct ion. 

In the central Sierra, the increase in shipments to the *:apital and the prolifera
tion of" dail fairs and weekly markets within the sub-region itself reflected a
trend towards production for the market. On the central Coast, all producers re
mained market-oriented even as tile agrarian structure slifted from private
estates to a combination of family larmis and productioi cooperatives.

With tile decline in per capita production of xtatoes and tle growth in urban
demand lor f(ood. various government measures sought to improve marketing of
domestic food crops including potatoes. Committees to regulate prices and 
ii CIAgirl" were set up. then dissolved. A government purchasing program for 
potatoes was begun. then diScotitinied. Various laws and regulations were
declared. tried, then abOlished. Man, of lchc ;i'e&t..res had mininial impact part
ly because government personnel lacked the training, experience, and funds 
necessary to ca rrN thei out (see. C'g.. Medina 1985). More fundamentally, the
shortage of detailed studies severely handicapped l)licy planning and iniplenien
tatin. Potat(o marketing cOntsetluently renained i tile hands of producers,
traders, and truckers arotuLnd the count try. 

Potato Marketing in the Mantaro Valley 
Potamo market ing in tile Mantaro Valley ischaracterized by several tendencies 

which confirm ald help explain tie broader trends in tile central Sierra described
above. Variable climatic conditions, high (relative to other food crops) and rising 
production costs, and tile associated financial risks discourage small producers'rom growing p)tatoes. Moreover. miiost small producers interviewed for this 
Study had eSt itnated uiegatlitiet revenues for xitato production in 1979. This
implies that small inrducers 

ye 
could buy potatoes cheaper than they could produce

iheiI and at a tite wien stuhsidized prices for imiported cereals induced con
stiniers in this case small prodlcers - to eat other foods.' In summary, aseries of
ecoinomic factors have pressured small farmers to reduce potato production.

The weight of' the evidence 'roin tile Mantaro Valley also suggests miedium

anid large commercial growers sell the largest share of marketable surpluses sent

to Lima. In otther words. lxitato shipienits to tie capital continued to increase

while ceiitral Sierra production rose and fell during the I960s and i970s because 
connercial growers increased production as sniall producers reduced output.
Three tendencies described in this study support this view. 

First. the average small farmer in the Mantaro Valley sells a minor percentage
of his aniual potato harvest. Consequently, as small growers as a group cut back 
l)tato productintl for tile reasons cited above, their share of total marketable
surpluses probably fell accordingly.

Secotid, niediulm and large commercial growers produce a disproportionate
share of all potatoes. These producers achieve higher yields than small producers
because they have better access to governnment production credit programs, they
are more likely to cultivate irrigated land, and they are more specialized in con
mercial potato production. Mediuni and large producers therefore produce large
volumnes of potatoes. Furthermore. they sell most of what they produce, thereby
enhancing their relative percentage of marketable surpluses. 
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Third. most mnedium and large producers were encouraged to increase (as small 
producers were encouragel to reduce) productiori. Oi OriC hand, their higher 
yields help g!,Inerate considerahly lower tit production costs. On the other h,:nd, 
their marketing procedures, such as selling potatoes over an extended period each 
growing season, also serve to raise reveLues. Most miedium and large growers 
contacted for this study had I)isitive net ret urns 'ronl potato prodlct ion 1i 1979. 

These tendencies at the farm level were complemented by developmleuts off
the-farn ill Valley. For instance, tile growing availability of larger,the Mant am 
diesel-powered trucks facilitated larger-scale. commercial itato production for 
direct shipments from farmers' fields to I.ima. If larger growers produced these 
surpluses, as is argued above, then tiley could be served more efficiently and 
directly by larger truck,. (ost estimates based On survey data gat hered for this 
study show that larger. diesel trucks are more economical to operate than 
smaller. gas-powcred vehicles. Survey findings also indicate that iliost truckers 
transrxrt potatoes (rom the farm to lima for growers themselves. 

The evidence also highlights the importance of two principal marketing chan
nels. Most commercial growers report selling potatoes direct to Lina wholesalers. 
Specialized growers with stlstantial surrpluses combinted with improved telecom
in i cations. roacs. and larger trucks reduice tile need for middlemen to assemble 
small lots of x)tatoes for shiprments to the capital. In addition, the spread of daily 
markets and fairs lhroughoti the valley itself means small growers can conve
niently ;elltheir small lots of surplus potatoes to local buyers for local cSuntip
tioti. 
Potato Marketing in the Caifete Valley 

The overwhelmingly commercial orientation ()'all xtato producers in the 
Cahete Valley also substaitales tile macro-level description of potat,- production 
on the central Coast. Potato shipments to Lima from this sub-region continued to 
increase in I960s and I970s, despite changes in the organization ol production. 
One reason lor this was the numerous, new small farms had sufficient area 
under xotato cultivatioin and high enough yields so as to harvest a truckload or 
more of marketable surplus per l'arm. 

The highly commercial orientation of all farmers is partly a reflection of the 
mtich greater similarity across producer types - relative to the Mantaro Valley 
-in such things as variciies planted and access to official credit. Illother words, 
with sufficient res)utrc, s even small l'arms in Canfiete can produice marketable 
surpluses. Furthermore, produIction cost estimates based on suirv':y data gathered 
for this st udy show small producers were encouraged to do SO because they Coutld 
produce x)tatoes as cheaply. if not cheaper. than larger farms. 

The (CentralCoast contintied to produce roughly half oflinla's annual supply of 
potatoes becatise in places like (a'iete growers maintai a tightly scheduled year
round produiction cycle in which pot atoes remain only' a part. (6rowers'strict self
discipline in product ion activities carries over into marketing operations. 
Potatoes are shipped to Lima in a single marketing channel characterized by a 
widely accepted separation of responsibilities. (irowers harvest, rural assemblers 
grade, bag, then facilitate sale, and truckers traiisport potatoes. 

Both producers" prof'essional predilections aitd tile evidence oil rural 
assemblers' margins suplx)rt the logic of the established trading pattern. The vast 
majoriy of ('afiete growers prefer to let someone else market their lXtatoes 
because they would rather concentrate on production where their specialized 
knowledge can be most effectively applied. Furthermore. Caiete commission 
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agents earned relatively minor margins in 1979 and growers' percentage share of 
the wholesale price in Lima remained fairly constant during the last two decades. 

The lower operating costs (than gas-powered vehicles) and positive net 
revenues of most diesel trucl:s on the central Coast are consistent with the findings 
in the central Sierra. Once again this suggests that less fuel efficient vehicles are 
being replaced by more economical forms of transport. In addition, the vast ma
jority of shipments go direct from the field to Lima. 

These findings on potato marketing in the Mantaro and Cafete valleys shed 
additional light on potato production trends in the central Sierra and central 
Coast. They imply ihat the organization of rural marketing channels and the size 
of rural marketing margins probably were not responsible for dampened growth 
rates in production during the last decade. Rather, the evidence presented is con
sistent with the macro-level findings that rising production costs, the shortage of 
technical assistance, subsidies for imported cereals (especially in the Sierra), and 
year-to-year changes in supply and demand conditions were the principal factors 
influencing the evolution of potato output in these sub-regions. 
Potato Marketing in Lima 

Various arguments intended to show a few traders monopolize wholesale trade 
in the capital are not supported by the evidence. While the number of indepen
dent potato wh-olesalers is not precisely known, the only available statistics in
dicate a broad distribution - rather than concentration- of potato shipments receiv
ed by them. Thus, if the concentration of shipments would support the argument
that monopoly control exists, then the broad distribution of potatoes received im
plies at least a potential for competition amcng Lima potato wholesalers. The 
declining number of wholesalers suggests that competitive forces drove some 
traders out of business. 

Trade arrangements are such that few wholesalers advance growers produc
tion credit or purchase potatoes in the field in an effort to restrict producers'
marketing alternatives and thereby impose prices at Larvest. On the contrary, the 
rising importance of larger, commercial growers in the central Sierra combined 
with the gradual development of area trading centers suggest producers in this 
sub-region acquired a degree of countervailing power in price negotiations with 
Lima wholesalers. The modest differentials between producer and wholesale 
prices in the Mantaro Valley in 1979 and the parallel rise in producer and 
wholesale prices during the last two decades corroborate this assessment of trade 
arrangements. 

Throughout the 1970s various government measures also constrained 
wholesalers' ability to set marketing margins. Ceiling wholesale prices were set 
weekly by tlh local JURPAL. "Reasonable" marketing margins were declared, if 
only periodically enforced. Subsidized prices for imported cereals also applied a 
form of indirect pressure on wholesale margins for products such as potatoes. In 
other words, rather than a series of measures to keep urban food prices low that 
affected only growers, government policy squeezed various participants in potato
marketing. Certain rural assemblers in the central Sierra became expendable.
Truckers with gas-powered vehicles suffered financial losses. Some Lima 
wholesalers went out of business. 
Potato Consumption and Demand in Lima 

Estimated increases in potato consumption on the Coast calculated at the 
macro-level are supported by statistics on per capita potato consumption in the 
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capital during the last several decades. The rising availability of potatoes and 
their modest prices were two major contributing factors. The growth in potato
supplies isconsistent with the earlier mentioned shifts in the orientation of pro
duction in the central Sierra combeed with continued commercial production on 
the central Coast. Moreover, the increase in shipments received together with 
pressure on various marketing chain participants to improve efficiency helped
maintain a low level of prices and thereby facilitate a slight increase in per capita
consumption in Lima. 

Potato consumption trends also appear consistent with trends in deflated in
comes particularly in the late 1970s. As inflation continued to accelerate faster 
than wages, consumers' real incomes shrank, consequently their food budgets
contracted. As a result, they spent more money on starchy staples such as 
potatoes.

The evidence does not support the view that demand for potatoes ishighly in
elastic. The only available estimates of income and price elasticities of demand 
for potatoes in Lima are considerably greater than zero. 

Furthermore, surprisingly little isknown about the effect of changes in the price
of rice on potato consumption. The few estimates of the cross price elasticity of
demand for these two products are consistent with the rising consumption of 
both staples among low income households in the last decade. 

In summary, potato marketing in central Peru isbest understood in the con
text of the evolution of production and consumption. Policies that induLed shifts
in the location and orientation of production as well as in the nature and level of
consumption also affected marketing activities. Marketing participants were 
pressured to adjust their behavior or become increasingly marginalized. The end
result was a set of marketing arrangements that served to reinforce prevailing 
production and consumption policies. 
7.2 	Consensus and the Evidence 

To evaluate the consensus view of domestic food marketing in the case of 
potatoes, five important observations of earlier studies are now reconsidered. 
After briefly stating each and the reasons offered for it, a summary of the rele
vant empirical evidence ispresented.
 
(i) Is Rural Assembly Disorganized and Inefficient? 

Rural assembly of farm products isgenerally viewed as disorganized and ineffi
cient. Three key reasons (or symptoms) of this are: (a)an alleged excessive 
numbers of traders, (b)a mis-allocation of labor and capital, and (c)a lack of
technically sophisticated infrastructure. In the specific case of rural assembly for
the Lima market, the consensus view sees an extended and inefficient chain of 
middlemen separating growers in the provinces from consumers in the capital.
The present analysis of potato marketing in central Peru indicates that, in sharp
contrast to the consensus view, rural assembly is highly organized.

Results of interviews with producers. Huancayo wholesalers, and truckers 
consistently indicate that two well-defined, albeit informal, marketing channels 
exist. Small growers sell their potatoes in local fairs and daily markets in one
channel: medium and large growers ship most of their potatoes to Lima in the 
other. Interviewees responded that most potato shipments to Lima go directly
from farmers' fields to the capital's wholesale market. Hence, there isno long, in
efficient chain of market intermediaries separating Mantaro Valley growers and 
Lima wholesalers. 
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Interviews in Cagete pointed to the existence of a single, highly organized
marketing channel. Nearly all of the valley's growers are commercially oriented
and ship their surpluses to Lima. Ecological conlitions and marketing infrastruc
ture foster atightlV scheduled crop rotation and asharp division of labor between 
producers, rural assemblers. and truckers. Potatoes are hauled direct from
growers' fields to the capital. 
(ii) Are Rural Assemblers' Margins Excessive? 

Many studies claim that producers' incomes are low because rural assemblers'
margins are excessively high, but few present estimate:s of margins. Instead, theyusually make inferences about margins on the basis of rather sketchy reasoning
about grower returns or marketing logistics. For example, rural traders are said 
to imporse on growers prices bOelow production costs, through provision of credit 
or the exercise of monopsonistic market power. Altenmatively, rural traders
allegedly charge high margins to cover the high operating costs of their inefficient 
operat ions. 

Evidence from interviews with growers, rural assemblers, and truckers does
riot supXrt the consensus view. Potato farmers in the Mantaro Valley rarely
borrow money from rural traders. In fact, peasant producers seldom borrow at all
because they want to aVoid financial risks. C'omniercial growers who do use
credit generally do not borrow from merchants. 

In tile dual structunre of central Sierra po)tato marketing, rural traders' margins
have little effect on most producers' incomes. Potatoes sold to Lima are produced
mainly by mediul and large-scale growers. Since these producers generally ship
their own loatoes directly from the field to Lima's wholesale market, rural
assemblers' margins do not affect their prices or returns. The margins of ruralassemblers have only a minor impact on the incomes of small growers because 
these growers sell only a fraction of their harvest. 

Evidence from C'aiiete also contradicts the consensus view on rural traders'
margins. Most production co-operatives and medium-sized private growers aswell as niany small producers receive loans from the Agrarian Bank. Local com
mission agents provide inputs on credit to only a few growers. At harvest, pro
ducers generally solicit bids from, and sometimes trade with. several rural
assemblers. Consequently, individual rural traders cannot impose prices and earn 
excessive margins.

Most C'aiete growers generally leave grading, bagging, and transport to local
commission agents because they consider rural assemblers' charges modest for
the work involved. Average net revenues for Caete growers in 1979 were
roughly 10,000 soles (US$ 44.441 per tori in 1979.2 In contrast, commission 
agents earned 1,000 soh's (USS 4.21) per tori.' Gross and net margins of Canete
assemblers were about 13% and 3% of Lima retail prices, respectively. In con
trast, gross and net margins for C'ahete growers were roughly 65% and 28%. 
(iii) 	 How High Are Trucking Costs' 

It is commonly believed that local rionopolistic control over transportation
results in high freight rates. Long distances to market, re-shipment of small lots of
produce, and other technical problerls are also cited as the causes of high freight
rates. Evidence in Chapters Ill and IV does not support these views.

Somie truckers (especially those with gasoline xowered vehicles) lost money
hauling potatoes from the central Sierra to Lima in 1979. This was due to low 
revenues from return journeys to the Sierra and high fuel costs. In fact, estimates 
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based on this study suggest many truckers made cash but on paper they were ac
tually losing money. Inother words, their estimated revenues were insufficient to pay all costs including depreciation. Although freight rates for central Sierratruckers represented II % to 14% of the retail price of potatoes in Lima, these
charges barely covered total operating expenses.

Data gathered for this study also suggest many coastal truckers lost money in
1979. RevenUes from transporting goods from Lima on their return journeys
were particularly low because there are no large provincial population centers 
near the capital that generate demand for trucking sevices. Consequently, freight
rates from the countryside to Lima are the major source of revenue for the roundtrip. In spite of this, coastal freight rates represented less than 8% of the retail 
price for potatoes sold in Lima. 
(iv)Are Margins of Lima Wholesalers Exorbitant? 

Three possible scenarios are offered in historical and technocratic studies tosupport the conclusion that Lima wholesalers' margins are exorbitant. First, a
few Lima wholesale's are said to monopolize the capital's potato trade bycreating barriers to entry into this line of business. Second, it isargued th,, thesewholesalers take advantage of the difference between producer and wholesale
prices to reap exorbitant profits. Third. Lima wholesalers are also alleged to 
employ unfair trade practices.

No one knows precisely how many Lima wholesalers there are, but current
estimates are on the order of 200. It isoften said that a few traders sell nearly allLima's potatoes: but statistics on tubers sold in Lima's wholesale market indicate
that sales are broadly distributed among wholesalers. Similarly, while barriers toentry into potato wholesaling create conditions for high profits, they have
resulted more from previous official regulations than from wholesalers' 
maneuvering.

Differences between producer and wholesaler prices were generally less than 3
soles per kg (US$ 0.013) throughout 1979. The cstinlated return to capital of60% per year was equal the prevailing inflation rate. Indices constructed from
producer and wholesale prices indicate that average producer prices rose as fast or faster than prices of Lima wholesalers over the last two decades. Hence, pro
ducers' share of the retail price i.e. their marketing margin, was as large, if not
larger, in the late 1970s as in the early 1960s. 

Net margins for Lima wholesalers in 1979 were estimated to be less than one
sol per kg or 2% of the consumer price, Thus, Lima wholesalers' margins had
negligible impact on consumer prices for potatoes. 
(v) Is Potato Consumption Falling in Lirna Due to Rising Prices?

It is often stated that, in response to shrinking real (deflated) incomes and ris
ing prices, potato consumption in Lima fell during the I960s and 1970s. Increas
ed price instability is also offered as a reason for declining consumption. In fact,
estimated Lima potato consumption increased modestly from 43 kg per capita in
1943, to 45 kg in 1972 and to 48 kg in 1980.


Retail potato prices in Lima - calculated in real terms 
- fell in the 1960s then 
rose in the 1970s. Nevertheless, they were lower in 1977-79 than in 1960-62.Over the same period, reductions in real incomes appear to have stimulated 
potato consumption, particularly since 1975. Evidence from household budgetsurveys show that Lima families with the lowest incomes continue to consume 
the most potatoes. 
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Finally, evidence does not support the claim that persistent or increased 
seasonal price instability discouraged potato consumption. While monthly fluc
tuations in noninal retail potato prices in Lima increased over time, fluctuations 
inreal prices actually fell. II other words. after deflating prices for the effect of 
inflation, seasonal prices actually became slightly more stable in recent 
years. 

7.3 	Policy Implications 
Two types of' policy implications emerge from this Sttiudy: one directed at 

marketing research in general, and the other specifically at the potato sector. 
More studies need to be made on domestic food marketing because of the 

dearth of information, so that policy makers can improve future decision
making. This problen is by no means peculiar to Peru. Rather, it merely reflects 
the situation in many developing countries where, given the shortage of reliable 
data and the limited amount of previous literature, the internal marketing of 
locally produced food crops has been largely overlooked by researchers. 

This present stud' was 01nly on potatoes and only in central Peru. The number 
of farmers interviewed was small, and retailing in Lima was largely overlooked. 
In order to promote the same advances sought by production research, a policy
decision is needed to institutionalize marketing research within the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

A policy decision also has to be made as to Which type of marketing research 
should he carried out. Much marketing research of possible policy relevance is 
devoted almost entirely to proposing elaborate, often technically sophisticated
alternatives (see, e.g., Watson 1975) without first understanding how and why
actual marketing take place. This approach seems doubly inappropriate. First, it 
often erroneously assumes that certain marketing problems exist. Second, it 
assumes solutions are readily on hand and do not require further research. 
Future marketing studies should focus more on actual marketing problems (e.g.
the need for low-cost storage) and less on idealized trade arrangements.

Past studies have tended to be either rather abstract, only occasional!y referr
ing to secondar, data on production or consumption, or too quantitative, over
whelming the reader with numbers that have little apparent conceptual
framework. Both approaches would benefit from greater consideration of pro
ducers', traders', and truckers' actual marketing strategies. This task isnot easy.
However. the potential benefits are considerable, patently erroneous concep
tualizations could be quickly discarded and secondary data could be more 
realisticall, interpreted.

An additional implication of this study concerns the use of available literature. 
There is a strcng temptation to believe that since one is doing research on a 
previously neglected topic. one's results will be the only available. Il fact, a ma
jor methodological challenge is to incorporate into future research the findings of 
past studies on the same or similar topic. This is particularly true for food 
marketing research where earlier studies are scarce and, therefore, hard to find. 
Implications for the Potato Sector 

Misconceptions about the potato - from its erroneous classification as an in
ferior good based on the famine in Ireland in1845-1849 (see Dwyer and Lindsay
1984) to its underestimated current potential as a food crop in developing coun
tries (see Horton 1981) -are being reported in studies around the world. One com
mon feature of these findings in countries as varied as Bhutan (Scott 1983), 
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lPAlivia (Jones 1985). and Burundi (Ndhmira and ('hristeisen 19831 is the 
renarkahle extent to which long held opinions about poitato marketing have only
been recentlV examined hy rcsearchers. The introduction to this studV illdicates a 
similar situation prevails in Peru. 

III the specific case oflpotatoes ar central Peru. findingS in this study suggest
that many so called "Imarketinj problens." are actually sVmptoms of* more full
danential difficulties. For peasant producers im the central Sierra. for example.
the evideCe repC-ardl\ shows Ihi.lt )harodLctioll constraints are more impXortant 
than marketing problelm. I stimated incomes of' peasant producers are low
because their resources are limited and their yields are meager. Peasant farmers 
prodLIce so little thadt they need nearly all their (oltutfor homellC conIsuniprion.Consequentl., governmntr efforts to raise output prices Would affect only i
ililnor share of" their total produciion aind have only a minimal effect on their in

comes. In this sense. continlitiOls discussion ofimarketing problems distracts
public atiention 'rom the nire finllatllll1lal needs of most small potato farmers 
in the central Sierra. 
Marketing Policy

These observations are not intended to suggest that there are potatono 
marketing problenis or that present marketing arrangements could not be im
proved Uponl. IIowever. while public officials are quick to enumerate marketing
deficiencies. they rarely mention the legitimate employment opportunities ex
isling trade arrangements ofTer thousands oif'unskilled Linia workers. Further
more, while sinuplistic proposals t(i eliminate all middlenen are habitually
repeated, the absenceiof pragniat ic schemes to improve traders' managerial abili
ty or their elementary techinology is increasingly apparent.

(iovernimenit nmarketirig policy could assist commercial growers in central Peru 
market their potato surpluses by reducing uncertainty and rattionalizing
marketing prograis. CGovernment interventioin that is inconsistent. intermittent 
and unpredictable coimiplicates producers' decisions about what, when. arrd how 
to sell. The restultinrg uncertaiity also demoralizes growers. For example, in 1979 
the laticavo JURPAI. stddenly declared a teniporary embargo on potato

shipnierits o(tt (f the valley. While tire JURPAI 
 was justifiably concerned about

the shortage of i)tatoes itt Huiiancayo's wholesale market, their decision took lit
tle account of the effect their action would have on 
 current growers' prices for 
potatoes or on planting decisiris the following year. A similar observation ap
plies to initerniitert price controls fotr piotatoes inLiriia. Much individual and in
st itutiOliral energy could be brought to bear on pkota
ati market ing problems such as 
storage or losses ilihandling aid packaging. But without greater stability ingoverninieit iolicies the necessary investmients are not likely to be forthconing.

In more pragnmatic ternis, governmerit policy maker otild reduce uncertainty
by improved efforts to inform Ixtato mtiarketing participants ab)tt basic
developments such as: (II the rniuber, dlate aid loeation f"potato hectares under
cultivation in the principal production areas (2) prevailing producer prices at
harvest aind freight rates from growing regions to major urban markets. (3)sup
ply/price projections for principal consuption centers that ircorporate cyclical
changes. Critics might argue tihat such informltiion costs time arid niioney to col
lect. This stutidy suggests that much Iftiisdata is already available, but riot effec
tively disseminated. 

Concerning lie ratiitiali/ation of' riarketing policies, in the 1970s different 
potato irarketiig Iolicies often worked atlcross ptirposes. For example, for 
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farmers to secure amarketing loan from the Agrarian Bank, they had to first payback their production loan. But to do so they had to sell their potatoes and nn
longer needed the marketing loan. Similarly, ministry officials frequently complained that Lima wholesalers had a monopoly position, but it was the municipal
athorities -not the traders- that made wholesaling outside the wholesale market
illegal. Efforts to improve co-ordination of these various official initiatives could
greatly enhance marketing performance. 

Notes 

I Vald6s and Alvarez (1984:M11 also report 
that Iari-gate prices for pollo producers in 
the Sierra declined relative to their opportunity 
cost as wage earners during the period
1950-76.
 
2 The exchange rate rose steadily during
 
1979 front roughly 200 so,'x = SUSI in 
January to roughly 250 so/s = I US dollar in 
Decemiher. 
.3 Tie average exchange rate rose front 
roughly 225 .,o/- I US dollar in July to 
roughly 250 ole.s = I US dollar in Deeember. 
'lIi is calculatiol is for tile last six tttontls of 
the year. 
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APPENDIX ONE
 

Field Methods and Analysis of Primary Data 

The author and his field workers conducted over 300 formal interviews to 
generate the primary statistics on producers, rural assemblers, and truckers 
reported in Chapter III and IV. This appendix briefly explains how these data 
were collected and analyzed. Scott (1981) contains additional information about 
producer (op. cit.:67-77), rural assembler (op.cit.:180-185), and trucker 
(op.cit.:230-236, 242-255) surveys. 

1. Data on Producers 
1.1 Selection of Producers 

Mantaro Valley 
Procedures used to select farmers for interviews in the Mantaro Valley began

with a revision of an earlier survey of 249 table potato producers (see Franco et 
al. 1979). Review of the completed questionnaires indicated two types of pro
ducers grew potatoes in the valley: those who sold large amounts and those who 
sold few if any. The author then decided to select a new sub-sample from the 
earlier group of 249 producers. Moreover, this same sub-sample was to include 
farmers from diverse growing conditions so that estimated costs and returns 
would be reasonably representative for all valley producers.

Before starting the survey, the author decided not to contact table potato 
growers located above 3,950 meters. Earlier survey results showed the few 
growers there accounted for only a small percent of total local production. In
stead. seed potato producers were included. CIP personnel had indicated that 
these producers sold large quantities of table potatoes. Hence, some seed growers
also previously interviewed by CIP researchers (Franco et al. 1979:54-63) were 
re-contacted for this study.

In the field, practical problems of selecting a random sample of producers from 
different altitudes, soils (irrigated versus rain fed), and market orientation soon 
emerged. For example, some farmers reported they no longer grew potatoes. A
few simply refused to be interviewed. Nevertheless the author and his principal
assistant eventually completed a set of in.erviews with 56 Mantaro Valley pro
ducers. A breakdown of this sub-sample by geographic location and by producer
type isas follows, with the number of interviews in the original survey by Franco 
et al. in parenthesis: (I) table potato producers, below 3,450 meters, small 
growers 17 (102), medium growers 11 (24); between 3,450 and 3,950 meters left
bank of the valley 13 (59), right bank of the valley 9 (46); above 3,950 meters C
(18); (2)seed potato producers 6 (20); eliminated in processing and analysis 3 (24). 
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Ca'iete Valley 
Prior to gathering any data in Caffete, the author hypothesized different kinds 

of production units (individually owned versus production co-operatives) and dif
ferent sized farms would have different costs. However, a number of problems
developed when it came time to select a sample of production units which 
relected these various considerations. 

The author had neither time nor resources to carry out his own random selec
tion. Moreover, a random selection of farmers had just been conducted to 
generate data fbr another thesis. In practical terms, it meant those farmers 
already selected could not be expected to answer a battery of new questions on 
potatoes. A separate group of (IP personnel were conducting a series of agro
economic experiments that generally reflected the valley's diverse producer types
and ecological conditions. The author therefore decided to work with these 
agronomists to gather data on Cafete producers.

Once field work in CaiYete began, it became clear that the CIP experiments did 
not include a sufficient number of producers in each of the prevalent producer
categories to complete this sample. As a result, additional farmers were selected 
from lists of producers who reported planting potatoes to local Ministry of 
Agriculture (MOA) irrigation personnel during the on-going crop year. All 
together, the author and his principal assistant interviewed 21 Ca-Rete producers.
The composition of this sample was as follows, with the number of farmers 
selected from 'AOA records in parenthesis: small 6 (0), medium 10 (3), and 
cooperatives 5 (1).Ten farmers appear in the "medium" group because the results 
of interviews with medium and large private farms combined *,osimplifywere 

presentation of tile findings.
 

1.2 Design and Execution of Producer Questionnaires 
Questions posed to fariers about potato production and marketing reflected a 

review of the literature - especially Shwedel (1977) - au earlier CIP survey 
prepared principally by Efrain Franco, and advice received from CIP social scien
tists who had conducted similar field work. These latter observations were par
ticularly 	useful.
 

Questions about costs and 
revenues in the producer questionnaires focus on
 
white potatoes for several reasons. The literature indicated prices for different
 
potatoes varied considerably, but white potatoes were considered the most 
 im
lxant commercial type. Studying one type of potato allowed for easier and 
more meaningful comparison of results for different types of producers. The
author considered the differential between potato prices producers received and 
Lima consuners paid particularly important for this study. This differential 
could be estimated more accurately by focusing on one, rather than several, type
(if potato. 

Little was done by way of a formal pre-test for producer questionnaires. In the 
Mantaro Valley. a large number of the questions had already been tested in 
previous CIP surveys. In addition, specific responses recorded in earlier question
naires were compared with those given for this study as part of post-test pro
cedures. In Cafete, unusual farmer responses were checked against the field 
observations of CIP agronomists. Furthermore, producers in both valleys par
ticipated in a series of interviews. This procedure allowed time to establish rap
port and to clarify questions that might have been misunderstood or overlooked 
in a single interview. 
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Most farmers were interviewed a total of four times - twice on production
and twice on marketing. In most instances, farmers were initially contacted to 
confirm their willingness to participate in the study. The next visit usually involv
ed an interview of 40 minutes to an hour oii production costs. These sessions nor
nially took place at the farmer's home or inone of his fields. The second inter
view normally began by reviewing production costs that had been incurred since 
the first interview. If the farmer's potatoes had not been harvested by the second 
interview. the third interview began by recording final production costs before 
going on to utilization and marketing. Interviews were deliberately carried out 
during the cropping season so farmers could answer the questions based on their 
recent experience. 

1.3 Analysis of Producer Data 

Producer Typologies 
Mantaro Valley producers were classified into three groups: small, medium, 

and large based on - aiiong other things - total amount of land in potatoes.
Various data chccks showed land in potatoes was strongly correlated with other 
variables such as total marketable surplus, size of average sale, etc. 

MOA lists were used to construct a typo logy of potato producers in Ca; ete. 
MOA figures for separate periods during the planting ,eason were combined into 
a master list. As with the Mantaro Valley figures, the precise amount of land in 
potatoes that separate "small" from "nediun" private farmers inCa-fete was bas
ed on what appeared reasonable given the information available. 

Relative Importance of Different Producer Types 

In'ercnces about the relative imp,,ortance of different Mantaro Valley producer
types were based on the following assumptions. First, the sample selected by
Franco et al. (1979) was assuned representative. Second, their category,"mnedium producer inthe low zone" consisted of' 24 out of 249 growers interview
cd, or roughly 10 percent of all producers. It was assumed to be equivalent to the 
category "medium producer" in this study. Third, all other strictly table potato 
producers Franco et al. interviewed represented nearly 90 percent of all growers.
This category was assumed equivalent to the category "small producer" in this 
study. Fourth, seed potato producers constituted sonie one percent of all Man
taro Valley growers. This group was assumed to be roughly equivalent to the 
category "large farmer" in this study.

Results of this study - based on the findings of Franco et al. 1979 - are 
presented along with those of the 1972 Agricultural Census in the following 
table. 

Distribution (%) of potato producers in the Mantaro Valley. 

1972 Census This Study 
Size of producer Size ifproducer
 

Zlha > Iha <.ha> 5ha <.75ha >.75ha 3ha) 3ha
 

Number of producers 21.9 66.8 11.3 90 10 1 
Area harvested 8.6 58.3 33.1 54 22 24
 
Total production 9.6 51.7 38.7 41 22 37
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These two sets of data differ in the definition of "small," "medium," and 
"large" producer, in the methodology utilized to collect and analyze the data, in 
their respective definitions of the "Mantaro Valley," and in the time the study 
was carried out. Moreover, the Census appears to have underestimated the 
number of small producers. Nevertheless, both sets of figures show the relative 
importance of' medium and large producers in the production of potatoes, hence 
their predominant role in the sale of marketable surpluses as indicated in this 
study. 

Estimates of the relative importance of different producer types in Ca'ete 
were based on the distribution of growers in the master list constructed from 
MOA records, as well as findings presented in Alarc6n (1980:44-48) and in 
Rhoades and Benavides (1980). MOA data (Scott 1981:72) probably 
underestimated tile number of' small potato producers as Alarc6n (1980) pro
bably overestimated their relative importance. 

The classification of lpotato producers in the Calitete Valley as presented in this 
study are compared with similar results from the 1972 Agricultural Census io the 
following table. 

Distribution (%) of potato producers in the Cai ete Valley. 

1972 Census 
Size of producer 

This Study
Size of producer 

Number of producers 
Area harvested 

<Sha 
51 
9 

> 5ha Coops
38 II 
46 45 

4 5ha 
70 
20 

> 5ha Coops 
30 I 
40 40 

Total production 5 44 51 20 40 40 

Despite tile differences in definitions, producers, area covered, and time con
ducted, these statistics confirm the shifts in the relative imnportance of small and 
co-operative farm%alluded to in this study and reported by others (see Rhoades 
and Benavides 1980:3-4). 

Cost and Revenues per 100 kg 
This study presents producers' costs an(] revenues on a per 100 kg basis for 

three reasons. First, this study concerns itself, albeit not entirely, with economic 
efficiency. a trait traditionally measured in terms of costs per unit or output. 
Thus, other possible measures of production costs, e.g. total costs per hectare, 
seened less appropriate. Second, 100 kg is roughly equivalent to the weight of 
one sack of potatoes. This common unit of account enabled easy comparison of 
costs from producer through to wholesaler, i.e. instead of costs per hectare (pro
ducer), costs per truckload (trucker), cost per day (wholesaler). Third, calculation 
of costs and returns per 100 kg greatly facilitated comparative analysis of 
growers' versus, for example. Lima wholesalers' marketing margins because these 
margins are calculated on a price per unit sold basis. 

Procedures used to calculate particular costs and returns were based on those 
employed in earlier CIP reports (see Horton et al. 1980). Principal assumptions 
are explained in the text and footnotes. However, interested readers should con
tact Scott (1981) for more detailed information. 
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2. Data on Rural Assemblers 
2.1 Selection of Rural Assemblers 
Mantaro Valley

In studying the role of rural assemblers in potato marketing, the author chose 
to interview wholesalers in the Huancavo wholesale market for three reasons.First, although Mantaro Valley producers sold their potatoes in avariety of loca
tions and to a variety of individuals, earlier studies highlighted the importance of
the Huancayo market as a shipping point for potatoes sold in Lima. Second, theauthor visited over a dozen fairs and markets in the region. On that basis, henoted that the volume of potato trade in the Huancavo wholesale market wasmuch higher than in any other regional market. Third, a CIP field worker hadbeen monitoring potato prices in the Huancayo wholesale market during theprevious 12 months and had already established rapport with certain
;,,holsalers. She introduced the author and one of his assistants to these in
dividuals. 

Wholesalers within tile Htnancayo market were selected for formal interview 
as follows. An experienced interviewer visited the market once a week to recordprices for this study. Through gradual acquaintances with the traders, this interviewer estimated that around 60 wholesalers operated stalls in the market. Asample of 20 wholesalers was selected for interview. This number was primarily
based on cost constraints and the ability to establish rapport. 
Cahete Valley 

Procedures used to select and interview rural assemblers (commission agents)
in the Cafiete Valley were straightforward. Nearly all such individuals were wellknown by area producers and resident MOA personnel. Moreover, the author
had access to a list of names of Cafilete commission agents prepared by a Peruvian student who had contacted these traders about seed potato marketing 6
months previously. These names were compared with those mentioned in pro
dlucer interviews and in informal conversations with extension personnel to 
prepare a revised list of approximately 30 rural assemblers.

With the help of MOA personnel and area producers, the author and his assistant located and interviewed 16 commission agents. Nevertheless, some results in
the text are for only 15 traders. One of the traders interviewed did not market 
table potatoes in 1979. 

2.2 Design and Execution of Rural Assembler Questionnaires 
Questions posed in rural assembler interviews were based on Dolorier

(1975:164-176) and Shwedel (1977). Moreover, several specific questions weresimilar to those asked producers and truckers. This procedure was adopted
deliberately to h,,lp assess tie consistency of responses by different types of par
ticipants in potato marketing.

Rural assembler questionnaires, however, did not concentrate just on white 
potatoes. Field work indicated that Huancayo wholesalers did iot buy manylocal potatoes for sale in Lima. Thus, their marketing margins were not the focusof detailed inquiries in this study. Questions about potato marketing in generalwere much more relevant. In Cafiete, growers, extension agents, and local com
mission agents all agreed that marketing costs and returns were calculated iden
tically for white or colored potatoes. 
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A Peruvian interviewer employed by the author independently interviewed 20 
fLuancayo wholesalers. Questionnaires were reviewed for completeness and 
clarification of specific responses. Some answers were also checked against the 
notes prepared a year earlier by the previous CIP field worker. The author 
himself then supplemented the formal interviews by informal conversat ions with 
the wholesalers, a selective post-test involving roughly five wholesalers, and 
dol'ens of visits to the HuancaVo wholesale market simply to observe trading ac
tivities. 

Interviews wiih ('aiiete commission agents generally were completed in a 
single session of approximately 30 Minutes at tile commission agent's home or 
place of business. The findings were then checked by selective inquiries with
knowledgeable producers, MOA personnel, local truckers, and by occasional
comparison with thesis data on seed Ix)tato marketing. 

2.3 Analysis of Rural Assembler Data 
Analysis of rural assembler data was relatively easy. In comparison with pro

ducer or trucker data. there were fewer, less elaborate questionnaires. Further
more. the results from the rural assembler interviews did not require a typology 
or com1plicated calculations. 

Most important assumptions employed in analyzing rural assembler data are
explicitly stated in the text and footnotes. However, interested readers may wish 
to consult Scott (198 1)for additional information. 

3. Data on Truckers 
Mathis et al. (1965) used an engineering approach and an accounting framework 

to analyze trucking costs for all types of farm products and for all Peru. This 
study employed a similar framework, however the author procured the data 
through formal interviews wial Itruckdrivers. 

3.1 Selection of Truckers 
The process of selecting the number and type of trucks to be analyzed for this 

study began with defining the two populations of trucks that c ,;ered Lima with 
potatoes from tile central Sierra and certral Coast. The author initially assumed
that these two populations coukl be estimated by studying truck arrivals at 
Lima's MM I.He then assumed that th distribution of trucks entering this 
market during the weeks of April 8 to 15 and October 14 to 20, 1979 respectively
also correspoided to the populations in question. These weeks chosenwere 
because they occurred at the peak of' the potato harvest in each of the sub
regions. 

These two distribttions of trucks were stratif,,d, first by place of origin. For 
example, based on a check of' license plate numbers and official records, 488 of 
522 different trucks that entered the MM#I in April 1979 came from the central 
Sierra. The dist ribut ions were broken down secondly by make and model. Corn
position of both (list ributions appeared reasonable by either criteria. These 
estimated populations therefore were used as reference oxints in selecting the ac
tual truckers to be interviewed. 

A total of 116 drivers were interviewed whose trucks hauled potatoes from the 
central Sierra; 64 were frotn the central coast. Of these totals, 23 were eliminated 
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from the Sierra and 16 f'ron the Coast due(to errors in data collection. Although
the Conlposition of the two samples actually surveyed closely resembled tile
estimated populations (see Scott 1981:230-234). the samples were not selected
randomly. Instead. they were constructed from interviews with truckers who 
were willing and able to participate in the study. 

3.2 Analysis of Trucker Data
 
Ill analyzing survey results to estimate cost and reverti es 
for hatiling l)tatoes,

the autthor made a number of simplifying assumpltiots. First. he assumed that the
trucks studiL hanuled on ly potatoes. This was necessary to avoid estimatirig
separate costs and revenics for each commodity transported. Second, he assum
ed each truck carried a similar an(tlt oflpotatoes per trip as was reported for the 
one trip discussed in tile interviews. Third. the atthor assumed the trucks
translx)rted potatoes fromII the same place to Linma. InI other words, lie assumed
theN worked a regular route during the period Janutary to Jiiie for tile central
Sierra and July I() l)eceniber for the central ('oast. otirtli. lie asumllIed that 
f'reight rates were estahlished on a harvesting period hasis. In other words, lie
calculated that freight rates Ifr iransporting Ixitatoes (o Liia experienced little
variation during the harvesting period in each suh-region. Fifth. tile alithor
assimed estimaIe'd cosis and revenies could he coinpared f'or different type
trucks operating within the sanie sub-region. but iot 'r differen (or evet tihe
same) type trucks in different sub-regions. Truckers in tile Sierra aILd (o.ilt Iltl
(llly hauled iotatoes over differenl disiances anLd road ColditiolS btit also their 
operatiois were affected differently y 6inflation. 

The proceduire for acttially addilg ip trucking costs and rcveLUeS originally in
volved stratifving the two samples accordinig to size. However. exploralory' comii
ptiter aialysis iidicailed that a divisiOll according to type of' iel was more informative. The athor titililied f'our accoLinting categories to calculate costs aid
revetines. They iicided: (a) fixed cost per trip, (I) variable costs per tril l , (c
variahle costs per distallces. and (d)reventile per tril. 

Fixed costs as defitied in this Sttdy are: depreciation aid interest. instlrance,
taxes, administrative costs (e.g. bookkeeping). and lajor repairs. The share of 
these costs charged to each trip in tle calttClaliotis isbased oil tihe illUlmber (f trips
drivers reported mlak riilg during tle six m1onltlhs tinder sttdy.

Variable costs per tril are defined as those tihar cliatIged witi lie (uaniiy Of 
p)atlOeS hanuled. hut are iildependent of tlie distance translorted. These costs iti-CLite: shipping permits, loading in the nrovinces, tin loaditig inl Lim i. use of truck 
scales in tlie NI I. garage costs. truckilg agents' commission arid/or finder's 
fees, and loading and uiloading for backlatils. 

Variahle costs per distance are those that change withlile Iitatii quatities
shilpped and ile distances they are transported. In tIhis sitidy, variable costs per
tistlance are delitied as: wages paid to tIhe driver anLd his assistant, luel. oil and 
filter, tires aid tibes, maiiienatice, tolls, anid miscellaneous. 

Reventies per trip represents the charge per kilo that truckers reported receiv
ing for transport ing potatoes to i-iMa aIIIL other cargo back to tle provinces.
These charges were iultiplied by the cargoes that the drivers eported tlhey
transported to and from tlie capital. Additional assti1nlplioiis tiecessary t(i
estimate these costs and revenues are explained in Scott I1981:242-259). 
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APPENDIX TWO
 

SECONDARY DATA AND SOURCES 

1. General Notes 
This appendix contains secondary data cited throughout this study. As a

reminder: previous studies consistently note that agricultural statistics in Peru
suffer from a variety of deficiencies. This appendix does not intend to suggest
that data listed are accurate in some extraordinary sense. Rather, this appendix is
intended to pro'de a convenient synthesis of the multitude of statistics - of
ficial, revised and their respective sources. Additional observations about these 
statistics are listed below. 

Limitations of the Data 
By "data limitations" the author means that earlier potato statistics differ from 

more recent figures in the same series for one or more of the following reasons: 
Methodology employed to measure the same figure, e.g. shipments of white 
potatoes to Lima's wholesale market, have varied over time. For example,
white potatoes from the Sierra were counted at 80 kg/sack in the late 1950s to 
early 1970s by one office and at 100 kg/sack by another. Graber (1974) revised 
the figures from 1959 to 1971 so that all are tabulated on a 100-kg-per-sack
basis. Since 1971, the methodology for calculating the weight of these sacks,
hence of potato shipments, appears to be varied. 

* 	Degree of disaggregation in the presentation of the data has differed. Using
the same example, for earlier years statistics on white and yellow potato
shipments were the only ones available. Recently, disaggregate information 
for shipments are available, see Table A.14.

" Geographic scope of the statistics has changed. For some years, information 
on potato shipments is available by province, by department, and by month of
arrival. For other years, only total shipments each month are available, see 
Table A.29. 

" Responsibility for collection of potato statistics has shifted from one official 
agency to another. For example, in certain years, statistics were compiled by
SIMAP, in others by EMMSA. Moreover, in some years, two or more offices 
tabulated these figures independently; while in other years, only one office 
prepared these statistics. 
Given these limitations, alternative estimates are often referred to when

discussing a particular historical trend to see whether, in fact, they alter the con
clusions stated. In many instances, these alternative estimates do not appreciably
alter the substance of what was said, but merely modify the results to a degree. 
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However, for the reader to judge the importance of these differences, alternative 
estimates frequently are either cited or listed in the tables themselves. 

Geographic Regions 
Several tables present data organized according to geographic region or subregion. Unless otherwise indicated by a footnote in the table itself, these

geographic regions consisi of the following departments: 
North includes: Amazonas, Cajamarca, La Libertad, Lambayeque, Loreto, 
Piura, San Martin, and Tumbes.
 
Central includes: Ancash, Huancavelica, Huanuco, Ica, Junin, Lima,

Callao, and Pasco.
 
South includes: Apurimac, Arequipa, Ayacucho, Cuzco, Madre de Die ,
 
Moquegua, Puno and Tacna. 

A distinction is also made in various tables between "the Sierra" and "theSoast." Inmost instances, the tables have simply adhered to the definitions fort~iese geographic regions implicitly assumed by studies cited. In certain instances,
though, some precise clarifications are offered (Tables A.29 and A.30). 

2. Comments on Specific Data Sets 

(i) Production, Area, and Yield Daita 
Revised annual potato production, area, and yield data (Tables A. I to A.5 andA.9) are taken from Fano (1983). The interested reader should consult thatpublication for information concerning the methodology employed to generatethese statistics. It should be pointed out here, however, that these revisedstatistics do diff2r considerably from data previously published in Graber (1974),who also grouped the departmental data slightly differently, in Hopkins (1981),who used a different methodology for revising official figures, or in past bulletinspublished by different government offices. In recent years, production statisticsissued by Ministry of Agriculture's statistics (OSEI) and marketing (DGAC)departments have not been identical. Production projections are the domain of

the Ministry's planning office (OSPA). 

(ii)Consumption and Demand Data 
National and regional potato consumption data (Table A. 10 and A. I1)are based on the 1971-72 national food consumption survey (ENCA), sponsored by theMinistry of Economics and Finance in cooperation with the Ministry ofAgriculture. More recent potato consumption figures for Lima (and regional

cities) were generated in smaller, urban surveys carried out by the Ministry ofAgriculture (see MAA OSEI 1978a) and INE (ENAPROM). These figures areapart from the national consumption estimates derived in balance sheet fashionfrom MA-DGAC's data on national production, seed use, marketing losses, andtrade which until recently were published in annual marketing surveys (see MAAT)GC 1979). 
Demand projections for potatoes (Table A. 13) are primarily the responsibility

of the Ministry of Agriculture's planning office (OSPA). 
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(iii) Price Data 
Average monthly price data (Tables A.15, A.16, A.18, A.19, and A.21 to

A.25) are based on figures published in various INE bulletins. In every instance, 
an effort was made to use the final revised figures. In addition, discrepancies bet
ween different INE price series (see Table A. 15) are pointed out. 

Potato prices - white, yellow and colored - for much of the 1970s were ap
parently collected by the Lima price regulatory committee (JURPAL) as well. 
These prices were used to arrive at a weekly official. or controlled, ceiling price.
These controlled prices were published in annual official potato marketing
bulletins (see MA-DGAC 1980). However, the JURPAL in Lima and other pro
vincial cities were dissolved in 1978. 

Average monthly wholesale prices for white and yellow potatoes in Lima for 
the years 1953-72 and 1956-72 respectively, as prepared by the Agricultural Pro
duction Division (DGPA) of the Ministry of Agriculture, are presented in Graber 
(1974- 78,82). The figures are identical to the INE data. Teutscher and Tello
(1983) cite "Ministry of Agriculture" for a different set of monthly wholesale 
prices in Lima from 1971-82 but they give no more precise references. In early
1979 SIMAP was re-established within the MA-DGAC. For several years since 
then, SIMAP has also collected daily wholesale and retail potato prices in Lima. 
SIMAP's prices are not always similar to INE data. 

(iv) 	 Potato Shipment Data 
Potato shipment have been the responsibility of more offices than any other 

data. For this reason, perhaps, these figures suffer from the greatest inconsisten
cies. All these figures (Table A. 14, A. 17, A.20, A.29, and A.30) are based on data 
recorded in MM# I. But the offices in charge shifted from the Department of
Supply in the Ministry of Agriculture in the 1950s to the Agricultural Research
and Extension Service (SIPA) at one time in collaboration with the Agricultural
Commerce Division (CONAP 1967) and later with the Agricultural Production 
Division from the late 1950s to mid 1960s (Graber 1974: 69), to the Agricultural
Market Information Service (SIMAP) from 1966 to 1973 (op. cit: 69), to the
Lima office of the National System of Wholesale Markets (SENAMER) and
OSEI of the Ministry of Agriculture from 1974 to 1978, back to SIMAP since 
1979, and most recently by SIMAP and EMMSA. 

The other difficulty with potato shipment data is that unlike statistics on 
potato production, consumption, and prices, these figures have not been regular
ly published since the early 1970s. Thus, it was necessary to ferret out available 
information from virious government offices. For several recent years,more 
even the unpublished government records are incomplete. Having said this, the 
information in these tables represents the author's best efforts to check and re
check sources, make inconsistencies explicit, and compile the most complete set 
of data available. 
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Table A.I Potato production, area, and yield: 1948-81.
 

Year Production 
 Area Yield
 
(000 t) 
 (000 ha) (t/ha)
 

1948 1314.8 191.5 6.9
 
1949 1361.1 217.3 6.3
 

195U 16b5.2 248.6 6.7
 
1951 1617.8 2b3.9 6.1
 
1952 1604.9 263.4 
 6.1
 
1953 1690.3 259.8 b.5
 
1954 1773.5 267.7 6.6
 

1955 1695.2 255.8 6.6
 
1956 1236.8 244.6 5.0
 
1957 1277.2 239.0 
 5.3
 
1958 1491.9 237.3 6.3
 
1959 1485.4 241.3 
 b.2
 

1960 1397.8 254.0 5.5
 
1961 1492.3 258.2 
 5.8
 
1962 1416.2 252.8 
 5.6
 
1963 1426.9 254.4 
 5.6
 
1964 1531.1 261.5 
 5.9
 

1965 1568.2 251.1 b.2
 
1906 1498.9 254.6 5.9
 
1967 1711.7 271.9 
 6.3
 
19bb 1526.2 250.9 b.1
 
1969 1855.5 303.5 6.1
 

1970 189b.4 288.6 b.6
 
1971 18b0.0 286.0 
 b.6
 
1972 1713.4 270.9 
 6.3
 
1973 1713.1 267.7 6.4
 
1974 1722.4 267.9 6.4
 

1975 1639.6 250.7 6.5
 
1976 1667.0 252.8 
 6.b
 
1977 1615.6 246.8 
 6.5
 
1978 1695.3 247.2 6.9
 
1979 1695.1 242.0 7.0
 

1980 2 
1379.6 194.1 7.1


b
19812 1678.6 199.3 
 8.4
 

I Production may not equal area 
times yield due to rounding
 
errors.
 

2 Preliminary figure.
 

Source: 1948-79 (Fano 1983); 1980-81 
(MA-USE 1981, 1982).
 

Note: numerous alternative estimates are cited 
 in earlier
 
studies, see Fano (1983).
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Table A.2 Potato production (UU t) by region: 194d-79. 

Sierra Coast Coastal production 
as 7 of national 

Year North CenLral South Total' NoIL. Central South Total' potato production 

1948i 57.6 585.1 621.6 1264.3 0.1 21.0 14.2 35.3 2.7
 
191 81.8 515.0 715.9 1312.7 2.1 26.5 l.7 39.3 2.9
 

1950 -8.2 741.4 185.4 1b1U5.1 2.( 36.5 11.5 50.1 3. 
1951 75.J 711.5 770.8 1I63.5 1.9 25.9 17.5 45.2 2.8
 
1952 90.5 714.3 672.b 1531.4 1.3 39.4 14.4 55.1 3.4
 
1951 81.1 191.1 73J.2 1611.4 .7 45.8 9.U 55.5 3.3
 

1954 100.1 1/8.3 821.1 1699.0 .5 39.4 19.5 59.4 3.3 

1955 15.6 642.) 855.3 1[,2.9 .b 56.5 2U.5 17.1 4.6 
1956 159.4 511.6 '10.6 1147.5 2.5 50.6 19.1 78.9 b.4 
1957 164.'. 517.J 513.6 1195.3 4.9 44.4 18.6 07.9 5.3 
1958 178.o0 M0.3 721.t3 1407.1 5.2 45.5 20.2 70.9 4.8 
1959 212. 414.2 Iu,... 1391.5 0.3 57.4 17.6 81.37 5.5 

190 23)1.2 511.0 531.(, 1264.9 2.8 62.8 22.6 88.2 6.3 
1961 26t).0 55/.3 561 .8 1J91.1 7.5 05.6 19.8 92.9 6.2 
19602 2J2.8 547.5 518.3 1298.6 b.3 83J.7 15.1 1U5.U 1.4 
196J 255.2 521.u 529.4 111.b 6.9 8U., 15.4 1U2.8 7.2 

19t4 259./ 651. 509.9 1421.1 1.4 84.9 11.9 1u4.1 6.8 

19(,5 213.1 /2t.1 310.1 1449.9 14.5 83.5 2U.3 118.4 7.b 
19b6 22U.7 7?.7 J98.6 1jh1.0 J.1 86.8 22.1 112.0 7.5 
190 219.5 91)2.)) 4,.l 131.6 5.1 98.3 26.8 13U.2 7.b 
191t, 184.1 839.9 J3.2.1 138,.1 5.0 10d.5 26.6 14U.1 9.2 

1969 2Uh.8 1066. 6, 449.7 1725.1 4.0 110.4 15.9 1JU.3 7.U 

191U 227.7 999.8 50h6.6 173h,.0 3.11 141.8 15.5 160.3 8.5 

1971 249.1 9b4.0 514.0 1147.2 1.3 111.0 13.5 132.8 7.1 
1912 277.1 8 l. 516,.6 1595., 1.1 96.2 12.t 11u.3 t.4 
1973 213.4 79u.1 501.2 15111.9 1.0 118.1 I6.U 135.1 7.9 

19 268.3 79o.0 491.', 1549.8 1.U 146.0 15.5 162.b 9.4 

1975 289.4 92.3 482.f, 146-,. 5 I.o 147.8 21.5 169.3 I.3 

1971, 273.4 /31.9 488.1 1499.h .m 136.9 19.2 156.9 9.4
 
1911 2,8.1, 698.2 478.1 1444.9 1.2 150.9 12.8 165.U 1U.2 
1918 )jj.), 129.8 5411.3 IlsJ.7 1.6 165.7 18.0 185.3 10.9 
1979 211.1 1,1.5 539.3 1528.5 1.0 143.5 l.u 1l,1.5 9.t 

I Kegijl0 are de Illed illAplilIdix two. ProductIon lor sierra and Coat may HLot equal na
tioillLotals (Falet ,.I) because: (a) rooui lg errors, (D) regional ligures do not include 
sialaLproduclion in tle Selva. 

2 Figures nay lot Sul due to rulld [lg eclcOfs 

Source: Faino(19m3). 

NoLe: Nutmerous alt ernatijve LtilaLes are cited 1,Iearlier studies, see Fano (1983). 
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- ----- ------- ---- ----- - ----- -- - --- - ------------

Table A.3 Potato area (UUU ha) by region: 1948-79.1
 

Sierra 
 Coast Coastal area
 
-..---.-.----------------.. as X of national
2
Year North Central South Total

2 
North Central 
 South Total -"tari area
 

1948 I.5 75.7 97.6 183.8 U.U 2.3 1.8 4.3 2.2
 
1949 15.1 86.2 1U9.6 21U.8 U.4 3.1 1.3 4.9 
 2.3
 

195U 14.7 1UI.5 123.9 24U.1 U.4 4.8 1.6 6.8 2.7 
1951 14.8 112.2 128.5 255.5 U.4 4.2 1.9 
 6.5 2.5
 
1952 15.8 IOb.1 132.3 254.2 0.4 4.3 I.8 
 0.4 2.4
 
1953 15.9 1u7.0 127.4 25U.3 U.2 4.9 1.3 6.4 
 2.5
 
1954 17.5 105.1 136.3 259.0 0.0 4.0 Z.0 
 b.1 2.3 

1955 18.7 92.1 134.9 245.8 .2 5.4 2.U 7.6 3.
 
195b 25.0 7b.1 132.9 234.6 .5 5.4 2.U 7.9 
 3.2
 
1957 29.b 77.7 121.4 228.7 I.U 5.2 1.8 8.1 3.4
 
1958 29.8 73.5 124.3 227.6 1.1 4.b 2.0 7.7 3.2
 
1959 34.3 7u.O 125.9 230.2 1.0 5.7 1.8 8.6 3.6 

1960 37.1 80.3 123.5 24U.9 .4 5.3 3.3 9.0 3.5
 
19b1 36.7 8U.4 13U.8 247.9 1.1 5.5 2.1 b.b 3.3
 
19b2 35.3 8U.9 124.2 24U.4 1.1 b.b 1.9 9.6 3.8
 
1963 38.4 77.U 126.9 242.3 1.2 6.3 1.9 9.4 3.7
 
19b4 3b.1 1U4.8 112.8 '.'5j.7 .9 5.8 1.2 7.8 3.u
 

1965 32.4 IU5.2 IU4.4 242.0 1.5 5.7 1.9 9.1 J.b
 
1906 28.7 127.2 90.7 246.6 .5 5.6 2.U 8.1 3.2
 
1907 10.4 137.5 94.1 202.0 .7 6.7 2.5 9.9 3.b
 
19b8 25.9 13b.1 79.5 241.5 .6 6.5 2.3 
 9.3 3.7 
199 28.1 175.7 90.9 294.7 .5 6.7 1.7 8.8 2.9 

197U 27.9 155.8 95.6 279.3 .2 7.0 1.5 9.3 3.2
 
1971 32.2 150.8 9u.1 279.U .1 5.b 1.2 7.u 2.4
 
1972 37.1 125.4 u.3 2b2.8 .1 5.4 1.2 6.7 2.5
 
1973 36.4 123.7 98.U 258.2 .1 6.6 1 - .2 3.1
 
1974 35.8 12.4.5 97.2 25o.4 
 .1 8.2 1.4 9.7 3.6 

1975 38.8 L105.6 94.3 238.7 .1 9.1 1.9 11.0 4.4
 
1970 37.1 I08.8 93.8 239.7 .1 9.5 1.8 11.3 4.5
 
1977 38.5 1u.9 92.9 235.2 .1 9.3 1.2 I.6 4.3
 
1978 33.9 IU5.5 9b.U 235.4 
 .1 9.1 1.4 I.7 4.3 
1979 32.5 1u5.9 93.3 231.7 .1 8.1 1.2 9.4 3.9
 
-------------.-----------------.----------------------.. 
 ...---- ---....------
I Regions are defined in Appendix two. Area for Sierra and Coast may not equal national 
totals (Table A.1) because: (a) rounding errors, (b) regional figures do not 
include small
 
production in the Selva. 

2 Figures may nut sum due to rounding errors.
 

Source: Fano (1983).
 

Note: Numerous alternative estimates are cited in earlier studies, see Fano (1983).
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Table A.4 Potato yield t/hLa) by reglu: 194o-79. 1 

Sierra Iosc Ctoabtjil ave.yleid 

Year %urtl Central Suutl, .lveraIg North CeIntral South Av.-rage' average yield 

1946 5.5 7. 6.4 4.9 J.4 8.4 d.I b.3 IZ0.3 
1949 5.4 b.0 b.5 l,.2 4.8 4.4 ,0U 6.U 127.U 

195u ).3 1.J ,.J u,.7 4.4 1.1 7.2 1.4 11u.4 
1951 5.1 u.4 0.0 t. 1 4.5 .2 9.1 I.j 1184.b
 
1952 5..1 1.3 5.1 b. . 3 . 9.) 4.1 11.1 14 .U
 
1953 5.5 1.5 5.4 4.5 4.5 9.3 4.9 h.1 1jJ.b
 
1954 ).1 1.4 0.0 u., .6 IU.U 9.4 9.8 146.5
 

1955 5.,o I.0 4.J o.5 5.4 1U.5 L.1I lu.J 15t.1
 
19 J6 4.2 t. 0 3.5 4.9 5.3 10.4 9.9 IU.U 19b.1
 
1951 5.4t .1 4.2 ).2 4.7 b.4 11.2 ti.4 In.t
 
1958 b.U 0.9 5.8 6.2 4.9 9.b 1U.U 9.2 144.U
 
1959 t.2 .b 5.6 4.U o.1 IU.U 9.o 9.4 I)1,4
 

190U 4.2 .1. 4.4 5.J 0.4 IZ.U b.b 9.4 11m.2
 
1941 1.2 4.9 4.J 5.b 7.1 12.u 9.4 10.8 14d..z
 
1962 0.1 4.H 4.2 5.., 5.4 I Z. h 8.U 11.9 194.1
 
19oJ ().1, 6.8 4.2 5.4 5.9 12. h .9 IU.9 194.b
 
1904 1.2 b.' 4.5 5.4 8., 14.8 9.9 IJ.j 225.4
 

19o,5 4.4 4.9 4.9 4.) 9.4 14. IU.5 I. 20J9.7 
1964 1.1 ().1 4.4 5.b 4.4 15.5 IU.4 13.9 2J5.b 
19o7 7.2 I6.b 4.9 bU 1.5 14., Iii.b 13.2 209.5 
19(48 1.1 4.2 4.4u 5.7 4.1 14.4 11. ).U 245.9 
1949 1.4 b.1 4.9 5.9 8.9 14.4 9.6 14./ 241.U 

191u 8.2 0.4 5.3 4.2 13.5 18.5 lu./ 17.2 24U.b 
1911 1.1 b.3 J.7 4.3 t;.9 2U.9 11.2 19.1 249.4 
1972 1.5 I,.4 5.2 u.1 11.I 14.u l.3 14.4 20U.3 
1913 1.5 o.4 5.2 4.1 9.9 17.9 10.9 14.1b 259.4 
1974 1.5 4.4 5.1 4.0 9.3 11.9 1U. 14.1 240.9 

1975 1.5 6.4 5.1 t. 11.1 14.2 11.3 15.4 234.9 
1974 1.4 4.4b 5.2 t).3 1.J 14.4 11. 1J.9 210.4 
19/1 7.U 4.7 5.1 4.1 12.3 1h.2 I.7 15.t 24U.U 
1914 4.9 (,.9 5. b.4 14 11.1 bI.., 12.5 17.4 252.2 
1919 1.3 7.1 5.8 4.1, 11.1 17.b 13.4 17.2 245.7 

I Regions aie dellned i, Appendix two. 

2 Average yields are almply calculated uslng total area acid productlon tor each region. 

Source: Fane (1983).
 

Note: Numerous alternative estimates are cited in earlier Studies, see kalO (194i3). 
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Table A.5 Projections vs. actual potato production and area by regiort: selecten years.' 

Sierra 	 Coast Total
 

P1roduct ion Area Product iort Area Product ion area 
Year Projection (o)O t) (UUU Ia) (UUU t) (uuU Ira) (UUU t) (uO3 ha) 

197U 1 1441.3 2o7.2 96.3 6.9 15J9.o 274.1 
z 154h.7 ... jul.9 ... l6b.0 ... 

J 1675.9 ... ljolo ... 1792.5 
Actual 1173o.U 279.3 lou. 9.j 1l89o,.4 b 6, 

1915 	 1 14n3.8 219.2 91..b 5.8 15,5.4 285.Ot4 
2 1015.9 .. lun. . 1162 ., .. 
3 	 1905.5 .. l21.u1 ,.. 2• .5 
4 ... ... ... ... 2U.19.6 .. 
5 ... ......... 2011.4 ,. 

Actual 1464.5 238l.7 10.1; 1.,U ltj9.* z5.1?
 

19u 	 1 1499.5 5.2 9u.9 2616.4 159u.4 291.4
 
2 17 0.7 ... 112.2 ... 1892.4 ...
 
j 2126.5 ... 133.5 ... 226u.U ...
 

4 ...... ... ... 2272.3
 
5 ... ... ... ... 23Ju.9.
 
b ... ... ... ... 217u.U 207.4 

Actual n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 13bU.U 194. 

19111 	 4 ........... 25u4.b ...
 

5 ... ...... ... 2564.4
 
........ 	 31U.z
b .	 251j.U 


il..t. - not 	avaiiable. 

I Projections 1-3 are for years 197U, 1915, and 196(3 only. projections 2-3 are for produc
tiuli only. Projections 4-5 are Ior years 1915, 196U and 1965 only; they are for national 
product ion only. 

2 Since actual regional figures do not include small quantities in the Selva, these totals
 
may lOt equal actual national production or area.
 

Source: Preliminary figure projections 1-3 (CJNESTUAM 1969); 4-5 (Graber 1914); b (Fer
nAnlldez191). Actual (Tables A.1, A.2, A.3 also, and MAA-USf. 1981).
 

Table A.6 	 Potato prud'inbulicredit by region (millions of soles aid U1U it.): 19b6-79. 
................. I ..................................................................................
 lll
 

Sierra 	 Coast Total
 

I 	 I
NorthI CUtral South North and South Central' 

Yeair soles ha sults Ihi soles ho sules hla soles ha Soles li8 
b 

19 1I.2 3.1 46.8 5.0 2 4.1, 2.1 ni.o. n.a. 49.b 3.2 154.2 13.2 
1969 46.1 4.3 102.9 8.4 42.2 2.9 n.a. n.a. 59.4 J.3 251.2 18.9 
191U 4 1,, 4.U 19.J 6.2 66. 3.9 nl.a. 1.ai. 102.3 4.9 294.3 19.u 
1971 2U.3 1.o 52.5 4.3 55.4 3.5 n.o. lI.a. /h.9 4.3 20.3 13.9 
1912 15.9 1.6 13.9 b.I j/.1 5.7 n1.a. n.a. 78.4 4.5 205.3 13.0 
1913 20.1 I. b 99.4 b.4 50.4 2.4 11.5 0.1, 120.2 4.6I 291.0 15.3 
1914 43.3 2.5 171.2 8.1 122.9 4.5 23.5 o.9 llb.U 5.8 513.5 21,1 
1915 bh.b 2.9 259.4 8.9 288.1 b.9 50.2 1.1 439.5 9.5 1,055.7 28.J 
197 109.5 3.5 299.6 7.4 334.1 6.1 45.5 u.9 rU.J 11.8 1,414.2 29.6 
1917 199.2 4.4 b0. If 8.3 63.1 9.0 59.U 0.9 815.9 9.J 2,315.1 31.) 
191 262.8 1.3 929.8 9.o 911.2 9.1 14U.0 1.2 1,381.4 9.2 3,551.4 Ji.4 
1979 Il.a. n1.a. 1,461.t) I.4 v.a. .. 61.2 0.9 1,515.8 b.8b 5,12 .8 29.3 

a.a. - not avaIlable. 

I ligures for North and South are respectively total Sierra less central Sierra an total Coast less 
central Coast. More preclise in:utnatioll Is not available. For years 196U-72, figures for North and 
South assirme all credit torot tto production wetnt to the Sierra and lione to tie Coast. 

2 Ceitral Sierra asuime all Ioaiis or Ayacicliu, IluaiicaveiIa, iuAnuci, Jilln slid Pasco. More 
precise inormatLion i not available. Central ICoast includes Lima aind Lca depaLirw1te. 
3 Data are ior period October I to September 30 il 196b and 1969, d.tLa are for January to December 
Il all oth!r years. 

Source: Agrarian Btik. 

Note: Since private bilsks made few production loans during tlis period, the Information from the 
Agrarian Bank covers most institutional production credit (Alvarez 1950:/U-/i; Hopkins 1981:119
132).
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Table A.7. Monthly calendar for potato production by department. 

Department Fob Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept ,Oct Nov Dec 
Arnazonas , - - iu -- - - -

~C 
x Cajamarca Is l f nr 

z La Libertad I 

Piura 
-1 

C 

Ancash -

Huanuco A--

Huancavelica 

xIca B 

. I-

Junin m I - - - 

m m_Lima A 
-Pasco Ii I m I I --

Apurimac -- UiN=-
Arequipa 0" m__- -- --- mm mm 
Ayacucho - m 


3: uzo'-A m 
-

Cuzco B2-- -.-
Moquegua 

A 

H - iI -
Puno 
 1----
 - .. - . - .- . 

Tacna A" 

c 

U -. . . . . .
 

(A) Rainfed Potato Production in the 5terra; (8i fr-igated Potato Production in the Sierra; (C) IrrigatedPotato Production on the Coast. 

Planting I Harvesting 

Source: Servicio de Investigacion y Promocion Agraria, Ministry of Agriculture, 1961. 
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Table AH Prillcipal potato vriLet.es: agruolaic alil coilercial Cltr.cteritiLce. 

.................................................... Type VegatLive 
 Culinary

Nawe Variety Cycle I yield, 


............................................. Lowinurcial
 
TraItLb Storability' Class,
 

Antarqut hlybrid blurt Very good Fir 
 Fair White
 
Amar I la Native Long 
 Low tXcel letit Good Yellow 
Ccomple Native Medium Low Very good Good
 
ClIata tiancoa Native Medium 
 Good Very good Good WlolLe
 
Cuzco hiybrid Short 
 Very gold Fair to tal Good Colored
 

IluagaLina Native Lung Low 
 .XCe I leut Good
 
iluayro NatLVe Medium Low 
 .xce I lenct Mod hloyru

Mariva Hybrid Medium 
 Very good Very good Fair Colured
 
lerpata Hybrid Medium 
 Very good Good Very guod

Mt Per& Hybrid Medium Very good Good 
 Very uod Colored
 

olinera Hybrid Short Very good Good Poor 
 Colored 
KReaciliento ||ybrid Long Very good Good Wood White 
Kenovaci61| Hybrid Luog Very good Fair Very good White
Kevolucl6n Hybrid bnurt Very good Very good 5Very good Wnite/colored
Sapo Native Loulg Low Fair Fair ...
 

Sh Ir I SatLve Slnort LOW 
 For c|ho ... 
S1peFla Hybrid Long Very good Very good Good
 
'icatluabL lybrtd Short 
 Very good Very bad dad Willte
 

(mexicala)
 
Tomasa Condemayta Iybrid Mediu Very good Very 6ud Fair Colored
 
Yungay hiybrId tedlum Very good Very 
 good Fair White
 

I Long , mlore tiai I50 dlys ; ned lu, IJ to I U d lye; blhort , les tzlall I JU ayb.
 

2 Very good, more thai 2U tOlb lit iaruerb' fields; good, IU to 2U tolnb 1ii larmers' leLdh; low,
iess tlha11 IU Ll lin marlers' fi elds. 

3 Stor..bilty alsu relerb to ablity to Witletald trdlobpOrt. 

4 These classes are thoe used by Whlesale aid retail merclhallts to categorize ditiereit group& 
of potatoes.
 

5 It supi lee are tighLt, Kevolucl6u will 
 be ll .it higher price au a "colored" potato. 

Source: GLr6u (197b), revised Withl comelts from CarLou Viee ut Mrit and drs. elsoil t. .rada all 
Alan Mereldez ot GI'l. 
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Table A.9 
 Potato production, trade and utilization: 1955-81.
 

"" "'"------------------------------=--=............ •..N
....... •...............................l•.........mmml.
 

ToLtl Potato Flour Total Apparent Shrinkage and Apparent HUMig Pstnmated4 Per Capita
Product ion ImpurtsN Supply I Marketing Losses Seed ConsUmptl on' Availability


Year (UU U (0 I) 
 1000 tI) 0OUOt) (UUU t) (030 t) (g) 

1955 1695.2 4.9 I372.1 170.2 Jo.4 1225.5 142.4

195h 12Ju.8 8.1 1244.9 
 124.5 224.1 n96.3 1.9 
1951 1211.2 9.6 1Zbb.nt 128.7 231.4 92b.5 
 U3.3
 
195d 34913.9 30.4 1502.5 135u.3 7U.4 3U8.8 117.b 
1959 1345.4 3U.2 1495.b 149.6 269.2 31b. t 114.7 

19bu 1J91.M 13.2 1411.u 141.1 254.U l11 5.9 305.9 
1961 1492.1 12.1 15U5.u 15U.5 27u.9 IUnj.6 
 3109.4
 
1952 3416.2 14.6 14JU.8 143.1 257.5 IUJU.2 3U.3 
1941 1424.9 15.7 1442.b 1344.J 259.1 IU3.b 
 99.0
 
194 313.1 17.9 1549.0 134.9 
 27.n 1115.3 33.3 

1965 154. 2 l.2 158J.4 15.J 85.U 114U.1 3UZ.b
 
1944 1496.9 I3.0 1510.9 151.1 272.u 3u7.a 95.2 
190 1711.7 
 13.9 37,5.b 172.b JU.6 1242.4 1U5.6
 
196" 3524.2 9.4 3j)5.o 15J.0 
 27.4 3U5.b 91.4
 
1949 39).5 8.j IU7.
4ti.8 l36.4 J35.5 1341.9 

3910 139.4 9.2 190.4 19U.b J43.U IJ72.U 3U.0
 
1971 38U. 1) 7.6 380.6 3ib.n J39.8 
 3359.U IU4.U
 
1972 171J.4 17.9 733.J 173.1 
 33l.b IZ46.6 92.3
 
193 331.1 
 14. 112.5 372.8 JIU.9 1243.8 89.5
 
1914 I3/2.4 
 U.n 1123.2 17.] JIU.2 124U.7 47.1 

1915 3,39.4 U.0 3J9.6 34.0 295.1 3U1.5 u.7
 
3976 141.0 
 0.0 116/.o 6b.1 JUUI I1UU.2 bU.0 
1911 3l35.4 0.0 3l65.b I3bI.o 290.8 3343.2 15.6
1918 1195.J 0.0 3495.J 119.5 3U5.2 122U.6 77.3
 
19/9 3,95.1 0.0 3b9.3 169.5 32U.5
3.3 75.j
 

198U 19.(, .0 I38I. b 338.2 Z4n. ' 994.7 '5.
 
1981 3lh,. 
 0." 3t8.6 161.9 J3'.I ' 320U.o 773.U
 

I From 1955-11, thtese reler to Imports of potato Ilour converted to tren potato equivalents. I Kg of flour
 
equal t, 4.15 Kg ot Irenth PuLatueo (Giraber 1974: 23). Frum 1971, they reter 
 to fresh anld flour potato importa,
converte-d to fresh, pt.it( qulvalents. lieue figures do lit take account oh the very limited potato exports by
Peru Iityears 9in, 19t9 (Uraber 1914), nor in years 1971, 1972, and 1978, lited In FAU Trade Yearbook Vol. Zb 
and Vol. J2. 

2 Iotal iappart-1, supply3 equals production plus potato flour Imports. From 1955-11, total apparent supply
ilcluden odI lJ quantities ol imported seed (Uraber 1974:21). 

J Shrinkage ind marketing louses estlimaLed to be I0 of total apparent supply (MA-UGAC 198lc). 

4 Seed estimated by (a) subutractlng shrinkage and marketing losses from total apparent supply, and (b) 
multiplying net avalilable supply by .2 (1A-I3AtC 19c). 

5 Apparent Ituait consumption equals total apparent supply leas (a) shrinkage and marketing lasses and (b)
seed. Food [or livestock and Industrial consumption believed to be negligible. 

b Per capita availability equals apparent human consumption divided by estimated national population. Popula
tion estimate blsed oi IN. (1983), interpolating between cennus years according to published growt rates. 

; Prvlslonal estimate. 

Source: Prodtluctot, (Table A.3). Potato Flour Imports, 1955-71 (Graber 1914); 1972-83 (tA-2A I3981c). See 
lootnuten above for remaining ilgures. 
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Table A. 1U esidence, annual family income (soles) and per capita potato cunsumption (kg) by 
region and type: 1971/1972.'
 

Sierra Coast
 

Family White Uther Tutal aml ly White Utier Total 
Kesifdence Income potatoes Potatoes Potatoes Income i'utatues Potatoes 2 Potatoes 

Greater Lima 
Low Income ... ... ... ... l//u 44.b 2.4 47.Z 
Ned. Income ... 580U., ... ... 41.1 4.9 4b.U 
Igh Income ... ... ... ... 2U24U J1.9 5.4 .7.3 

Large Cities '
 
North .. ... . mI51u 12.U
, ... ,. 21.4 j.4

Central 5b9U1 I1.2 b.7 IU7.9 bu 34.b 5.,1 39.9 
South Sulu 47.U 3.2 5U.2 b28u JU.8 .t J2.4 

rowns 
North 3941u 35.6 31.4 67.,u 52U 12.n 21.3h.5 
Central 5U4U 137.2 5.u 142.z 59o 5o1.5 '.b )J.l

South 272U 79.4 2b.5 115.9 557U 51.9 2.2 54.1
 

Kural Areas
 
North 179U I2.2 5.3 IU7.5 2951U 1.4 12.5 22.9
 
Central 2530 1 lit.3 2.5 14U.8 4UIU 32.9 
 .9 33.b
 
South 1IbU 171.8 4J.8 214.b 35UU 44.1 1.4 45.4
 

1 August, 1911 to August, 1912.
 

2 Yellow PotatoeN and cihuiRu consumption Was less thall 1 kg per itevery suo-regIon except 
Southern Sierra towns (26.5 kg) and rural areas (4J.8 kg). 

3 Large cities does not include Lima.
 

Source: Family Income (Amat y Lebn and Le6n 1979); Potato Consumption (Convenlo MEF-MA 
1975).
 

Table A.I Composition (Z) of tie diet and of food expenditures by region: 1971/1972.
 

Sierra Coaat Peru
 

Food Group Diet Food Expenditures Diet Food Expenditures Diet Food Expenditures
 

Tubers &
 
gout Crops 43.5 25.6 1U.8 
 5.8 32.2 17.
 
(1'otatoes) (32.4) (16.4) 
 (9.9) (4.2) (19.3) (8.1)
 

Cereals 25.6 24.1
29.1 21.5 23.9 24.4
 

Sugars 4.1 b.4 5.u
3.2 3.5 3.4
 

Vegetables IU.7 14.9 12.1
9.5 IU.4 9.8
 

Fruits & Nuts 2.0 1.7 8.9 5.1
6.1 3.6
 

Neat & Fish 4.6 16.2 11.8 3U.6 8.1 23.6
 
(Meat) (4.U) (16.2) (7.6) (26.9 (5.7) (22.9)
 

Eggs 
 U.3 1.5 U.9 2.4 U.b 2.0
 
Milk 6
 
Derivatives 4.4 5.2 
 11.6 11U.1 7.1 6.9
 

Uils & Grains U.9 2.7 2.7 
 4.8 1.7 3.6
 

Spices 1.1 1.2
u.7 1.3 1.1 1.U
 

Beverages 1.7 4.5 4.8 4.7
3.7 J.1 

...............................----------------------------------------------------------

1 August 1971 to August 1972.
 

Source: ENCA as cited fIn1Quintanllla (1978).
 

Note: Absolute totals for the diet (kg) are Sierra-J?4, Coast-387, and Peru-398. Absolute 
totals tcr food expenditures (soles) are Sierra-2925, Coast-4b9b, and Peru-39U3. 
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Table A.12 Income elasticities of demand for potatoes.'
 

Study Year or
 

V Data Base Product b*asticity Residence/Region
 

1 1957/19b4-1965 

2 1964-19b5 

3 n.a. 

4 n.a. 

5 n.a. 

n.a. 

7 1971-1972 

8 1971-1972 

9 1971-72 

IO n.a. 

Potatoes .41 
Potatoes .5U 
Potatoes .52 
Potatoes .50 
Potatoes .43 
Potatoes .5U 
Potatoes .49 

Tubers .48 

Potatoes .45 

White potatoes .4b 
Yellow potatoes .49 
White potatoes .87 
Yellow potatoes .87 

Potatoes .47 

Koots and tubers .35 

Potatoes 

Potatoes 

Potatoes 

Potatoes 


Potatoes 

Potatoes 

Potatoes 


Potatoes 

Potatoes 

Potatoes 


Potatoes 


.Ib 


.43 

1.0U 

1.00 

.t 
-.7 

.04 


.2 to .7 

-.O2 to .2 

-.3 to -.1 


-.1 


Urban
 
Rural
 
Urban Coast
 
Rural Coast
 
Urban Sierra
 
Rural Sierra
 
Peru
 

Lima
 

Peru
 

Lima
 

Lima
 
Peru
 
Peru
 

Peru
 

Peru
 

Lima
 
Large cities
 
Towns
 
Rural areas
 

Lima (low income)
 
Lima (med. income)
 
Lima (high income) 

Low income
 
Midle income
 
High income
 

Peru
 
.........------------------------------------------------------------------
n.a. = not available 

1 Studies 1, 2, 4, 7 and 8 used expenditures to estimate income elasticities;
 
for other studies intormation about income variable was not available. 
Studies 1, 2, and 6 used double lug functional form; study 6 used a double log 
inverse and study 9 a semi:log. For other studies this intormation was not
 
available.
 

Source: 1, CUNESTCiK (19b9:44); 2, Amat y Le6n (1970); 3, cited in Wood, Jr.
 
(1972); 4, cited in COMJAP (1907:319); 5, cited in Graber (1974:28); 6, YA
 
1971; cited in Quintanilla (1978:2b); 7, iAat y Le6n and Curonisy (1981:107);
 
8, MAA-OSP (198U:33); 9, Apaza (1983:141); 1U, FAU unpublished statistics.
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Table A.13 Projections vs. actual potato demand (UUU t): selected years.
 

Shrinkage 
and MarKet Industrial 


2 	 Human Total Domestic
 
3
Year Projection' Losses Use Seed Consumption Apparent Demand
 

197u 1 2b8.9 .8 291.4 1310.9 1752.3
 
Actual 190.6 343.0
U.O 1372.U 19U5.6
 

1975 	 1 195.5 1.2 285.8 147b.8 1957.3
 
2 ... ... 560.9 1526.6 2087.5
 
3 ... ... 560.9 lbu7.9 217.9
 
4 .5 1.1 187.1 14U1.b 1590.4
 

Actual 164.0 0.0 
 295.1 118U.5 1b39.b
 

1980 	 1 22U.4 1.8 3U7.8 1676.3 2206.3
 
2 
 ... ... 629.3 177b.3 2407.6 
3 ... 
 ... 629.3 195b.2 25b8.5 
4 .6 1.0 1b9.u 1048.5 1819.1 
5 	 . .... ... 2307.7 

Actual 13;.2 0. 24;.7' 994.7' 1381.6' 

1985 	 2 
 ... ... 697.8 2071.9 2769.7
 
3 ... ... 697.8 238U.8 3078.6 
4 .6 .9 145.1 1962.8 2109.6 
5 ... ... ... ... 2888.5
 

1990 	 4 .7 .9 124.6 2368.9 2495.1
 

I Projection I is for 1970, 1975, and 1980 only. Projections 2 and 3 are for 1975,
 
1980, and 1985 only. Projection 4 is for 1975, 198U, 1985, and 1990.
 

2 Projections 2 and 3 include estimated shrinkage and marketing 
 losses in seed
 
category.
 

3 Totals may not equal the sum of sub-totals due to rounding errors.
 

4 Preliminary figure.
 

Source: I (CONESTCAR 199), 
2-3 (Uraber 1974), 4 (NAA 1976), 5 (FernAndez 1976);
 
Actual (Table A.9).
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1
Table A.14 Annual potato shipments (OOt) to Lima by type: 1951-82. 

2
 
Type of Potato
 

Year White Yellow 3

Other Total'
 

1951 37.9 
 .8 n.a. 38.7
 
1952 47.7 
 1.4 n.a. 49.0
 
1953 54.1 
 .7 n.a. 54.8
 
1954 48.1 
 4.3 n.a. 52.4 
1955 60.9 2.9 n.a. b3.8
 

195b 65.2 
 2.5 n.a. 67.8
 
1957 68.1 
 1.9 ri.a. 69.9 
1958 73.2 2.4 n.a. 75.6
 
1959 73.1 2.6 n.a. 
 75.7
 
1960 75.9 2.4 n.a. 
 78.3 

1961 81.1 
 2.4 n.a. 83.5
 
1962 77.1 1.5 n.a. 
 78.6
 
1963 83.0 1.8 n.a. 
 84.7
 
1964 124.7 4.5 n.a. 
 129.2 
19b5 126.1 2.3 ni.a. 128.4 

196b 126.7 1.2 n.a. 127.9 
1967 149.5 1.2 n.a. 150.7
 
1968 142.7 1.2 n.a. 
 143.9
 
1969 162.5 3.0 n.a. 165.5 
1970 187.1 4.6 n.a. 191.7 

1971 190.9 8.9 27.0 226.3 5
 
1972 
 99.6 14.1 46.7 160.56 
1973 Il.3 11.0 68.6 180.9
 
1974 130.4 8.4 
 76.4 220.4
 
1975 94.7 
 16.2 110.9 221.5
 

1976 133.4 8.9 
 121.5 264.0
 
1977 90.8 
 IU.0 133.1 233.9
 
1978 142.3 8.8 
 145.8 297.1
 
1979 161.6 b.2 107.9 276.4
 
1980 151.9 
 7.9 83.2 244.9
 

1981 194.2 7.2 
 78.9 280.1
 
1982 191.0 
 7.1 aO.4 278.4
 
.......----------------------------------------------------------------------------

n.a. - not available. 

I Figures cited here are not always identical with those cited in other studies for 
a variety of reasons. For example, during the 1950s and l9bs, different offices 
assigned dtfferent average weights to sacks of potatoes entering Lima's wholesale 
market trom the Sierra, see Graber (1974:3b; 69). While the figures reported above 
appear most reasonable, other statistics are found in Sanchez (1960:7), for 1959-60 
it Shepherd et al. (19b9:11) for white potatoes only from 1958-68 in UONAP (1967:173,
191-192) for 1957-65; titFlares et al (1980:71) for 1971-77 for total potatoes only;
in Teutscher and Telio (1983) for 1971-82 white potatoes only, and from E/I*SA for 
1973-74 and 1977-79. 

2 Prior to 1971 potatoes unloaded it the *M11 1 were classified either as "white" 
or "yellow". According to Graber (1974:3b), shipments ot "other" potatoes e.g.
colored varieties like Mariva were small and included as part of "white" potatoes.
From 1971, potatoes are niow classitied as "white", "yellow", "colored" and occa
sionally "chancho" or "otras". The last two categories generally refer to low grade
i.e. very small and/or damaged potatoes sometimes used for animal feed. 

(continued, next page) 
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3 Graber (1974) claims that the iiacrease fi "other" potatoes shipped to Lima in 
1971 and 1972 was partly due to mre retined statistics and partly the result of 
farraers switchilg to colored varieties for which there were less rigorous price 
controls. 

4 Sum of the separate types of potatoes may itat equal the total indicated due to 
rouidlng errors. These totals may differ slightly trom totals in Tables A.17 and 
A.20 oIl acculit t rounding errors. 

5 Figures tor 1971 do not Include 12,8UO toils Of white potatoes, 14UO tons of 
yellow puatuoes aid 15U( tons ot colored potatoes respectively that were shipped 
through Lima's MI i I to destitatio s out of Lima (Graber 1973). 

6 Figures for 1972 inicLude neither potatoes shipped through Lima's MM #II or 13.UUU 
tuns of pOtatO imports Most ot which were sold ill Lima. 

Source: all potatoes 1951-58 (Shachez 1960:7), 1959 (Uraber 1974:3b); white ald 
yellow potatoes only 19t0-79 (Tables A.17 and A.20 respectively); 19U-82 (EMSA); 
other potatoes 1973 (SINAI'), 1974-75, 1980-82 (EMMSA); 1970-79 (Market admiistration 
mmh Ii1). 

Table A.15 Average monthly vhulesale price (soles/kg) ot white potatoes inLima: 1980-79.I 

: Mar. May July
Year Jan. eb. Apr. June Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

19o0 2.15 1.93 1.b7 1.1b 1.15 1.91 2.18 1.9b 1.b1 1.14 1.69 1.6?
 
1961 2.18 Z.0? 2.ou 1.97 1.88 1.65 2.07 1.57 1,2S l.14 1.14 1.2b
 
1962 2.11 2.04 1.8? 1.49 1.51 1.53 1.88 1.87 1.47 1.59 1.91 2.62
 
1963 3.17 Z.94 2.42 1.84 1.62 1.73 1.74 1.7? 2.08 2.22 2.18 2.23
 
1964 2.51 2.1) 2.07 2.11 1.9A 1.8J 1.84 1.86 1.71 1.42 1.33 1.84
 

1965 2.01 2.12 2., 2.J6 2.22 2.10 2.23 2.31 2.35 2.50 2.15 J.63
 
1966 J.31 J.74 3.50 3.48 3.50 3.41 4.12 4.4o 3.64 3.45 3.07 2.9Z
 
1967 2.85 1.02 2.72 2.58 2.54 2.41 2.05 2.63 1.96 1.55 1.45 2.4?
 
1968 2.8U 2.99 3.09 2.9b 2.99 3.14 3.52 3.44 2.40 2.24 2.70 3.34
 
1969 4.0b 4.54 4.42 4.01 4.00 3.50 3.35 3.11 2.98 2.77 J.33 3.79 

1970 5.11 J.04 3.04 2.86 J.00 3.28 3.07 3.03 2.35 1.95 1.60 1.69
 
1971 2.04 2.01 2.27 2.43 2.85 2.89 2.8U 2.73 2.52 2.49 2.85 J.62
 
1972 4.15 4.28 4.30 4.00 3.70 4.20 4.16 4.15 4.12 4.11 4.17 4.13
 
191. 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.4U 4.40 4.4U 4.4u
 
1974 4.4u 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.4U 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.4U 4.40
 

1975 4.40 6.20 0.20 b.20 b,2U 6.20 6.20 6.2U b.2 b.2U b.20 b.20
 
197b 6.85 7.90 6.55 8.20 7.85 7.50 8.75 1.50 8.5U 8:.50 8.90 9.35
 
1977 12.36 14.12 13.77 12.52 12.22 12.47 14.30 16.94 18.5/ lb.00 15.47 14.11
 
197 d.88 1U.bj IU.43 12.35 11.72 11.72 11.72 11.72 12.O 14.5U 14.50 lb.UO
 
1919 25.50 27.00 29.u1 29.15 29.b5 3u.UU 31.75 J.33 25.00 25.UU 25.00 53.00
 

I These prices for "papa blanca crtlla" are from "F6rmula 8" records at IN. These 
prices aifer trum those i, reutscier and 'eilo 19 3) especially in years 197Z and 1977
 
to 1979. INE prices were used for this study because they are genierally conildered the
 
most reliable and It was imposibbe to 

Source: 196U-72 (June) (Graber 1974); 


Note: For the perIod January 1973 to 
prices for "papa blaca" LI the "ioja 
reproduced here for clarlilicatlo.
 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 


locate tileoriginal source tor other prices. 

1972 (July) -79 (IN,).
 

November 1977, LNE also has records fur wntolesale 
de frabaJo, dase 196U." These latter prices are 

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. iec.
 

1973 5.65 4.75 4.75 4.40 5.J5 6.85 8.015 8.05 5.05 4.25 J.b5 3.4u 
1974 3.65 4.15 4.65 4.90 5.50 5.95 5.55 4.20 4.1U 3.75 J.U 5.85 
1975 
197b 

7.35 
7.50 

9.25 
8.UU 

9.65 
,2 

b.50 
8.U 

7.00 
7.50 

7.20 
7.5U 

b.45 
8.75 

5.55 
0.34 

5.00 
0.95 

4.65 
7.44 

4.11) 4.25 
7.om .3J 

197? 12.36 14.12 IJ.77 13.44 13.20 12.47 12.35 12.35 12.50 lb.00 lb.JO .. 
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'Cable A.[6 Average Mouitiulyretail price (sules/kg) ul white potatoes I Lima: 1940-79. I 

Year Ja:,. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Juie July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. dec. 

-196U 2.4u 2.45 z.25 2.1u 2.3U 2. 0 2.b 2.oU 2.IU 2.1U 2.U 2.U51941 2.562 2.61 2.47 2.5u 2.45 2.39
2.24 2.24 2.U7 2.01 2.14 2.99

19b2 2.452 2.18 2.81 2.29 2.23 2.22 
 2.32 2.52 1.8 22.4J 2.182 2.871903 4.06 3.b9 3.4b 2.J42.58 2.2o 2.25 2.27 2.7u2.52 2.91 2.98
19b4 4.992 2.05 2.47 2.55 2.372.45 2.32 2.64' 2,102 1.73
1.71 2.24 

19b5 2.71 2.13 J.02 2.78
2.84 2.7U 2.b4 2.71 3.3u
2.7u 3.41 4.47
196b 4.3U 4.J5 4.Jb 4.21
4.17 4.14 4.71 5.43 3.97 4.03 
 4.U9 J.95

1967 3.54 3.85, 3.62 3.33 J.24 
 3.12 J.25 3.25 2.35, 2.12 1.92 3.Ub

1948 3.44 3.41 3.87 3.71 3.74 3.81 4.07 4.18 3.11 2.89 3.29 3.7t1969 5.17 5.57 . .48 5.29 4.85 4.32 4.14 4.10 4.15 4.U93.87 4.27 

197U 5.a7 4.24 4,u4 4.04 4.U9 4.05 4.U4 4.04 4.U3 3.7u 33U J.241971 3.72 3.69 3. 4 J.98 4.01 3.99 4.UU 3.99 3.95 4.U83.90 3.99
1912 5.51 5.5b b.64 5.42 4.3b 5.59 4.82 4.bb
4.71 4.63 4.4v 4.3
1973 5.33 5.b3 b.:2 b.08 b.56 6.35 6.40 b.53 b.84 5.4o 5.2/ 5.141974 5.U1 5.1t 5.,2 5.69 5.52 4.21 4.22 5.51 5.25 ).12 5.13 5.41 

1915 12.53 Ij.b8 14.19 10.93 1U.11 9.57 9.U9 7.217.82 1.05 7.14 7.22197b 0.34 9.37 9.1 9.44 9.28 h.87 9.349.94 9.31 9.49 9.72 iu.UU
1917 18.45 11.81 l1.od 16.19 15.5215.51 17.64 22.72 23.21 21.46 20.31 Io.Iu19/8 15.42 16.95 14 42 16.41 18.64 20.1b 21.b2U.91 20.22 18.11 17.97 19.95
1979 33.95 34.75 31.33 35.23 35.23 30.99
35.23 3b.61 j5.71 31.21 59.UU 04.34 

I Alteroative estitate tor years 1971 to 1979 are lit 4'-1,A-WC (1981c). Itowever, tlese pricesappear to be regulated, or official, prices [lot actual prices, see hAA-YJC (198U). 

2 'hll price was taken from Graber (1974), it difers from prices published to INE as follows 19b1 - Jan. 2.3j; 1962 - Jai. 2.95; Oct. 2.4U, Nov. mlssin data; 1964 - Jan. 3.19, 

2.22; 1967 - Feb. 3.05, Sept. 2.55.
 

g Aug. 2.49, Sept. 

Source: INL.
 

Table A. Il Monlthly shipment (tuls) ot white Potatoes to Lima: 1960-1979.1 

..................
;
7.................-..... .............................................
Jn la. *ere. Apr May Juune July Aug. Sept. Oct. N~OV. Dec. 

19bU 5402 5359 bu48 5788 5327o471 5431 7290 7368 7U58
7505 4584
1961 5969 4372 4171 5944 4521 4724 
 4742 6821 b017
797z 7598 b957
1942 5884 5377 5284 5493
4158 5723 5953 0892 dzu
b21 7123 4481
1943 40b6 4942 736b 6977 73191217 1571 73Ub 1532 7161
8U4 4532
1964 0112 
 7321 10824 11249 11377 1Ub12 112U8 10531 10393 11617
12172 11195
 

1945 961/ 1307
b450 l1U2z 
 1122 9341 L005 IU961 11942 13U70 1109 9914
19bb 9560 8J17 107J9 11515 1195u 1237: 11773 7401
4242 12984 12771 12534
1967 12029 11489 13413 11858 10854 I1749 12554
12497 14652 15441 1292U 11U5U
1968 97/1 9455 1044U 11330 11425 1u231
108U2 12481 14127 10,775 IJ579 12049
1949 12709 11J5 112U 13444 12257 13341 14181 14593 1574U 17143 1405J 1248
 

197U 7959 129)5 15439 14213 1372u15845 14147 1422U 16173 I9444
2U398 19708
1911 15936 I. 139 14U53 1582U 1 438 17535 14996 15560 17379
14885 17295 14761 
1972 13244 9944 63J3 
 9454 1U29U 0345 b622 4526281 6954 d227 71221973 5465 5342 4891 4515 7105 4231 4427 6b4b 11431 14739 1)0J 13312
1974 9U27 8451 I/lu Io1751 10878 4455 9710 12292 1257U 104U3 14489 8UU 

19715 28U2 2931
1ulU 251U 
 J993 448h 7895 1258U 14249 17234 13538 11381974 12147 9441 1l728 1171b 11337 12155 111541J487 11532 11538 80U1 7715
1977 4222 4106 7U45 I72 84309499 6914 6779 t149 91938494 915U
1978 8410 1714 lU450 111H3 113U5 9511 1144u 14594 14745 14507 13873 135U91979 1121U IU054 12549 13264 13935 11249 13402 17921 18143 15U1 12515 11561
 
........-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Several studies publIbh data ol monthly White potato silipments to Lima (see Co1AP 1907, Shepherdet a . 1969, Fort, 1982, feutshcher and 'Cello 19b3). Figures listed are ciidered tle taust
rel iable . See intruouctioli to Append ix Two. 

Source: 190U-71 (Ur-ber 1973); 1912, 1974-79 (1arket Admi,,istratioii MM 0 1), 1973 (estImateo oil tile 
basis of SIMAP atid L'lySistatistics). 

Note: Wllthly tigures listed above are identical to L2ISA data for years 1971 (except September),
1972, 1914 (except January alid June), 1975-79. 
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faile A.18 Avrage lmJotlily whbulcsale price (soles/kg) of yellow uotaLoes llI Limit 19',U-79. 1 

Year Ja, . F.. ra.. Apr. -Jay Julie .Jty Aug. Sept. Oct . Nov . Uee....................................................................................................
 

191] .,.71 Z.78 2.h7 2.9i 2.9., 2.54 2.88 2.99 J.1, J.11 3,bb 3.15 
19tl j.14 3.58 2.91 J.21 2.. 5 2.12 2.-9 2.1( .tj4 3..b J.71 .. i2
14112 ..51 2.1 .2Z 1. Z.96 1,1 3.492J J Ob . .96, J.91 3.93 J..441y91 3.53 3. it 1.25 J1.22 3.11 2.9 J.14 3.U3 J.U5 J.b 3.45 J.23
19"4 3.23 3 .115 J.i)5 J. I(1 2.93 2.4,, 2.2 /.85 2.92 2.94 2.m9 J..27 

IP,) 4.111 J.2. I,)h J .4t J.39 3.19 3.I 3.6) 5.15]1ni 4.3J0 4.1I) 4,.(Jh 4.15) im 1 5,5j 
5.90 D, 1 4.34L5,48 5'(U1 4.69 5.36 ).,V7 4.416 

19'. J.87 4.05 4.51 4.2o J.62 3.9) 4..25 5.18 5,do 5.14 4.,6 4.84
I91,1, 5.1t 4.97 4.96 4.4b1 4.oh 4.7 5.5j t.5U t.44 n .0? 5.82 4.94191,9 4.59 5.15 5.1J 5.111, '.16 4.93 4.74 4.91b 5.11 5).42 it.05 b.24 

19,' 1.13 5.71 s.44 5.301 5.17 5.19 5.-J2 5J.84 5.8,0 5,oi 5.45 5.731971 5.93 5.10 5.211 5.4o 5.32 5.11 1.75 5.b5 5.35 1.05 4.6 4.93
191, :,i5 J.70 0.01) 6 .U 5.J1 1,.15 b.44 6.39 u.12 h.04 1i.71 5.52
11/J 6.>JU u. 40 6.50 1.40 . 25 u.25 7.moj /.0U 7.uo O.85 11.0,5 t1.0U
191. 5.15 0,00 6,.',U 1.4t 6.40 0.45 U. n .1.11 n.7u b.95 0.91) 7.15 

1975 8.,40 9.US 9,.10 11)MU Ili 1)o l).Ho Lu.() hij.00 Ii ,AJ IU.UU IUO.(U I I,(US 
11/o 1I.5(J 12,jU 12.Oil 12.1m 12;.25 1 .1ll 13 I 1U3JOU IJM 1.( 4bOU1Uu 15.75
197/ 1 .4u 17.49 17.261 It,.1) 15.54 15.// 11I. 18. FJU 20.14 2.83 21 .18 11.7U
1918 14.59 14.21 15.55 19.34 f,1. 7b I.1, 1I 8.1b 1.17b II.UU 17.UU 17,ou ! J.Uu1979 31.5U JJ.513 3. 00 3.2-5 31.M5 J8.1) 4U.75 

u 
51.JJ 79.25 19.Z5 /9.25 75.UU 

I prices tor 19/1 tnrouglh 1979 were LuKe2 trw "F6raula is' records at LN. 

.iource;: 191)-197.' ( Julie) IGrat-r 1914) 1972 (.July) -79, INKo) 

Table A,.19 Average aoitlly retail price (sole./kg) ot yellow potatoes li1 Lima: 19b--79.1
 

Year ll. Feb. Our. 
 Apr. Naly Jurl, .July Au1 , . Sept. Oct. Iiov. Ulec. 

19>U J.bU 3.8(1 J.o 3 .. 5 3.41) 3. J8. 3.8U J.85 J.85 4.5U 3.8U
 
1941 3.45, J.52' "I 3.92 .. J 3.45
U 

., 3.53 J.1357 J.55' J.81' 4.b8 4.73
 
1962 4.23 1.8 1 3.11 J.91 J.79 .84 4.31' 4.31 4.b1 4.90 4.92 4.35
19o. 4.36' 4.18 4.08 J.4
3.98 3.15 
 J.71 3.49 3.67 4.5b 4.45 4.ZU

1944 4.07 3.94 
 J.85 3.75 1.511 3.54 3.52 3.5U 
 .53 3.52 3.55 3.7'
 

1965 4.56 
 J.91 4.46 3.24 4.19 4.14 4.13 4.31 5.90 8.39
7.14 5.17
 
19b6 b.2U 6.17 5.17 4.97 5.76 j.47


5.2/ 5.37 5.15 5.09 5.49 b.13 

1987 5.25 
 5.1 5.81 5.46 4.91 4.87 5.22 5.94 o.14 4.45
4.19 4.12
1968 b.24 t.24
8.21I 6.19 5.01 5.87 b.07 /.23 it.71 7.15 7.51 it.93
1949 
 6.07 .37 7.10 b.91 b.25 1.13 5.714 5.97 b.b9 b.59 b.71 7.35 

197 8.90 7.31 .5) 1.71b u,.45 6.58 b.63 b.10 7.U9 7.15 0.703 7.13

1971 7.41 .8b
7.U8 7.uu 
 0.73 b.53 1.82 7.U5 1.45 b.52 b.79 b.b
 
1972 7.35 7.47 8.49 7.74 7.ul 7.12 4.99 7.17 B.o2 8.18
1.55 7.95

1973 8.08 8.41 8.50 
 1.1j 7.98 8.13 8.73 9.1b I1.19 8.95 a.41 7.42
 
1974 7.56 7.4j 8.019 
 8.28 d.4J 8.49 8.62 9.11 9.19 9.24 9.51 9.49
 

1975 Io.61 11.57 11.03 14.45 14.2k1 12.4) 12.79 13.44 15.U4
1..99 14.5b 13.40
197 IJ.41 13.35 13.5b 
 13.6U 1J.45 1j.33 14.11 14.48 1.24 22.40 19.89 111.49

1977 ZZ.lu 22.91 23.14 22.45 21.40 2(1.55 2u.88 24.99 21.54 29.02 J0.17 28.83
 
1971 2 .94 2o.51 27.29 29.54 3U.tod j2.34 31.7/2 34.71 J4.45 3b.19 39.18 39.27
1979 44.44 4/.47 4 .41 5(.n83 5L.27 50.65 54.U5 0.51 
 103.85 114.75 134.43 127.93
 

I Alte rlative estimates for years 1971 to 1979 are in MA-LxAC k,1981c). Howevur, these prices

appear to be regulated or ollicLa, prices not actual 
prices, See MAA-LK(C (198U).
 

2 fi s price was taken, from (rauer 1974, 
 it dliters trolsprices published in 196b montlly but
letins as follows: 1941-Jal. 1.25, Feb. 
 4.19, Aug. 3.44, Sept. 3.94, Oct. 4.U5; 1942-Feb. 3.77,

July 3.811;1961-Jau. 4.6b; 1944-Uec. 1.1
 

Source: INt.
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Table A.21 Monthly shIpment (Lulls) ot yellow potatues to Lima: 190U-79.' 

Sept. Oct. lion. Ue.
 
..... .... ........ L)...................... .. .. . .. 
Year Jaii. feb. Mar. 	 Apr. May June .July Aug. 

.. . .. .. . ................. ................ 1
 

LU J9 Ibb
1 97
3b9 20l LiA 

79 75 915 5 109 
190U 291 254 243 J4 


15 197 231 

91 hoU
 

19o1 460 23 271 3o 
1o4 5d 15 4319b2 5.1 172 19t 1.9 12 169 

lob111 9 73 127 	 19 111 119 

290 J29 228 211 
1901 hJo 142 2, I7/5 

19t4 J50 2ijb 535 441 oj 410 516 321 

62 Io 72 
19 O 14 171, 251 304 J)1 357 224 L1h 	 115 

17 1i1 12

bl b9 2J4 124 90 H5 79 96 


19o0 52 

19o 55 

43 51 1l 61 713 92 4 52 101 1)9 257 

1918 41 15 42 55 52 4t 147 104 84 iou 177 254 

z46 27b J9b
19t9 "u/ 1t9 2103 229 210 191 i71 201 211 

440 314 254 46j4 5J8 /71422 199 152 
bJ 91 lo!, 1110 1225 

1110 211 1816 2'.0 
0112 0ub oil 


1912 1204 61i3 1516 

1971 742 46U o1 522 

134J 891 i11 12o14 61J 446 715 1490 2214 

408 15 I132 lo,n
1971? 10ut 620 b1 172 lo5s 9.13 i 522 

7. Sb 5u 119 297 1115 116u 1191

1974 959 157 619 59 o7 

52 ogu 127V
lo9o 1946i 577 429 


1970 1245 ti13 

1975 909 1J5 1111 	 2996 1966 


591 11 o14 lot 	 tnIJ 479 2116 495 b49 1112 

o)/ UU9 527 729 17 1201
1971 12119 926 719 046 094 014 

1978 1151 7lu 6U 00 01 04 556 561 7141 555 /U ?94 94b 

1979 7-'. '.' 1 115 491 009 514 b0 It) 251 2119 510 0112 

9
M i 

I1. over tIle last twenty 

years, variou0s govelltIlell t ottIceS Is sued estLiiates ,t yellow putato S hipMellts to . Ima. While at 

ol these dillerelnces wre minor, alternative estimates 

i These I igores ,re hosed on, unloads I potato sacks In Lima's 

are is tollows: in 191J-Ja,. loU; In 1974-

Aug. 14 2, Oct. 291, Nov. 757; li 1975-March 1-1), April 1599, ikUc. 17; In 1977-a,. .154b. 

on the Mlain ol Graber (1914); 1971 (Grater
 

1911); 1972, 191-1919 (Market adslInistratlon M 1); (SIMMI').
 
Soorce: 1960-1961. (1ONA' 1901); 1961-1910 etLimated 

MI 1971 

Table A.21 Average monthly retail price (sole/kg) ol sweet potaLoes In Lima: 1950-79.1 

Year Jall. Feb. Mar. Apr. May lne July Aug. Sept. t. . Nov. 1ec. 
. .. . . . . . . .. ........ . ....... .'r....... .	 . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
 

1 u, .IU 1.25'

1900 9u .5 .60 	 .6o .8 .00 .60 . .00 


1.17 1.19 l.io .95 1 .17 1.45 1.22 1.29' 1.J9 1.10 

1902 l.JUi .d1 .09 .0 .t' .o5 .03 .t7 .95 1.U 1.1 1.2h 

19bJ 1.17 1.0b .99 .98 

1901 1.2U 1.152 

1.14 1.06 1.15 1.21 1.39 l.5O 1.24 1.Zl
 

19064 1.08 .91 .85 .HJ 
 .8u .1) .80 .98 .97 1.on 1.U4 1.10
 

1.05 1.U9 1.U7 1.09 1.40 1.11 l.17 1.2u 1.317 1.29 1.46
 

1900 1.42 1.41 


1905 1.24 


I.J 1.17 1.23 1.1b 1.118 1.4Z 1.43 1.62 1.52 1.02 

1907 1.58 1.40 1.44 1.30b 1.29 1.24 1.18 1.13 1.10 1.40 1.09 1.02 

1900 1.89 2.U4 1.90 1.15 1.88 1.99 2.79 3.31 3.88 4.24 1.91 J.j5 

1909 J.07 2.40 1.55 1.55 1.52 1.4u 1.31 1.49 1.53 1.51 1.sj L.51 

1.50 1.4J 1.45 1.40 1.45 1.91 2.2U 2.32 2.35 

1971 2.45 2.57 2.57 
1970 1.72 1.65 l.6h 

2.41 2.28 2.12 1.96 1.84 2.01 2.S1 2.0 Z./5 

1977 2.92 1.2U J.U2 2.b4 2.51 2.bJ Z./u 2.74 2.94 J.10 J.34 J.05 

1973 2.95 2.95 2.01 2.44 2.50 2.17 2.45 2.47 2.41 2.49 J.1ul 3.24
 

1974 1.70 3.17 4.05 3.97 4.10 4.12 4.1 4.02 4.14 5.0l 5.5l 5.40 

1975 5.04 5.87 5.80 5.84 5.57 5.12 4.5 4.0u 4.50 4.06 4.09 5.42 

1910 5.70 5.91 5.04 6.05 o.L5 6.14 0.21 b.14 0.41 7.o9 8.55 9.94 

1977 11.07 11.11 lu.07 1u.0l 9.23 8.8M 6.90 9.UU 8.91 9.04 9.40 9.07 

1974 10.011 1.22 l.u? 9.93 1U.29 11.6k) 12.11 14.01 17.20 19.71 22.71 23.57 

1979 25.05 25.7 25.10 24.62 24.04 25.78 25.113 25.13 21.52 22.64 25.44 25.07 

I Prices are lor casslte amarillo (yellow sweet potato) 190U-1972 and tor camote (sweet potato) all 

other years. 

2 This price is an early estimate; It difLers trom the one listed in later, 19bb moLtolly bulletins 

as lollows: lit 190(-Dec. 1.20; li 1901-Jan.. 1.19, Feb. .01, Oct. 1.40; Int1902-jal. 1.13. 

Source: IN.
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Table A.24 Average monthly retail prices (soles/kg) of chicKen in Lima: 1960-79.1
 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
 

19b 35.UU 5.UU 35.90 35.01 34.00 34.U0 34.U 34.U 36.UU 3b.U 35.U09 35.U 
1961 35.UU' J4.39' 33.BU 33.82 33.56 J4.U2 34.UJ ' 34.31 34.b 34.74' 34.63 34.61d 
19b2 34.75 34.5U 34.52 34.8J 34.71 J4.J 34.77 34.69 34.7U 34.70 34.74 34.64 
19bJ 34.52 34.59 34.5b 34.0 34.65 J4.5U 34.81 34.U 34.93 34.75 34.79 34.73 
1964 34.1b 35.00 35.16 35.U8 35.25 35.16 35.62 3b.92 37.28 37.40 38.36 39.24 

1965 39.81 4U.37 40.31 39.53 39.71 J9.18 39.47 39.30 39.13 38.95 39.09 39.23 
19bb 38.67 318.67 38.67 38.67 38.67 38.67 38.67 31.67 311.67 38.67 31.67 31.67 
1961 38.67 8.67 J.67 38.67 38.67 9.0UU 39.UU 39.UU 39.UU 43.UU 43.17 43.75 
1961 43.83 43.5U 44.25 44.25 44.50 44.25 44.33 44.17 44.50 44.42 44.UU 44.17 
1909 44.41 46.33 41.17 50.42 50.58 49.33 41.67 46.67 4t.67 41.83 5U.00 51.25 

197U 54.96 56.03 55.69 55.5U 53.13 51.63 54.05 52.21 52.44 55.78 56.17 58.24 
1971 6U.17 bU.91 60.69 61.43 61.96 b2.IU 64.71 67.63 64.69 65.28 66.94 66.19 
1972 66.83 b7.22 68.85 69.b4 69.91 o9.11 69.44 69.73 68.84 68.34 67.35 68.72 
1973 42.86 4J.99 46.59 47.17 53.2u 53.47 55.71 56..,U 56.37 57.3 57.72 59.4U 
1974 51.2V 58.4U 59.72 58.88 59.6J bU.49 59.74 60.91 61.7U bJ.UI 63.96 64.14 

19?5 61.,91 72.b 74.08 75.29 77.81 78.47 8U.89 12.93 11.26 01.04 81.63 12.51
 
1976 93.16 93.91 92.84 9u.4 8U.83 69.91 99.9 97.28 99.41 104.91 1U7.90 117.07
 
1977 119.b4 118.33 12U.54 12U.69 119.65 113.47 123.82 14b.9U 143.38 150.31 150.U2 157.25
 
197 177.22 115.41 175.U0 169.b10 181.21 11.14 2U7.87 232.47 Zb.02 294.41 299.56 JUb.17
 
1979 324.30 332.83 J16.42 324.39 326.37 367.62 437.15 403.79 5UU.7U 3bU.UU 436.20 428.83
 

I Prlcei, are for carne de gallina (chicken mear.) 1960-72 and for'pollo (chicken) 1973-79. 

2 This price Is un early estimate; it ditfers from the one listed in 1966 monthly bulletins as 
toilows: in 1961-Jan. 34.78, Feb. 34.1b, July 34.U9, Uct. 34.63; in 1965-Aug. 39.0U. 

Source: 3)IN.
 

Table A.25 Average monthly retail prices (soles /kg) of noodles in Lima: 196U-79.'
 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Hoe. Dec.
 

1960 5.40 5.4U 5.40 5.40 5.4U 5.40 5.4U 5.4U 5.41) 5.4U 5.4U b.UU 
1961 b.UU 5.60U 5.22 5.22 5.Z3 5.23 5.22 5.23 5.22 5.22 5.21 5.23
 
1962 5.24 5.22 5.21 5.2U 5.22 5.21 5.1U 5.2U 5.2U 5.ZU 5.03 5.65
 
1963 5.63 5.62 5.64 5.b5 5.61 5.64 5.u4 5.64 5.65 5.65 b.11 6.21
 
1964 6.20 6.22 b.5U 6.61 6.61 6.62 b.bU 6.63 b.b 6.63 b.b3 b.62
 

1965 6.6U 6.64 6.64 6.63 b.64 6.63 6.63 b.b4 6.59 b.bz .b3 6.61
 
1966 .63 6.6U b.6J' 7.3U 7.08' 7.15' 7.15 7.17' 7.16' 7.19 7.19' 7.17'
 
1967 7.IU 7.U5' 7.03' 7.10 7.30I 7.13' 7.2U 7.94' 9. 9.UU 9.03' 9.17
 
1968 9.5) 9.70 9.7U 9.70 9.7u 9.72 9.72 9.72 9.72 9.03 9.83 9.0J
 
1969 9.83 9.82 9.82 9.82 9.12 9.82 9.02 9.78 9.77 9.77 9.77 9.77
 

197u 9.77 9.11 9.0U 9.00 9.80 9.82 9.bz 9.82 9.82 9.92 9.13 9.8
 
1971 9.b3 9.H1 9.81' 9.87 9.87 9.87 9.87 9.87 9.87 9.95 1U.13 IU.
 
1972 10.26 IU.31 1u.33 3UJ3 10.33 IU.33 IU.JJ 3U.33 IU.33 IU.JJ IU.JJ 1U.JJ
 
1973 IU.87 11I 1U.73 IU.09 IU.92 IU.93 30.95 33.UI 13.U5 11.U7 11.07 11.01
 
1974 11.35 14.39 14.56 14.56 14.77 15.07 15.4 15.49 15.49 15.49 15.45 15.50
 

1975 16.7U 18.28 18.22 18.32 10.5U 1.56 18.5b 1.40 18.4U 18.31 18.41 18.3
 
1976 19.83 21.0b 23.1U 21.05 21.14 23.32 24.96 26.69 27.02 27.Ul 27.U 27.Ul
 
1977 Z7.uu 28.37 29.61 29.61 29.63 34.U6 35.70 32.63 32.bi 32.72 32.71 32.71
 
1970 4U.6U 47.76 47.67 4i.67 69.5U 71.49 74.46 74.42 74.45 74.45 74.45 74.45
 
1919 74.63 94.26 95.11 95.36 95.j7 95.38 128.27 128.27 128.27 120.27 120.27 32b.27
 

I prices are or tildeos (ncudles) 3960, 1960-1979 and for fldeos a granel (noodles in bulk) in 
other years. 

2 Missing data In early bulletins; replaced with estimate for this study. Later oulle'in lists
 
price as 5.21.
 

3 Missing data in 'an. 3967 bulletin; prices listed are from Uec. 19bb bulletin.
 

4 Missing data In INE bulletins; replaced with eStlMaLes calculated for this study.
 

Source: LNE.
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Table A.22 Average rmnthly retail price I(uoleu/kg) ot cauava in Lima: 1960-79. 

Ye"ar Jal Feb. M Apr. May Jule July Aug. Sept. )ct. Nov. Dec. 

I96U1 2.b) 2.35 2.45 2.25 Z.2) 2.25 1.ho I .8u I1 Y 2.ju 2.25 2.151961 2.29i I.9t6 3.75 1.83 1.82 1.82' 1.8l 2.l 2.21 2.-9 ' 2.411 2.281962 2.i 2.26" 2.32 2.37 2.j 2.31 2.21 2.21 z21 21i 2.23 2.291963 2.4ti 2.41 2.57 2.60 2.1,4 2.42 2.39 2.38 2.4? 2.49 Z.50 2.431964 2.41 2.2/ 2.o4 I.94 1. 89 1.82 2.101 2.0? 2.01? 2.1? 2.00 2.11 

1965 2.38 2.12 2.17 2.4,1 2.0, 2.11 2.72 2.6/ 2.81 J.U4 J.U51966 J.JJ 3.1t 4.210 4.4 J.96 3.54 1.52 
3.27 

3.79 3.b 3.94 J.94 J.88196/ 3.89 3.1M 3.85 J.60 J.o1 3. 5h 1.21 3.UW 2.71b 2.91 2.24 2.71191, 2.h4 2.09 2.h5 2.86 J.U2 3.21 3.51 J.1N 4.15 4.5h 4.15 4.81969 5.22 5.64 6.59 6.94 6. 38 5.19 5.2U 5.28 5.3b 5.48 5.h 5.94 

19/0 6.22 01.02 5./l 5.43 4.M2 4.49 4.J 4.32 4.19 4.28 3.89 3.9U19/1 4.19 4.31 4.J5 4.11 3.69 3.75 J.b7 J.90 J.53 J.91 4.54 4.581972 4.2/ 4.19 5.81 1.39 5.15 5.3 5.U8U 5.)? 5.Z1 5.31 5.47 5.6919/1 5.85 5.h8b 1.19 b.34 6.J 6.13 6'.l15 u.05 ;.98 5.87 5.62 5.191914 5.I1 4.860 6.01 5.51 5.19 5.65 5.28 5.1S 5.63 5.81 (.3 b.22 

1975 8.49 h.169 10.24 1U.11) 9.9/ 9.52 9.45 110.I1 11.40 11.31 1U.91 I1.1619?,, 1l.13 1).91 11.14 10.11 11.14 I1 .81 10.01 11.67 11.15 11 05 11,U8 10.981917 13.J2 13. 13 13.2, 13.12 12.89 12.81 13.51 13.92 15. 16.01 11.48 1b.581978 1 . 14 16.24 16.22 16.33 18.12 1h.25 18.23 19.J 21.38 24.26 21.67 28.941919 J4.12 I,.48 36.1,4 39.6, 39.86 39.95 41.118 42.11 45.9J bJ.U 71.9? 11.97 

Irices are forr yuca bllina (Wlle Cassava) 19o1 LU 1965, 1971/ to 199 and u yuca (cassava) all 
other years.
 

2 rice8ilrICesinI early eutLmate; it ditters 3ro., the Une
9 listed Ililater, 39bb monthly bulletLinaas full.s.: 1, 1 0i-Jan. 2.18, Fel. 1./J. Juie 1.8 ,UcL. o3b; tit 19bZ-Feb. 2.21. 

Source: INh. 

Table A.23 Average monthly retail price (sole/kg) ot rice In Lima: 196U-79. 

1961 3.30 J.3U 
 .31 3.311 3.311 3.31 3.J J.31 3.31 
 J.JU 
 J.3 J.3U
 
1962 3.3 
 3.31 3.31U 3.U 3.30 3.1U J.1U J.3U 3.31 3.31

1963 3.3U 3.30 3.31 3.3U 


J .3 3.31 
3.31U 33 3.30 
 3.J J.J9 3.811 3.8U 3.8
1964 3.80 
 4.12 4.3U 4.3U1 4.31 
 4.3 4.JU 4.30 4.JU 4.3U 4.21 4.23 

1965 4.2 4.k) 
 4.2U 4.31 4.29 4.31 
 4.3 4.Ju 4.31 4.3U 4.3
1966 4.30 
 4.3U 4.31U 4.30 4.311 4.JU 
4.JU 

4.3U 4.3U' 4.3U 4.3 4.311961 4.30 4.J1' 4.3U' 4.JU 
4.J' 

4.31' 4.3U' 4.JU 4.JU' 

19b8 6.50 6.98 7.47 1.95 


4.31 4.31 4.JU' 4.3U 
7.95 8.8u 8.81 
 8.0 8.8U 8.8 
 8.811 3.bU
1969 8.8U 8.8) 8.8U 1.1U 
 8.81. 8.81 8.811 
 .81 8.81 .1U U.bU 8.8U
 

1911 8.81 8.81 
 8.8u 8.811 8.81 8.81 
 .811 8.811 u.8 8.8U 
 8.b .81U
1971 8.80 
 8.SU .811 t1.80 
 3.8 8.8U d.812 6.1u 8.81U 8.81U 
 8.811 8.81U
1972 8.811 
 8.8 8.81 8.811 8.81J 8.8u 
 8.811 8.811 
 8.80 8.81 .bU 8.8U
1973 8.80 8.8t) 8.8 8.81 
 8.80 H. 8 8.8 
 8.811 8.8 
 8.81 11.8U U .61
1974 11.U8 IU.6U 1U.b U.8 0 . .6U 1U.o 11.6U 10.60 10.61 30.6 3U.bU 

1975 33.86 3.311j U3.3 j .30 13.3 13.30) 13.3U 1I..iU I3.1U 33.31 13.30 I3.301976 15.19 lb.5U 3b.5U 16.50 16.50 16.5U 2U.UU 
 2U.UU 2U.U0 
 ZU.UU 21U.UU
19?7 20.111 21.111 23.5u 23.50 
2U.U 


23.5U 25.75 
 28.11 28.111 28.11 20.01 28.0u 
 28.11
1978 33.25 34.5u 34.5 34.5U 34.50 34.50 3.0ou 39.50 39.5U 39.5U 39.50 39.52
1979 48.00 48.UU 59.0U 
 59.UU 59.U2 59.0J bU.UU 1U.0U 
 81.U0 8U.UU 8U.UU
..........................----------------------------------------------------------- 81U.UU
 

I Prices are for arroz (rice) 19b1-65 ant 1968-/7U for arroz nucioonal (national rice) In 19bb and
1967, 
and for arro-uor iente (ordinary rice) all other years. 

2 Left 
blank In Jai,. 1967 bulletin; luted 
as 4.3 In Dec. 1966 bulletin.
 

Source: INE.
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Table A.20 1bnthly lnldex (1919-1OU) of consumer prices in Lima: 1960-79. 

Year Jan. leb. lHatch April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. tnv. Ilec. 
;"a,;.......n........i".... ............
 7...... y'........n........' ...... pL............ v-- --.........- . ...Lz:

19bU 4:,l1 4.:bi 4:,1 4.58 4.59 4.59 4,bJ 4.b9 4,7.1 4.7b 4.73 4.69
1961 4.11 4.79 4.18 4.92 4.9b 4.89 4.92 4.9b 5.IIU 4.97 5.U2 5.1U 
19b2 5.16S 5.2u 5.j 5.25 5.25 5.212 5.29 5.25 5.24 5.29 5.31 5.34 
1963 5.4J 5.4J 5.5j 5.5j 5.52 5.48 5.54 5.57 5.bu 5.,58 5.76 5.,81
19b4 5.99 5.92 5.9u 0.1)I b.U/ b.0On 4.12 6.23 6.24 b.25 b.24 6.47 

19115 6.64 o. It, .91 I.IJ 7.19 7.17 7.2U 7.21 7.ZU 7.29 7.37 7.43 
19h 7.48 7.1 .1u 1.5 7.66 I.b 7.79 7.89 I.8 7.95 7.94 8.UU
196h7 8.UI 8.11 8.081 8.12 1.25 1.29 8.33 8.J6 8.8? 9.12 9.21 9.51 
19151 9.b 9.b2 9.97 1U.Jb9./2 9.9o 11.23 I1.42 138.3 10.0 1.4(4U IU.44 
19o9 Iu.4d IU.jj 1U.1 lU.85 IU.b IU.1j IU.8z 1U.78 11.74 10.1U 13.b8 11.04 

1971u 11.11 11.01 11.13 11.18 11.1b I1 .28 II.JU 11.34 11.44 11.53 11.5b l1.bb 
1971 11./I I11/1 ll.bb Ild 11.91 11.99 12.18 12.2b 12.19 12.29 12.4U 12.55
1972 Iz.z 12.4 13.28 12.91 12.79 12.96 12.1b 12.92 I.0Ub 13.14 13.05 13.09 
19/1 13.21 11.J5 1J.b1 13.74 1..UJ 14.22 14.35 14.48 14.7U 14.7b 14.8b 14.89 
1914 15.16 15.51 15.74 15.9h 161.3J Io.76 11.9 16.96 17.10 17.1b 17.50 17.75 

I4i, ' , 1.91) 19.11b 19.J5 19.84 21.17 21.1It 21.4o 21. 7 21.88 21.96 22.01
19710 23.5J 24.112 24.41 Z4.51 26.1z 24.80 28.27 29.37 3U.38 31.07 31.J6 31.84 
1911 J2.97 J3.47 4.1t 34.71 35.34 37.91 39.VU 4U.U 4U.68 41.11 41.71 42.17
19718 45.32 41.38 4.11 49.94 56.57 59.19 61.49 64.21 67.45 7U.12 71.73 73.24 
1919 17.45 81.51 15.55 19.76 92.97 95.77 IUJ.12 1(6.14 11(.79 115.20 119.75 122.09 

Source: IN6. 

Table A.27. onthliy ebtldItes ot average daily wage (soles) In Lima: 195u-79. 

Year Jd.,. Feb. Marsh Aprt la1:1y Jo,,, July Aug. Sept. Uct. 9o9. Uei.
 
.. . .. . . .. . "Z. .. *...... . .. . . .. 7 . '. .. ;....... . .. ....... 
 ....... ' ...... . - ............. .
 

19bU 4U.3 4u.1 il.OU 1.3 41.7 42.1 2,3 42.7 4J.U 43J 4J.b 44.0 
190 44.3 44. .5.0 45.4 45.6 4b.1 46.3 46.7 47.U 47.3 47.7 46.U 
1912 48.J 48.6 49.,, 49.3 49., 51).( 51.4 517. 51.3 51.7 52.1 52.5 
1053 5Z.9 53.1 5J.8 54.2 '4t b .1U 55.1 51.2 51.7 57.3 57.9 58.5 
1914 59.1 59.7 ,U.2 ,0.h8 1.4 0z.13 U.0 b.2 o3.7 b4.3 14.9 15.5
 

1965 16.1 6b.7 o7.2 0.h1 t,8.4 69. b9. /10.2 7U.7 71.3 71.9 72.5
 
19bb 73.1 7J.7 i4.2 74.8 75.4 16.1i 7b.4 7b.,, 7.3 77.7 78.1 78.5
 
1967 71.9 79.3 
 79.1 611.2 1o.b 1l.U 12.3 11.5 84. 86.U 0 .3 111.5 
1961 89.8 91. 92.3 93.5 94.11 96.1 97.3 91.5 911.8 u.U 102.3 103.5 
1919 1U4.8 13b.1U lob.1 IWO'.) !m11 Ila . 11i.U Ilu.7 11U.3 IIU.U' IU9. IU9.5
 

197U 109.3 119.U' 110.5 112.0 111.5 115.U' 114.U' 114.3 114.7 115.u0 11o.2 117.4 
1971 118.6 119.8 121.3 122.U 12J. 124. 

U
' 129.7 135.3 141.U' 141.U 141.0 141.U'
 

1972 14J.3 145.7 146.U 15U.U 152.
 154 .. ' 15.7 153.3 15J.U 153.7 154.3 155.U' 
I9/J 161.U t1l/. 11J.uj 17d.3 183.7 1119.0' 11.1 113. 4U 14.7 194.U'IU.U 119.3 
1974 191.3 2012.7 ZU7.1' 21u.7 214.3 2111.U' 21.9 219.7 i20.b 221.4 212.j 223.1 

1975 224.0 224.9 225.1 2211.6 227.4 228.3 229.1 231.13 2l, z4J.U' 15J. Zb4.b
 
197 275.4 21b.2 297.U' 3U.7 JUb.J 311.3' 326.7 342.3 351.u' 357.u 357.7 
 357.5

1977 357.3 357.2 J57.' 359.U 1bI.1) Jb3.U1 

?
371.7 31U. 319.U1 394.3 j9.b 39bU
 

1978 414.0 432.U 45U.0" 472.0 
 494.0 516.U ' 5JJ.7 551.3 569.0' 581.7 594.3 bU7.0' 
1979 645.0 1113.0 721.11 7U.0 745.U 753.0' 811. 813.7 934.U' 979.0 1114.0U U9.0 

I Metropolitan Lima.
 

2 Ministry of Labor figure. Se.enote below. 

Source: Elaborated for tillsstudy.
 

Note: These estimates were calculated using eutimates of daily wa
4;es published periodically by the Mlnistry o Labor. ADual estimates for 19U to 1961 were assuumed o refer to June. Later, esti
mates were for specitied Monuths. Interpolation was used to generate Other monthly tigures. 
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Table A.28 Monthly estimated population (000) of Lima: 1960-79.
 

Year Jan. Feb. March April Hay June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. bec. 

1960 1704 1712 1719 1727 1735 1742 1750 1758 1766 1774 1781 1789 
1961 1797 1805 1813 1821 183U 1838 1846 1854 1862 1871 1879 1887 
1962 1896 1914 1913 1921 193 1938 1947 1956 1964 1973 1982 1991 
1963 21100 208 2U17 2U26 2035 2044 2U54 20b3 2072 2U81 209U 210 
1964 2109 2118 2128 2137 2147 2156 2166 2175 2185 2194 2205 2215 

1965 2224 2234 2244 2254 2264 2274 2284 2295 2305 2315 2325 2336 
1966 2346 2357 2367 2378 2388 2399 2409 2420 2431 2442 2453 2464 
1967 2475 2486 2497 2508 2519 253 2541 2553 2564 2575 2587 2598 
1968 2610 2622 2633 2645 2657 2669 26U 2692 2714 2716 2728 2741 
1969 2753 2765 2777 2790 2802 2815 2827 284 2852 2865 2878 2891 

197 2903 2916 2929 2942 2956 2969 2982 2995 3118 3022 3035 3149 
1971 3U62 3076 3U90 3113 3117 3131 3145 3159 3173 3187 3201 3216 
1972 3230 3244 3258 3273 3289 3303 3313 3323 3333 3343 3353 3363 
1913 3374 3384 3394 3405 3415 3425 3436 3446 3457 3467 3478 3488 
1974 3499 351 3520 3531 3542 3553 3563 3574 3585 3596 3607 3618 

1975 329 3640 3651 3662 3674 3684 3696 3717 3718 3729 3741 3753 
1976 3764 3775 3787 3798 3810 3822 3833 3845 3857 3868 3880 3892 
1977 3914 3916 3928 3940 3952 3964 3976 3988 4UU0 4112 4024 4U37 
1978 4149 W161 4174 4U86 4199 4111 4124 41j6 415 4151 4174 4196 
1979 4199 4212 4225 4239 4251 4254 4276 4290 4313 4315 4329 4343 

I Metropolitan Lima.
 

Source: Elaborated for this study.
 

Note: These monthly estimates were developed using census data for Metropolitan Lima for July
 
1961, June 1972, and July 19b1, along with estimated growth rates between years nll "sted in IN
 
(1981).
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Table A.29 Annual potato Shipments (0UU ) to Lima by region: 1959-79.1 

Sierra' 
 Coast?
 
-----------"...-------
 Sub -------------------------
Year Northi Central' South' total North' Central 

1959 1.2 
196U 2.7 
19h 4.4 
1962 3.1 
196J 3.U 
1904 b.J 

19b5 10.5 
i1bb SO.b 
19n7 24.1 
1968 12.9 
19b9 2U.4 

197u 22.9 
191 1U.9 
1972 Il.a. 
1913 2.5 

19/4 .2' 

1975 n.a. 
19/6 3.5 
1971 b.4' 
197 2.8 
1979 7.3 


* Leu,, than 

3b.8 .2 38.L 
3b.0 38.7 
39.5 43.9 
35.8 ,1 39.0 
47.3 .3 5U.3 
75.8 .7 82.8 

7U.1 .4 81.U 
49.9 .9 81.3 

65.9 1.2 91.3 

63.4 .4 7b.6 
71.9 3.U 95.3 

79.U 4.2 106.1 
123.4 2.4 135.8 
n.a. n.a. n.a. 
92.9 
 3.2 98.b 

45.8' 1.5' 47.5' 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

119.5 	 5.0 127.9 
94.6" 2.4" 1U3.5" 
137.3 4.b 142.7 
139.6 5.8 152.7 

IOU tons. 

n.a. - lot available. 

Kegions ale delined in Appendix two. 

For years 1959-70, the data includes 
potatoes.
 

n.a. 


U.U' 

n.a. 

4.1 

1.7' 

1.6 
1.3 


white 

37.5 
39.6 
39.4 
39.b 

34.1 
46.4 


47.4 

4b.6 

59.4 

67.2 
7U.2 


85.1 

1u6.2 


n.a. 

85.2 

9b.9' 

Sub-

South, total 

337.5 
-- 39.6 
- 39.4 
-- 39.o 

- 34.1 
--- 46.4 

- 47.4 
46.b 


-- 59.4 
- 7.2 
--- 70.2 

-- 85.6 
- 106.2 

.a. n 
- 85.2 
- 7 96.97 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

128.0 0.1 132.3 
1U6.7" 0.18 IUU.o 

151.8 1.7 
 155.1 

12u.4 
 1.8 123.5 


and yellow potatoes only; 

3 For years 19''9-7o, 
 north Sierra Includes Ancasht, Cajamarca, La Libertad,
I'lura; available data )r iortLh Coast indicates 

Other
 
origin 

-

-


-

-
-

-

n.a.n.a. 

UU 


.2 7 

n.a. 

4.4 

.2' 

.6 

.7 


Total 

75.7 
78.3 
83.5 
78.6
 
84.7 
129.2
 

128.4
 
127.9 
150.7
 
143.9
 
lb5.5
 

191.7 
242.U 

.a. 
183.7
 
144.67 

n.a.
 
264.6
 
212.5'
 
296.9
 
277.0
 

for 1971-79 all 

Lambayeque and 
no potatoes were shipped to Lima It, this

period. For years 1971-74, north Sierra also includes Loreto and San Martin and north 
Coast

includes Lambayeque, Plura and Trujillo (July-Oeccmber orly for north Coast). 
4 For years 1959-7U, central Sierra includes Junin, Iluancavelica, Nuanuco, Lima (just Cantaand Iluarochiri provinces) and PasIeo% celtral Coast includes Ica and Lima (except provinces

For years 1971-79. besides the departaents already mentioned 
included in central Sierra). 
buth regiona, central 	 forSierra includ".s Ancash (except Casma and Snllta provinces) and central
Coast Illcudeb Casma a1d Santa. 

5 For yearn 1959-7U, available data tor south Coast indicate no potatoes 
outh Sierra includes Apurimac, Aycuch'nd Arequipa (just9 7 Cuzc,aId ArequIpa). For years 1 1-79,suath Coast includes Arequipa 

Lhe 
(except

alnd south Sierra illcludes tile same departments as the period above. 

b Includes potatoeus reshipped irom Lima to the provinces. 

i Uat, tor -.e l,>lowing months 

were shipped to Lima, 
provinces of Caylloma

Caylloma and ArequIpa) 

only: Jantary, May, June, July, Augus., September, October,
aind November. 

Data for alilmonths except April. 

Source: 1959-70 (Graber 1973); 1971 (ER*SA); 1973 (SIMAP); 1974-79 (Market administration 
MM SI1. 
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------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lahbe A.JU Ann.oual poLaLu shipmelts 1.UUU L) Lu Lilua by deparLmuenL: 1959-/9. 

........................................................................... ue parL lentl 

Year 

HualIca-

ve I i ca 

iua-

luco I ca Juninl 

La Li-

bertadl iLimla 1sco 

Utler 

Ueptps . 

Inknllownl 

or 
I 

flutalI 

1959 * 10.5 1.4 2Z2. ih , 31,. . 1.4 .1 6 / 

I 01n * 'j.7 1.2 21.h n.a, 39.6 .h ....l, .j 

10. 2. .0 19.4 4.', .. 4 93.5 

1962 * 9.9 
1961 * 2., 2 I.a. 1 . 

J.0 22.4 11.a. i.U .t J.2 1.5 /b.,u 

1963 .2 9.0 2.1 J4.9 l.a . 33.? .0 J.2 1. 114./ 

19064 .1 I7 2. 51.9 t.a. 45.2 2.1 1.U 4.5 1/9., 

1965 .1 Io.8 J.U 4u.6 II.d. 4t.- 1.b IU.9 2.1 19.4 

196t) 1.J 14.1 2. 29.1b l.a. 4s.5 1.9 _1.5 1.Z Iz1.9 

19 / 1.3 14. 3.5 46.1 1.a. .3 .).." Z5.J 1.2 13U.1 

191n9 I.3 14.2 2.1 44.4 l.a. 1).0 1.9 11 .j 1.2 1uJ.9 

1919 1.4 11.3 41, /.2I .a. 0,.2 1.5 23. 4.11 105. j 

19/N 1.2 zj.I 1.1 .4.1 d.a. /b.I J.3 26.9 4.0 191.1 

1911 u.u 29.9 u.4 o1.9 1o.1 1u2.9 10.9 5.U --- 29,. 1) 
19 72 nl.a. ioa. 1). a. 11.. . 11,d. 11.-I 1.4a. Il.aJ. ll.a, Il.a. 

19/j 1.9 21./. 11.0 41.0 2.5 13.O 10.1 3.5 --- 163.7 
' 

19/4 ".5 h.9' 14.4 " ,.9' .2 b14.3. 5.I' 1./' . Z' 144.' 

1915 II.a. . it a. It.a. Iloa. tt.id. nl. [].a. ll.d. it.aI. nl.a. 

1916 14.4 J3.5 14.4 U3.1 1.5 115.u 15.2 .2 4.4 "14.1 
" 

191/ o. I 4.0' 10.8 44.1' 1.17 90.5' 15.1' 1.9' .2I Z12.5 

191/ 13.1. 20.8 22.3 16.,b 4.J I1I.U 21.5 0.. . 290.9 

1979 I.V 11.2 22.0U 1 9 9.u 99.4 26.9 9.0 .7 211.L 

* Less tLan RA') Lulls. 

n.a. - our available. 

I For years 19)9-7U, La LiberLdtd sIlipIllLb are lincluded Il "otLer deparLuent i". 

2 kor years 1959-10. "other deparlmelllS" includes Ancasl, .lpurinac , tlrequipaI ayacuc u, 

Cajamarca, Cuzco, Lambayeque, La Libertad aid Iliura. For years 1971-19, "oLher d.eparLwelnts" 

lilnludes * naZoIlas, AIICadsl, AlIpurIllac, yalCUeCnt, Cajalarca, Cuzco, Liwbayeque, LureLo, rladre 

de Dio ,luquegua, Plura, Pond, Salt Hartlil, Tacna, arid fumbes. 

3 kur years 1959-1t, unklnowll orirgin relers to yellow potaLues Irom tile oortlil, celtral, ari 

souLth hiirra. fur years 19/1-19, *'lnknownl origil" retlers Lu "oLiler origin" or "unknownI 

origi1n" i1 the annual records. 

4 Sub-totalis may IIoL Sum to equal LoLal due Lu rounding errors. 

5 Includes potatoes reslipped trom Lima, tile provinces. 

0 UaLa tor Lile ulluwing ImoLIIs oilly: January, Hay, Jule, July, August, Septebmer, 

Uctober, arid Nuvemlber. 

7 Data tor all months except April. 

Source: 1959-7u (Graber 1973); 1971 (EI'HSA); 1973 (SIMAP); 1914-79 (Market administration 

M1 #Il). 
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